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NEW YORK, MARCH 1, 1873.
BANKING HOUSE OF

A FIRST-CLASS

THE

LOANER’S BANK
or THE CITY OB' NEW YORK,

New York Security

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

AT A LOW PRICE.

Continental Life Builing,

PRICE TEN CENTS.'

HENRY

CLEWS

TOLEDO, PEORIA
&

CO.,
AND

32 Wall Street, K Y.
Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;

22 Nassau Street, New York.

WARSAW RAILWAY, *

also Commercial Credits issued available throughout
CAHtTAL.......................................................... $500,000
Subject to increase to..................................... 1,000,000
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention.
23?” FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
CUSTOMERS.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON,

Banker^
No. 59 Wall St., New York.

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage
Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
road with the metropolis.
Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile,
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its b#nds
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment.
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven
per cent, gold interest, and are effaced five per cent,
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend
them to all class of investors.
GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
No. 25 Nassau Street.

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubjeet to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
A T.Ti CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,
National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire
land and all their branches.
Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

Francisco and the West Indies.

VERTIBLE

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or

7

PER

Coin, subject to Check at sight, which pass through
the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank;

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS. ;

interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates of
Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate; Notes
and Drafts collected.
State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

INTEREST

WARRANTS ' PAYABLE

CLEWS, HABICHT & CO.,
11 Old Broad St., London,

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

BANKING A FINANCIAL.

PRINCIPAL 1888.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S
We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds i£
block. By act of reorganization of the Company those

TO INVESTORS.
To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR

A. S. HATCH.

OFFICE OF

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less

FISK & HATCH,

profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty
»
Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad C©m-

BANKERS AND DEALERS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

pany as well secured and unusually productive.

No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent,

S3?” Opposite V. S. Sub-Treasury.

premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commissi'bn, for cash.
Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention.

FISK & HATCH.

the world.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE
HARVEY FISK.

'g

Prices. The rate of interest (seven'and three-tenths
per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4 currency
—yielding an income more than one-third greater than

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
market.
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
the entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi Esther with all the rolling stock and real property, to
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De the value of more than ten millions of dollars. The
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect
tered.
Price 91% and accrued interest, in currency, from with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s
February 15, 1872.
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of the
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
York.
ferred shares.
Can now he had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.
For terms apply to
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

AUGUST^BELMONT & CO.,

U. S. 5-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in
terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the post-

Bankers,

CLARK, DODGE & CO.,
v

Comer Wall and William Streets.

MAXWELL A CO.,

office address of the owner, All marketable stocks

50 WALL STREET,
and bonds are received in exchange for Northern
Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

JAY COOICE &. CO.
*

M

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in all
parts of the world through the

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AKD THEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.
Also, make telegraphic transfers of money on Cali
fornia, Europe and Havana,

Bankers ^and Brokers,
[No. 11 BROAD STREEUW
■ new Yom

Mai’, 1, Is'rl

WOOSfltfil & €tAfftlS!S WfiEKLf
NOTICE TO INVESTORS.

CHICAGO AND CANADA
SOUTHERN.

7 per cent. Gold Bonds
AT 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST. COUPON AND
REGISTERED. INTEREST PAYABLE IN
GOLD. APRIL AND OCTOBER.
We now offer these Bonds at the above YERY LOW
price. THE CANADA SOUTHERN, or Eastern end
of this line, whose Bonds were so rapidly sold last summer,

IS NOW FINISHED,
and will be opened for business in connection with the
TOLEDO AN® WABASH and other Western Roads,
at a very early day. The CHICAGO AND CANADA
SOUTHERN, or Western end of this line, is now being
rapidly built, and the Company expect it to he finished
during the present year.
THIS GREAT TRUNK LINE, when completed
through, will be of immense advantage to the shipping
interests of the Great West, being Level, Straight, and
’ thirty-three miles Shorter than any other route. Hav
ing connections with all the lines running into Buffalo
at the East and Chicago at the West, and under the
management of some of the most experienced rail
road operators of the country, its success is rendered
a certainty, and its Bonds must be a safe and profitable
investment. It makes the shortest and best connec
tions going West, both at Toledo and Detroit, and is
the only Seven Per Cent. Bond on any through Trunk
line now offered.
Pamphlets and all information by

Winslow, Lanier & Co.,
Bankers, 27 Pine Street.
Leonard, Sheldon & Foster,
Bankers, 10 Wall Street.

SAFETY, SPE*ED AND COMFORT.

HE
ERIE RAILWAY.—Winter Arrangement T

NATIONAL LINE OF STEAM

SHIPS.
of Trains to take effect January 20, 1873. From
Ohambers-street Depot (for Twenty-third street see
Weekly to Queenstown and Liverpool.
note below).
Fortnightly to and from London direct.
From Piers 44 and 47, North River.
9 a. m.—Cincinnati and Chicago Day Express.
Drawing-room Coaches to Buffalo and Sleeping
Coaches to destination.
To Queenstown and Liverpool®
11 a. m.—Express Mail for Buffalo and Niagara
“Canada,” Webster, Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 18 a. m.
Falls. Drawing-room Coaches to Susquehanna and
“Greece,” Thomas, Wednesday, Feb. 12, at 3p. m.
Sleeping Coaches to destination.
“Egypt,” Grogan, Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 9 a. in.
' 7 p. m. (Daily).—Cincinnati and Chicago Night Ex
To London direct:
press. Sleeping Coaches thi-ough to Buffalo, Niagara
.“Helvetia,” Griggs, Tuesday, Jan. 23, at 3,p. in.
Falls, Cincinnati, Yetroit and Chicago, without
change.
THESE STEAMSHIPS ARE THE LARG
Additional Trains leave for—
EST IN THE TRADE.
Port Jervie, 8, 9, 11 and *11.15 a. m., 4.30 and 7 p. m. Cabin Passage............................ $75 and $65, currency.
Goshen and Middletown, *7.30, 8,18.30,11 and *11.- Steerage.................. ........... ................... $29, currency.
15 a. m., 3.3U, 4.80 affd *t7 p. m.
Prepaid Steerage tickets from Liverpool, Queens
Warwick, 8, 11 and.*11.15 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
town, Londonderry, Glasgow, Cardiff, Bristol, or. Lon
Newburgh, t8.30, 9 and 11 a. m., 3.30 and 4.30 p. m. don, CHEAPER TEAR BY ANY QUEER LIRE.
For further information apply at the Company’s
Suffern, t7.30, 8, t8.30, 11 and +11.15 a. m., 3.30, 5, 6, Office,
No. 69 Broadway.
+6.30, *7 and *11.30 p. m.
F. W* J- HURST, Manager.
Ridgewood, Hohokus, Allendale and Ramsey’s, +7./VENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JER- 30, 8, T8.30, 11, *11.15 a. in,, 3.30, 5, 6, +6.30, 7 and *11.HITE STAR LINE.
\J SET.—Passenger and Freight Depot in New Y ork, 30 p. m.
For Queenstown and Liverpool,
foot of Liberty street. Connects at Somerville with
Paterson, 6.45, *7.30, 8, +8.30, 10, 11, *11.15 a. in., 12
South Branch K. R.; at Haniptou Junction with the
Carrying the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad ; at Phil noon, *1.45, a.30, 4, 5, 5.15, 6, *6.30, *7, 8, 10 and *11.30
UNITED STATES MAIL.
ips buro-with the Lehigh and Susquehanna Division; p. m.
Newark, 7.15, *8.45 and 11.30 a. m., and 3.45, 5.15 and
ancravkaatwi with the Lehigh Valley Railroad, and its
New and full-powered steamships.
connections, forming a direct line t@ Pittsburgh *6.30 p.m.
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver
and the West, without change »f cars; also to Central
Rutherfurd Park and Passaic, 6.45, *7.30, +8.30, 10, pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor each way.
Pennsylvania and New York State.
11 a. m., 12 noon, *1.45, 3.30, 4, o.lo, 6, *6.30, 8, 10 and
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
*11.80 ]}. m.
ALLENTOWN LINE TO THE WEST.
Oceanic, Saturday, February 8, at 3.00 p. iff.
Hillsdale, Hackensack and Way, 5, 8.15 and +8.45
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
a.
m.,
1
,
3,
4,
5
and
6
p.
in.,
and
12
Mid.
Celtic, Satm-day, February 22, at 1.00 p. m.
Commencing Dec. 16, 1873.—Leave New York as fol
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. in..
Spring Valley and Way, 5, 8.15, and +8,45 a. m., 1, 4
lows :
and
5
p.
m.,
and
+12 Mid. From the White Star Dock, Pavonia Ferry, Jersey
6 a. m.—Way Train for Somerville.
City.
Englewood, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
7 a. m.—For Flemington, Eastoa, Bethlehem. Bath, 4.46, S.30, 6.3U and *7.45 p. nn, and +12 Mid.
Passenger accommodations (for all classes) unrivaled,
Mauch ChuAk^Vilkesbarre, Pittston, Mahanoy City,
combining
Cresskill, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
ivit. Carmel, Hazleton, TimkhannccK, Towanda, Waverley, bic. Connects at Junction with Del., nack, A 5.30, 6.30 and *7.45 p. m., ana +12 Mid.
Safety, Speed, and Comfort.
SparkiU, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
West. R. R.
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and bath rooms
9 a. in.—Mohning Expkkss daily (except Sundays), 4.45, 5.S0r, 6.30 ana +7.45 p. in., and +12 Mid.
in midship' section, where least motion is felt. Sur
f@r Easton, Allentown, Horrisburg and the West. Con
Piermont and Nyack, 7.45,+9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, geons and stewardesses accompany these steamers.
nects at Somerville for Flemington; at Easton:'
3.15, 4.45, 5.30, 6.30 and +7.45 p. in., and +12 Mid.
Rates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after 1st of
Manch Chunk, WUkesbarre, Scranton, Towaudo, Wav
2D b.—Trains leaving Chambers street on even or April, $100 gold.) Steerage, $30, currency. Those
eriy, &c.
hal'i hours, leave Twenty-third street 16 minuter earlier wishing to send for friends from the Old Country can
10.15 a. m.—Way Train for Somerville.
than a£ove time. The 6 a. m., 10 aud 11.30 p. in., and now obtain steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
13 m.—Way Trafe for Somerville.
12 Mid. Trains start from Chambers street only.
rency.
12.50 p. m.—For Easton, Bethlehem and Allentown.
Pass&agers hooked to or from all parts of America,
N. B.—Trains on the N. R. R. and Newark Branch
leaving Chambers street on quarter hours, leave Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia,
3.15 p. in.—For Plainfield.
China,
Ac.
4.00 p. m.—For Easton, Allentown and Mauch Twenty-third street 3o minutes earlier thau ,above
Drafts from £1 upward.
Chunk. Connects at Junction with Del., Lack & time.
Tickets for passage aud for apartments in Drawing
For inspection of plans and other information,
West. R. R.
room and bleeping Coaches can be obtained, and apply at the Company’s offices, No. 10 Broadway,
4.30 p. m.—For Somerville and Flemington.
orders for the enecidng aud transfer of Baggage may New York.
J. II. SPARKS,' Agent.
5.00 p. m.—For Somerville.
be left at the Company’s offices—341, 5zy„ aud 957
Broadway; comer one Hundred and TV^enty-fifth
5.15 p. m.—For Plainfield.
NITED STATES, NEW-ZEALAND
5.30 p. m.—Evening Express, daily, for Easton, street ami Third avenue: 2 Court street, Brooklyn: at
& AUSTRALIAN MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE.
Bethlehem, Allentown, Reading, Hanisburg, Pitts t£e Company’s Depots, and of Agents at the principal —The steamships of this line are appointed to sail
hotels.
burgh, Chicago and Cincinnati.
Drom San Francisco for NEW-ZEALAXnD and AUS
* Daily. + Sundays only. *% Goshen, Sundays only. TRALIA, via Honoluln, upon
0.00 and 6.45 p. in.—For Somerville.
JNO. N. ABBOTT, General Passenger Agent.
.30 p. ni.—(Emigrant)—For Easton.
. MAY 22,
|
SEPT. 11,
JUNE 19,
I
QpT. 9,
.00 and 11.00 p. m.—For Plainfield.
JULY 17,
NOV. 6,
For Elizabeth at 6.00, 6.40, 7.00, 7.15, 800, 8.45, 9.00,
AUG. 14,
I
DEC. 4, at Noon.
ENNSYLYANIA RAILROAD.
9 30 10.15, 11.00, 11.45 a. m.; 12 in.; 12.50, 1.00, 2,00,
For freight and passage, apply to
2 30 3 00, 3.15, 8.45, 4.00, 4.15, 4.30, 4.45, 5.00, 5.15, 5,30,
5,45’ 6.00, 6.30, 6.45, 7.15, 7.30, 8.10, 9.00, 10.00, 12.00
W. H. WEBB, 53 Exchange Place, New York.
Trains leave New York, from foot of Desbrosses and
and Cortlandt streets, as follows:
p. m.
Tickets for the West can be obtained at the office of
NLY
DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE.
Express for Harrisburg, Pittsbhrg, the West and
the Censral Railroad of New Jersey, foot of Liberty Soutn, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, 9.30 a. m.,
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM
street, New York, and at the principal hotels and 5, 7 and 8.30 p. m. Sunday, 5, 7, 8.30 p. m.
PANY’S MAH STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW
ticket offices in New York city.
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
For Baltimore, Washington and the South at 9 a. m.,
R. E. RICKER, Superintendent and Eng’r.
The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the
I, 9 p. m. Sunday, 9 p. m.
H. P. Baldwin, General Pessenger Agent.
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, us
Express for Phila^ 8, 9, 9.30 a. m., 12.30,1, 4, 5, 6, follows:
8.30 p:m., and 12 night. Sunday, 6, 8.30, and 9 p. m.
“ Ville de Paris,” Sunnont, Saturday, January 28.
“Washington,” Roussan, Saturday, February 8.
EW YORK CENTRAL AND HUDSON For Phila., via Kensington, at 7 a. m. and 2 p. m.
“St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday. February 22.
RIVER RAILROAD.
Emigrant and second class at 7.15 p. m.
“Pereire,” Dame, Saturday, March 8.
Commencing Monday, November 4,1872. Through
For Newark at 6, 6.3p, 7, 7.40, 8.10, % 10, 11, 11^0 Price of passage in gold (including wine) to Brest or
trains will leave Gband Central Depot:
Havre:
a. m., 12. 1, 2, 2.30, 3, 3.20, 3.40, 4.10, 4.30, 5.10, 5,20,
8.00 a. m.—Chicago and Montreal Express, with 5.30, 5.60, 6, 6,10, 6.30, 7,'7.30, 8.10, 9, 10, 11.30, 12 p. m.
First Cabin............. $125 | Second Cabin......... ..$75.
drawing-room cars through to Rochester and fot. Sunday, 5.20, 3 and 8.10 p. m.
EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
Albans.
For Elizabeth, 6, 6.30, 7, 7.40, 8, 8.10, & 10, 11, 11.40,
These steamers do not carry steerage passengers.
10.30 a. m.—Special Chicago Express with drawing a nn, 12 m., 12.30, 1, 2, 2.30, 3, 3,20, 3.40, 4, 4.10, 4.30,
American travelers going to or returning from the
room cars to Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
5 10, 5.», 5.50, 6, 6.10, 6.30, 7.30, 8.10, 10, 11, 11.3®, 12
Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this
p.
in.
Sunday,
5.20,
6,
and
8.10
p.
m.
10.45 a. m.—Northern and Western Express.
ine, avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
3.40 p. m.—Special Express for Albany and Troy.
For Rahway, 6, 6.30, 7, 8.10, 9.30, and 10 a. m., 12 m., comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time
4.30 p. m.—Montreal Express, with sleeping-cars 1 2 2.30, 3, 3.20, 3.40, 4.10, 4.30, 5.-20, 5.30, 5-50, 6, 6.30, trouble and expense.
7.30, 8.10, 10 p. m., and 12 night. Sunday, 5.20 ana
GEO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.
from New York to St. Albans.
6.00 p. m—Express, daily, with sleeping-cars for 6 p. m.
C. J. OSBORN.
ADDISON CAMMACK.
' For Woodbridge and Perth Amboy, 8 and 10 a. m.,
Watertown and Canandligua.
8 00 p m.—Pacific Express, with sleeping-cars for 2.30, 3.40,4.30, and 5 p. m.
Rochester, Buffalo and Niagara Fall; also for Chicago,
For New Brunswick, 7, 10 a. m., 12 m., 1, 2, 3, 4.10,
via both L. S. and M. C. Railroads. This train runs on 5.20, 6, 9 p. m., and 12 night. Sunday, 6 and 9 p. m.
Sundays
11.30 p. m.—Express,with sleeping-cars for Troy and For East Millstone, 7 a. m., 12 m., 4.10 and 5.20
p. m.
Albany. ^ ^ KEIsrDlao]v' General Passenger Agt.
Ko. 34 BROAD STREET,
For Lambertville and FlenMngton, 9 a. xn. and 2
p. m.
„
STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FED
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold on Com
For Philipsburg and Belvidere, 2 and 4 p. m.
EW YORK MIDLAND RAILWAY—
Accom. for Bordentown, Burlington and Camden, 7 mission.
Winter arrangement, taking effect Dec. 2, 18af2.—
Trains leave foot of Cortlandt aud Desbrosses sts., as and 9.80 a. m., 12.30, 2, 3, 3.40, 4 and 6 p. in.
follows;
For Freehold, 7, 8 a. m., 2 and 4 p. m.
For New Durham and Maywood, 7, 9, 10, 10.50 a, m;
For Jamesburg, Pemberton, Camden, 6 a. m., 3.40
1, 4,30, 5.30, 6.20, and 11.30 p. m.
p. in.
For Hackensack, Paterson, Hawthorne, Midland
Trains arrive as follows:
Park, and Wortendyke, 7, 9.10 10.50 a. in.; 1, 4.20, 5.30
No. 412 FOURTH AYE.,
From Pittsburgh, 6.50 a. m., 1.08 p. m., 10.14
0.20, *11.30 p. m. •
a. m. and 6.34. p. m., daily, except Monday. From Between Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Streets,
Washington
and
Baltimore,
6.40
a.
m.,
4,54,1.12
p.
m.
For Ridgefield Park, Bogota, Rochelle, Dundee
HEW . YORK.
Lake, Market st., and Riverside, 7, 10.50, a, m. 1, 4.30 Sunday, 6.40 a. m. From Philadelphia, 5.21, 6.50,10.14,
II. 04, 11.54 a. m., 2.14, 3.54, 6.04, 8.43 p. m. Sunday,
5.80, 6.20, 11.30 p. m.
5.21, 6.50, 11.04 a. m.
For Wyckeff, Pompton, and Montclair Junction, 7,
TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN,
Ticket Offices, 526, 435, 271 and 944.Broadway: No, 1
9.10, 10.50 a. m. 3.30, 4.30, 5.30 p. m.
Astor House, aud foot of Desbrosses and Cortlandt by the use of Chemically pure Nitrous Oxide or Laugh
For Campgaw, Oakland, Bloomingdale, and West streets. Emigrant Ticket Office, No. 8 Battery place. ing Gas. Dr. W. has used it several years,' extracting
teeth for thousands with complete success, and with
Blomingdale, 7, 9.10, 10.50 a, m. 4.30, 5.80 p. in.
D. M. BOYD, Jr.,
no bad effects in any instance, All operations pertain
General Passenger Agent.
ing to Dentistry performed in the most careful and
For Smith’s Mills, Charlotteburgh, Stockholm, Snuffthorough manner at reasonable price.
town, Ogdensburg, and Qnarryviile, 7, 9.10 a. m. 4.30
A. J. Cassatt,
p. m.
SAM’L BARTON.
HENRY ALLEN.
Gen. Manager.
For Newfoundland, Franklin, Hamburg, Deckertown Unionville, West Town, Johnson, Slate Hill,
BARTOif & ABLER,
Midfi'efown, and Bloomingburgh, +7, 9.10 a. to. 3.30,
EW JERSEY SOUTHERN RAIL
UsUTto.
ROAD LINE.—CHANGE OF TIME.—On and
For Pine Bush, Wurtsboro, Fallsburgh, Monticello, after Nov. 20, steamers of this line connecting at
Sandy Hook with trains for Long Branch and all sta
Liberty Falls, and Ellenville, 9.10 a. in. 3.30 p. m.
tions on this and connecting railroads, including Red
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
Returning—Laving Falls, at 6.55 p. m. 1.25 p. m. Bank Tom’s River, Waretown, Barnegat, iuckerton,
Ellenville, 7.42 a. in. 3.15 p. m. Middletown, 6, 6.56 a. Philadelphia, Vineland, Bridgeton, Bay Side, etc., etc.,
Stocks, Bonds and Gold "bought and sold on com
m. 2.87, 5.45 p. m. West Bloomingdale, 7, 8.20 a. m. 2, will leave foot of Murray street as follows:
mission.
6,04p. m. Worteitdyke, 6.25, 7.37, 9, 11.23 v. m. 2.37,
10.40 a. m.—To Philadelphia, Tiickerton, Tom’s
4.05, 6 58,10.56 p.m. Paterson, 5.43, 6.47, 7.55,9.19,
River,
Vineland,
Bay
Side,
etc.
11.38 a. in.. 2.57, 4.24, 7.15, 11.12 p. m.
REW
YORK
4.00 p. m.—To Tom’s River, Waretown, Tuckerton,
Arriving in New York at 6,55,8,9,10,^10.30 a. m. 12,50
etc.
4.10, 5.40, 8.35 p. m. and 12.50 a. m.
ARRIVING IN NEW YORK:
Montclah Division.—Trains leave New York, foot
9.35 a. m.—From Tuckerton, Waretown, Tom’s
Cofirtiandi and Desbrosses streets.
eighth ayentje,
Riven, etc.
For Montclair, Pompton, and intermediate stations,
1.30 p. m.—F.+om Vineland, Philadelphia, TuckerCor. Fourteenth St.,
9 a. m. 4,30 p. m.
ton, TOIL’S River, etc.
SIX PER CERT. IRTEREST
For Montclair and Intermediate stations, 3.30 p. m.
The above trains stop at way stations.
arrives 8, 9 a. m. 4.10 p. m.
PHILADELPHIA freight taken up to 6 o’clock p. m. allowed on all sums from $5 to '$5,000. Deposits
+.Does not run+beyond Middletown. *Docs not run at lowest rates.
made on or before August 1 will draw interest from
beyond Hawthorne. +Does not run beyond BloomG. W. BENTLEY, Gen. Manager,
ingburgh.
.
’
120 Broadway.
G. W. DOUGLAS, Superintendent,
B, p. Fmes, Agent, Ker §8,
Wm. B. "Webb, General Ticket Agent.

NORWICH LINE.
For Boston, Worcester, Fitchburg. Groton Junction,
Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, Manq.hdfeter, Concord, 1 ai
mer, Brattleboro, and intersecting points.
The new and staunch steamers
CITY OF BOSTON,
CITY fflF NRJV YORK,
CITY OF LAURENCE and
CITY OF NORWICH
Will leave New York daily (Sundays excepted) at 4
o’clock p. m., from Pier No. 49, North River, foot of
Canal and Watts streets.
For New London, and Norwich, their connecting
with Express trains for the above points, via Vermont
Central. Norwich and Worcester, and Boston, Hart
ford and Erie Railroads.
For through tickets and rates for freight, apply at
the office, Pier 40, North River.
W. F. PARKER, Agent.
New York, June 7, ISIS.
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NST MORTGAGE 8PER CENT. BONDS
OE THE

MILWAUKEE AND NORTEEN
RAILWAY.
registered; Interest June and December.
DENOMINATIONS, 1,000s AND 500s.
We offer these Bonds for sale at 90 and accrued in
vest believing them to he a secure as well as aprofltle investment. Full particulars furnished on appliupon and

tion.

VERMILYE & @0.,
Nos. 16 and 18 Nassau Street.
GREENLEAF, NORRIS & CO.,
No. 68 Exchange Place.

WILLIAM H. SEW ALL’S
TRAVELS.
The undersigned respectfully announce that they
have now ready the order-book containing specimenpages of the paper, printing, illustrations, engravings,
and styles of binding of

Governor Seward’s Wonderful
Journey Around tlie World,
This deeply interesting work was completed a fciv
days befm the distinguished trmeUer's death, and the
publishers will spare no pains to make it the most
elegantly gotten-wp book, of travel ever published—^
engravings alone costing about $15,000.
It is sold only by subscription, and a duly-authorized
agent will call for the purpose of giving all an oppor
tunity to subscribe.
No copies will be sold from bur store at any price.
Nearly 800 Engravings.

IX APFLETOM.&
Publishers,
£540 <§£ <53 X
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LADY IN GOOD STANDING HAY-

/\ ins no acquaintance among gentlemen, vwuld
Ae to meet with one of liberal tendencies, wt>rth
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OSBORN

CAMMACK,

Bankers,
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DR,
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Dentist,
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Bankers and Brokers,

SAYINGS BANK,
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humanity, and hate the despot who would filch them from a
single person, to rouse yourselves to the demands of the hour
and labor with unflinching zeal until the glorious, the free
Weekly, shall be found in every household in the land.
Seward Mitchell.
Cory ville, Me., Feb. 12,1873.

YOX POPULI VOX DEL
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 8,1873.)

s

and feel that future ages would bless them! O if minds and
hearts like Emma Hardinge Britten and Mrs. Marie M. King
and many others would join with you, what might they not
accomplish ? Never in an era of earth’s history could woman
ba^efiected what she might now. God in his mercy grant
that they may soon see the necessity of accomplishing all the
possibilities in another Presidential campaign.
Dear lady, I have just read your life by Tilton, and bitter
and fearful is the valley of affliction and suffering through
which you have had to pass; but, O God, how many other (as
you well know) suffering women are treading their Gethsemanes, and, as the night of their woe rolls on, are calling, “ O
watchman, what of the night?” Are there no signs,of com
ing dawn? No promise of that glorious morning, when in
woman’s emancipation we shall see the herald of that sun
whose rising shall proclaim that the millennium is no idle
dream. But, alas! too many of the watchmen sleep, or, cow
ard like, dare not own that there is a night whose deep gloom
needs dispelliug. But, thank God, “the earth moves,” and
as she rolls forward to meet the vivifying breath ©f spring,
leaving cold, gloomy winter behind her, not thousands' nor
tens of thousands can stop or retard for one instant the outbirth from her womb of millions of germs of beauty. But,
alas! dear lady, ere the winter of superstition and oppression
shad be left behind, many a poor, bruised heart must shed
tears of blood. But wee to those who would block the
wheels of the car of progress. It is God’s cause, and it will
triumph though the heavens fall. , If these poor, benighted
mortals can hedge up and fence out God from nature then
can they hinder the dawn of that day, which you are laboring
so hard to usher in.
May God bless and protect you in yoiKr noble work; and
chough your heart may ofttimes be wousnded by the sneers
and unkindnesses of those who should bless you, and
thbugh they cry out to crucify you now, unborn generations
shall rise ®p to bless you; yea, shall rise up in the gates and
'call you blessed.
Cheer up, then, for broadcast over our land are thousands
of loving hearts that love and revere you, and would gladly,
proudly welcome you an honored gnest to their homes.
Yours, with gratitude and love,

812 North Tenth Street, j
^ The Book? and Speeches of. Yictoria C. Woodhull and Editors Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.
Mesdames—I have watched with a critical eye the recent
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
course of your paper and those vdigo represent the govern
at the foliowing liberal prices:
ment, as well as those who arrogate to themselves the
The Principles of Government, by Yictoria C. Woodright to dictate what you shall teach the people through the
Jluil................................................... .............................$3 00 medium of the press.
While not agreeing with you in all the ideas you promul
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin.............. 2 50
gate ; I presume that yc*u would not indorse all I teach and
The Principles of Social Freedom.................................
25 promulgate, but how foolish and absurd for either one of us
The Impending Revolution...........................................
25 to arrogate the right to dictate that the views of the other
shall not be sent broadcast to the people to. judge of upon
The Ethics of Sexual Equality____________ _
.
25 their merits.
You are right in claiming that “individual freedom” is
If an offense come out of truth, better is it that the offense come one of the inalienable rights of all mankind. Your cause
than that the Truth be concealeji.”—Jerome.
wherein you are interfered with in the exercise of this God
given right is the cause of humanity. All brave noble souls
A YOICE FROM MAINE.
will sustain you on this point.
The blow at your paper is a severe blow at the liberty of
Y Ah feelings which I cannot portray I address the friends the press in the whole Republic; you must conquer or the
of free thought, free speech and a free press everywhere', fight for the liberty of the press will have to be fought over
i’he battle between freedom and slavery has commenced. by others at another time May God and the angel world
Already the liberties of four individuals have been struck give y®u strength t© the end.
down.
John Brown Smith.
^ It is no time for inaction, no time to drouse and sleep, for
the enemy is already ujmn us, with a bold determination to
woman’s condition.
deprive us of all that makes life dear.
June 8th.
^ Victoria C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin, J. H. Blood and Mrs. Victoria. Woodhull.
George Francis Train have been seized and imprisoned with
For a long time J have been studying a way by which I
out even the shadow of a real cause. If any of us should might get hold of your paper. Owing to adverse circumstance,
exercise our God-given right to speak or print our thoughts, and the fact that I and my two invalid daughters are to-day
we also are liable to the same outrageous treatment they victims of the very causes you are so bravely trying to bring
Mrs. Parma W, Olmsted.
have received.
to the light of day, I am without means to procure'so great
P. S.—I cannot tell you how much I wonder that our
V hat is our duty in the present emergency? Yictoria C.
Woodhull aud Tennie C. Claflin are the publishers of the only an indulgence. Seeing and feeling the bitter hellish wrongs mediums and seers, both men and women, can keep still in
of our sex drove me years ago into the depths of despair and such an era as this. Having eyes, they see not; ears, they
free and independent paper in the world. They are the real
skepticism, from which, at the eleventh hour, spiritualism, hear not; minds, that they perceive not how momentous
leaders in this great battle for truth and right.Shall they
with healing on its winge, came to restore and save, but canthe hour. I look almost with terror at the indifference and
be sustained? or shall we permit them to be crushed? It
net remove the scars. I am so utterly ignored, tabooed by supineness of our women and our leaders. O how I long to
was enough for me to know that they walked the streets of my father’s family for the crime of publicly advocating so
be f oancl worthy and capable of entering the field and labor
the city of New York until one o’clock at night to cause me
unpopular a doctrine as spiritualism, that to take on an ad ing (even though feebly it may be) for the right and the
to put my hand into my pocket to help them in their hour of
ditional
load
of
disgrace
as
an
advocate
for
woman’s
eman
truth.
need.
cipation and right to life and liberty, that I can sink no
Again God bless you; but I fear you will have to wear the
Where is the man who, if he should see his wife or friend
lower in their estimation; so whether I stand or fall it is all
martyr’s crown. Earth ever crucifies her noblest and best.
fighting single-handed and alone with twenty stalwart men, the same to them
Y oui s affectionately,
j>
^
would not rush to her rescue. Are not these sisters and this
My husband, now past seventy and very much older than
brother fighting with more than twenty thousand who are I am, has from the first stood manfully by you, and I will
thirsting for their blood?
candidly acknowledge that I think he has had a clearer in
When Joan of Arc was taken prisoner she was not tried by
,,'
' Norwich, Ct.} February 17.
sight into your principles than I have. He says he wants to
Mbs. Vistoria C. Woodhull;
the laws of war, but by a tribunal of priests, who condemned live long enough to vote for you.
Dear Aladam—I notice -in your last issue of the Weekly
her beforehand, and was determined to take her life.
The great mass of women to-day are >s little fitted to use
J ust so will it be in this case. Already in the minds of the privileges and power that the franchise will give ohe call lor the G od-in-the-Constitntion Convention. I wish
their accusers are these brave souls Condemned, and if it be them, intelligently to their advantage, as were the negroes; 0 suggest and do hope that the Convention will enlighten
m their power they will be convicted and punished to the although the knowledge that we have gained has come too- the public as to what God they propose to adopt; tell us its
full extent of the law.
late to save me and mine, yet I will own that I have a kind nature, name and especially its sex. It would be well to
Unless the pe o?l e rise in their might, and that immediately j of revengeful pleasure iu pointing out to all within my reach, uave each of the Yice-Presidents furnish a design for a statue
and speak their condemnation, our liberties will be worth the true foundation of the ills that fill lives so full of unrest 01 the God of his choice, and have the Convention choose
no more than a straw, that any wind may blow away.
and soilow. Many are startled that their secret wounds are Torn among them the most appropriate to recommend to
Qui deal W eekly must be sustained, come what will, or probed and laid bare to the light, 1 would wound only to c ongress. Huch a statue should be marked “ Exhibit A ”
cost what it may. Who that is rich enough to buy it would save. Oh that I had the privilege to use the power that and become a part of the amendment and of the Constitution
do without it ? Surely from me it cannot be bought for any I know I possess, to help roll on that triumphal car. I want when adopted. Then place it in front of the Senate, beside
e President of that body, for the inspiration of Paterson,
price. It is above all price. But I do not wish to make an to send the paper into every house where I can gain an en
barfiekl, Horlan and other Christian statesmen of Credit
appeal on the low ground of selfishness. Our sisters are trance. Yours, with fraternal love,
Mrs. S. D. W.
Mobilier fame. Why not. Will the Y. M. C A or the
doing a work for unborn millions. Theirs, with the great
Vermont Hypocritical Society of New York, please discuss’at their
majority of the people, is a thankless task. For every dollar
next session.
^
they get they will receive a thousa nd kicks. Let each one of
.Bowling Green, Pike Co., ilo,, Feb. 11,18f3
Repectfully yours,
-Andy“Jinks.
us resolve ourselvbs into a committee of one to see our Victoria & Tennie.
friends every free thinker of every shade of opinion—and
Dear Sisiers—although I am sure you must have letters
solicit their aid and co-operation in behalf of the grandest from every source—from the most cultivated, deep thinking
reform ever inaugurated in any age of the world.
My Dear Mrs. Woodhull-M was some time ago saying to a
and pui-e, more, I think, than you can possibly attend to or
It is safe to say that never since the art of printing has any perhaps read, still I feel as though my heart would break, its friend of mine that I had rather you had deferred bpeninopaper so completely electrified the people, or so stirred hu bounds if I could not express again my gratitude and admir up the miseries and crimes «f our marriage system (a great
manity to its profoundest depths as the Weeksy has done ation for your noble and heroic conduct. I do not believe system with nature left out of the account!) until we had
by its all-important truths.
’
there ever existed a philanthropic reformer, either man or got possession of our political rights, because the anticipation
Christianity has peopled the world with a race of moral
woman, who stirred so generally and so fully the purest feel of losing the right to the one domestic slave would make men
cowards—shriveled souls—slaves, and the meanest kind at
ings andjnoblest sentiments of the people. May God and His less willing to remove our political disabilities.
that.
^ There you are quite wrong,” she said, “for suffrage with
angels
still sustain you ever as they so far hai^ done far
Truly has Mrs. Woodhull said,
above the reach of your cruel unjust persecutors. I know this yoke left on our necks would -^ve us no relief at aU, or
God! what base, ignoble faces—
not from whence you draw your inspiration, yet I feel it to next to none; and if, after we had obtained the right to ba
God I what bodies lacking aoula.
represented in the Government, we had proceeded to tree
be the neblest, truest and best inspiration of the moment.
ourselves from this ten-fold slavery, we should have raised a
And now its bigots and zealots would prevent us from
Mrs. M. Hanlon ‘
inquiring into the causes of all this lacking of manhood.
greater outcry and kaye met with more bitter opposition
Friends, brothers, sisters, the war has fairly begun." We
than if we had given warning of our full intention before
@t. Albans, Vt., Feb, 9,1873.
have no need to ask: Will there be another war? since "it has
hand. No; depend upon it this move is in the trtoe order at
Mrs. Yictoria C. Woodhull : .
already begun. The U. S. Government, backed up by a cor
Providence. Don’t be alarmed at the storm; no one will be
Decvr Lady—Please to peffitoli one, who though an entire engulphed. Law is firmer than granite. ’ ’
rupt but powerful Church, has made war on freedom, and stranger,
to send you loving^ueeting, bidding you godspeed
has struck down the liberties of four individuals, and this
I confess that this view of the case reassured’me, the more
in your great and glorious efforts to raise woman to a nobler so that I have no liking for “ways that are dark.” It was on
is enough to alarm every friend of freedom throughout the
sphere
of
usefulness
and
influence,
which
is
hers
by
right
to
civilized world.
this occasion that one of England’s genuine noblemen, stand
possess and enjoy. And in raising woman from the mire and ing by, remarked—
But to return. The bravery of these two sisters, in behalf
of this righteous cause, needs an abler pen than mine. A filth of sexual degradation you uplift the whole of sufferin 'I am afraid that you ladies are all too sanguine respect
humanity; for who shall dare say that if the fountain
thousand times in the last three months have I exclaimed:
ing the men doing the right thing. In all history there is no
head be not pure that the stream shall be undefiled; and
O, the mighty work those noble souls are»doing. And
record of a party in power relinquishing that power until it
women, the mothers of all human kind, if they are serfs and was wrested from them by force.”
their bravery!—was it ever equaled? Though incarcer
slaves to vice and ignorance, -can they give birth to noble
ated week after week in a felon’s cell, they Lcame forth
How iTuly my good friend understood masculine human
intellectual beings ? A thousand times no. Would to God’
fresh and undaunted, never flagging in their zealfor the holy
nature our late experiences at Washington plainly prove.
dear
madam,
that
your
voice
could
rea'ch
the
ears
of
every
work, to carry forward which they were raised up:
^
But it was not of this rebuff that I wished to speak. I was
wife and mother in our land; for there are many noble
Again, dear friends, I ask, shall they be sustakifed ?
moved, on seeing the alarm manifested by “ respectable sooigrand and intellectual women in our nation capable, if united
Ever since the Weekly came to my house, I have held it
@ty generally at the announcement of your- deas>spoken
in the good cause, of wielding a mighty influence. Would
as above all prtce. But since the 2d of November, 18y2 I
message, to consider the extreme fear we Americans have of
to God their eyes might be opened to see where they stand
have lived an eternity. And I am not alone. Wherever I
public opinion—the average public opinion, not that of the
to see what a glorious opportunity they are losing. Q why
go, I find the same thirst for its soul-inspiring truth.
advanced thinkers. It is the curse of our ceuntry, and makes
will they not see in “ what grandly awful times they are livAnd how, dear friends, I again, appeal to you, as you love
our clearest minds and best men cowards. Agassiz, charged
by some fifth-rate preacher with being an atheist, hastens to
^fck and hate lalsehtod, as you loye the dearest
apologize iu the old, stereotyped talk about “the evidences
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of design.” Daniel Webster prostrated Ms giant intellect respector of persons, and which, if allowed to triumph in causeof proscribed and persecuted truth. May yon be abun
before tMs weak idol, and choked himself in trying to eat his this case, may one day lay its heavy hand upon us, would be dantly sustained by the love and sympathy of the good and
true in heaven and earth, and may the necessary material aid
own words spoken for freedom on Plymouth Rock. Seward no small consideration.
lam in correspondence with a few earnest and faithful be not lacking, is the earnest wish of,
also, obedient to the public voice, sought in all. his after
Yours, for all rights for all,
J. W. Philuso.
career to obliterate his own axiom on the “ irrepressible con servants of unpopular truth here and elsewhere with
reference to an organized effort on the part of the
flict” between freedom and slavery.
Pekin, Washington Tee., Jan. 31,1873.
It would seem as if Democracy, in the present immature true friends of progress, through this section of the
Mesdames Woodhull & Claflin—I send you to-day, in a sep
condition of humanity, was not unmixed good; for, in Eng country, to aid you in maintaining free speech and a free
land, a person who holds radical opinions or beliefs, is safe press now so fiercely and ruthlessly assailed in your person, arate envelope, a money order for five dollars to assist you in
from the vulgar personal crimination of the mob. His and without which the rights and liberties of the people have defending the right of free discussion, free speech and free
press. Would that I were rich, I would cheerfully make it
theories may be severely handled by critics, but his private no safeguards.
And here again allow me to urge upon others the duty and five hundred or five thousand, if need be. It seems to me
character is unmolested. Thus, when Sir Charles Dilke lays
bare the vast expensiveness of the royal household, lords and the need of an immediate effort in the same direction. The that every true friend of freedom in the nation should lend
bishops may talk of impeaching him for high treason, but names of the chosen few—-alas! how few—who have the rare yon a helping hand. It matters not whether all agree with
they would never think of insinuating that his only desire in courage and self-respect to face popular odium and ridicule you in measures of reform; the principles of freedom itself
airing the facts was to cover up delinquencies of his own. So, and reproach in defense of common justice and common are violently assailed in your persecution, and all minor dif
whenM. D. Conway, one of the most brilliant of the fixed right, and to rally round those who have the nerve and forti ferences should be dropped in a defense against the common
stars in the literary circles of the great metropolis of Eng tude and the fidelity to principle to stand unflinching and enemy; otherwise we shall all be crushed in detail. When
land—honored and deferred to, on both sides of the Atlantic unmoved in the deadly breach, should be enrolled and ap the governor of a State, the chief of police and council of a
•—calls the existing marriage “a superstition the most cruel pended to res.olutions and appeals and protests against this city combine to suppress free speech, aud hold a censorship
the world has ever seen, with hecatombs slowly consumed on high-handed usurpation and flagrant outrage, aud publish in over the tongues of the people, it is time for them to btecome
its properly called ‘ altardeclaring, further, that “it has every paper not so thoroughly cowed or subsidized as to close alarmed. When a free press and the exercise of free speech
will provoke such proceedings as have been made against
been the means of killing more wives and husbands, the its columns against them.
My own condition of health and consequent circumstances you, it shows a corruption in the would-be conservators of
cause of more intrigues and the training of more children
- amid daily examples of hypocrisy and meanness than all are such as to allow me to do, personally, very little—almost the public weal, unworthy of an enlightened humanity a
other causes put together; filliri'g the werld with wretched nothing—^pecuniarily. You may he assured, however, that I disgrace to the present age. And I hoq>e the people to whom
homes, starved affections, and more crime than even drunk shall not fail to do what I may by such instrumentalities as yon now appeal will not be found too degraded and cowaidly
to respond with hearty good will, backed up with material
enness causes.” Do we suppose then, on stating such incon- are at my command.
Whether anything of immediate consequence can be ef aid. Yours for reform,
E- Henkt Maesh.
trovertable truths, he is pelted with mud, his private charac
---------------->------------------------ter and his home defiled by foul slander? Not at all. His fected by the methods proposed, seems to me not a little uncer
motives are never impunged, and he continues to rank among tain. My observation and experience, the many keen-and
BALANCING ACCOUNTS.
the very first minds in the United Kingdom, x’evered alike bitter disappointments encountered in the anti-slavery and
other radical reforms of the recent past, do not inspire me
for his high character and for his genius, i
“ Out of the abundance of the heart, the mouth
I know well, of course, that when we Americans have got with the same degree of hopeful and enthusiastic ancicipa- speaketh.” Expression is the safty-valve of thought. An
over our first fright at the new idea, when we have given our tions of immediate or near success which seem to lift your ciently, to tell what came of thinking killed, whereas now it
selves time to take a breath, and look the facts in the face, spirit above all the mists and elouds of discouragement and cures.
we shall recover our self-possession and slowly proceed to doubt, notwithstanding the wide-spread and unscrupulous
I propose to give a synopsis of thought, suggested by a
live by the newly-discovered truth you are maligned for an opposition everywhere arrayed on the one'hand, and the fawn bible “family record,” which might well he elaborated
nouncing. Propagandism, too, is eminently successful in a ing, fair-weather, and often cowardly and even treacherous upon.
country unfettered by class-traditions. Meanwhile you must friendship which disappoints and deserts you in the hour
ACCOUNT CE. BY ONE SON.
endure the howling of the terrified, and even see yourself of sorest need on the other.
When the father is presented with a faithful copy of him
Nevertheless,
while
it
is
true
that
great
and
radical
changes
represented in sorry, ineffective caracatures, designed by men
self, what a prophecy is uttered. He sees every avenue in
who never for a moment imagined but their wives preferred ' in society, of anything like a permanent character, must, the prospects of life open to this his pride, hope and promise.
from the nature of the case, be the result of growth and de With laudable pride he confidingly looks upon this expand
to be owned by a legal master.
velopment on the part of the people, and therefore slow in ing hud, as he grows in stature and takes on the habiliments
Yours truly,
S. B. S.
their operation and unfoldment, it is equally true that in of literary acquirements, and sees him widening out into the
all moral revolutions, the demand for the true and the
[Yfe make the following extract from a letter of a icorker. right must he “immediate and unconditional,” and the ef great future, with no arbitrary obstructions thrown across
We hope others will take the cue, if we may be permitted fort to enforce the application of fundamental principles, his ascending path. With the refining effects of education
on his side, he is introduced to the best (?) society, where fail
to call it so, from it:]
and to oppose and expose the corrupt and profligate state of ures in the path of virtue are nearly all sugar coated. He
Paekman, Ohio, Eebrury 12, 1873.
things in the way of such enforcement, must be “ instant in can still pursue an honorable (?) career, and achieve profes
*******
^*
*
* season and out of season,” “ without eonoealment and with
sional renown, crowned, perhaps, by the highest gifts
In order to fill up the club so as to send on the money im out compromise.” And, undoubtedly, the sublime faith and
mediately, we have been obliged to take two copies our- heroism which counts all things as not only possible but abso- of the people.
With such personal efforts as ambition inspires, allied to
selves, knowing that you must be in great need of means to lutely certain of accomplishment in a good cause, are neces
natural endowments and acquirements, as are ever within
continue the publication. In ordinary circumstances we sary to sustain you in the great work of leading the world to
his easy grasp, he launches on the lucrative stream of wealth;
should scarcely feel able to take even one cc^>y; but when day in its latest and mightiest struggle for a broader free
And, in proportion as he succeeds, men are pleased to^bestow
others are gratuitously fighting our battles at the peril of dom, and a truer and higher life.
on him their applause, and carry him on to the high moun
their lives, we don’t know as we can serve either God or man
Moreover, it does seemJo me that it ill becomes the surviv tain of renown. And here the father realizes the frution
more effectually than by making some little sacrifice to help ors of onr late bloody conflict, forced upon us at last by an
organized and defiant despotism, which from small beginnings of his hopes.
sustain them.
“ All men are horn free and equal.”
We are appointing evening and Sunday meetings in school had grown to its powerful and dictatorial estate through our
ACCOUNT DE. TO ONE DAUGHTEB.
districts and villages, for the purpose of arousing the people selfish and guilty encouragement of its imperious demands,
When a mother gives birth to a being like herself, what
to a sense of the danger with which this outrage upon the to look coolly and carelessly on the most high-handed and unsolisitude enters her heart, and is augmented at every step
Weekly and its proprietors, threatens us all, and we hope bluishing efforts [to strike down free discussion by force
till the diverging paths of life are passed. .
by this means to also add to your subscription.
and fraud.
By the customs of society she sees in her child an object of
I have taken the liberty of notifying the. people here, that
The bare-faced and unscrupulous action of the United commerce. Who shall be the purchaser? Hope yields to
single names may be added to this club indefinitely, that is, States officials in prostituting the forms of law to the spirit
fear. The father (if indeed a father he is), “ venerated by
for a reasonable time, at club prices. If thet suits you, and purpose of the mob, and the base and cowardly subser- kindness and wisdom,” shares in the solicitude. True, she
might it not be well to add such a clause to your instructions servieney of the city press in relation thereto, should be suf may share equally with her brother in literary acquirements,
in the paper? People are cautious and fearful, and many ficient to arouse every just minded and honorable man and hut to what purpose? Every avenue of usefulness is guard
hold back at first who might subscribe after a while if the woman in the land to an expression of public remonstrance ed and grasped by stronger hands, and she is forced into the
chance were left open.
arid recuke, so indignant and emphatic as to teach them a tide of custom and fashion—valued only for her beauty and
Hastily yours,
J. H. Philleo.
lesson they will not soon forget.
accomplishments, which become her study.
P. S.—“ Dont give up the ship!” The country is moving,
If spiritualists and other representatives of the various
Now, as of old, “the sons of God” (?) look upon “the
liberal and progressive movements, now agitating the public daughters of men ” because “they are fair,” “and take them
and you must be sustained.
mind, shall stand idly by and allow this outrage upon free wives of all which they choose.” And because of this exter
speech and free exposure of hypocrisy and iniquity in high nal, passionate, legal marriage, there is no true marriage of
[Fortlie Woodhull & Claflin Weekly.]
places to crystallize into an accepted precedent through a the soul; hence the increased demand for divorces, and con
Paekman, Ohio, Peb. 1, 1873.
craven fear of being identified in the public mind with doc sequent commerce in “the souls of men” [and women].
Dear Mrs. Woodhull—After having received the Weekly
trines less popular and less palatable than their own, the day
during several months in place of the deceased Universe, I
xviii, 13-17.
may not he distant when, they will, in their own persons or Rev.
And while weakness is triumphed over by wickedness,
suppose, I last year subscribed for the former in connection
through their representatives, reap the bitter harvest of re necessity by selfishness, right by might,—so long will she he
with the now suspended or defunct American Spiritualist,
striction aiM persecution which they thus invite, and which placed to the debtor side of the aceohnt as a dependent, a
or rather my better half did, which you know is the same
the voice of retributive justice will declare they richly convenience, an idol or a doll.
thing, since husband and wife are one, and that one the hus
Under such circumstances and pressure of great necessity,
band. Several other copies are also being taken here in con merit.
Whether or not I should myself he able to subscribe to if she stray from the path of virtue, having “ no cloak for her
nection with the Banner of Light. All these, I understand,
your extreme views on social freedom, if informed of your sins,” she is punished for detection, placed under ban, and
together with thousands of others subscribed for in the same
full and exact meaning at evesy point, I am not at present pushed into the downward road; while her de spoiler, still
way throughout the country, are free gifts to the subscribers,
prepared to say. I do, however, most firmly believe and in “ walking up and down in the earth,”
*
*
*
niay
the publishers of the Weekly having received nothing pe
tensely feel that the last hope of the world lies in social reor- enjoy his false reputation unsuspected.
cuniarily for the papers thus sent. This bei®g the case, not
organization and regeneration, and that the first and para
Thus stands the record in our modern Scriptures: One
withstanding you notify subscribers that you hold them en mount condition of such regeneUltion is something like the
horn to position, fortune and usefulness; the other, by rea
titled to fifty-two numbers each, without regard to date of
natural freedom which I understand yon advocate. But the son of her syex, to dependence, necessity and commercial
subscription, to make out the year; yet, in view of what yon
issue now forced upon the country through your repeated
are being called to suffer and sacrifice in behalf of what
value.
arrests and imprisonments, is not as to the truth or to the
The time has come when men are valued for what they are,
should he dear to us and all friends of progress, as to you, we
donet feel at liberty to exact or even permit the further sac falsity of your social theory, but as to whether, under the and not what they possess.
laws of this Government, we are freemen or slaves. And I
As chattel property, man is fast losing his hold on woman.
rifice on your part involved in the fulfilling of such1 terms.
call upon the professed friends of freedom and .progress in, *11 approve of “new departures; they are much needed. We
Hence, we have determined to cancel that arrangement by
every
field
of
effort
to^stand
manfully
and
womanfuliy
forth
are already indebted to those in past ages who were brave
subscribing f©r the Weekly for the present- year, commenc
and show their hands in opposition to this official exercise of enough to ignore old traditions, formulas and customs. Hon
ing with the first January number issued. I have the prom
ise of some few others here that they will do the same thing; arbitrary and despotic power, or ever after hold their peace orable exceptions they are—prophetic of a brighter future.
“Many daughters have done [are doing] virtuously.
and I have great hopes of being able to get up a club of five and quietly accept the situation when they themselves be
paying subscribers within the next week or two. And with come its victims.
“ Arise, O ye daughters, the call is to yon,
In the reference I have made to the indignities and in
your permission I hereby earnestly appeal to all others now
The trumpet of truth now is sounding;
sults
heaped
upon
you,
and
the
courage
and
fortitude
with
receiving the paper as a gift, in the same way, to “ go and do
The blessing for which yon now wrestle so strong
which
they
have
been
borne,
I
do
not
forget
your
brave
com
likewise.”
Will soon to your joy be abounding.
As there is under this arrangement, if my understanding panion and your heroic young sister associated with you in
Hail ye with hope the light of the morning,
of it he correct, something more than one-third of the year’s your arduous and perilous enterprise. Though personally a
Hail ye the truth, which comes with the dawn;
subscriptions still in arrears, it may, with a very slight sacri stranger to you all, yet, now as ever, “ strangers and foreign
Woman shall triumph in conquering error—
fice on onr part, make a difference to the publishers of thou ers are made one ” through similarity of sentiment and pur
Her sun hath arisen no more to go down.”
sands of dollars, which, in their present pressing need, forced pose, and through the struggles and sacrifices and sufferings
Elijah Mxiuck,
jipon them by that relentless spirit of despotism wliieh is no always in a greater or less degree to be encountered in the
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Victoria
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East Boston, Mass., February 9,1873.
Woodhull:

“Victoria shall rise triumphant above and beyond the reach
of her persecutors. If she falter by the wayside, we will
bring her strength from an unseen source; and though they
imprison her a hundred times, the mighty hosts of heaven
will unbar the prison doors and set her free.” They say,
“ Tell her to have perfect faith in the unconquerable powers
of the spirit world; to labor and wait, enduring patiently the
suffering that is necessary for the fulfillment of their pur
pose, and the beautiful spirit of Freedom and perfect Love4
reigning triumphant over all the land, shall crown the
victory.”
Please write me a line, if convenient, on receipt of this, that
I may know it has reached its destination, for I feel an irre
sistible power that will urge me to send you, from time to
time, messages of love and encouragement; and I feel so
anxious that you should receive them.
My sister, Mrs. Dr. Smith, joins me in cheering words,
and hopes that you will call upon us when you come to Phil
adelphia.
You ought, indeed, to receive the gratitude of every
woman’s heart for what you have done, and are doing to al
leviate her wrongs. I cannot account for my strange feel
ings, but my whole being thrills with delight at the thought
of meeting you some day, I trust not far in the future.
Dear, noble sister, the angels listen to my prayers each day
in your behalf, and I am with you ever, heart and soul, in all
that is good and pure.
May the bright angels in the “beautiful beyond,” so far
and yet so near, guide each movement of your life, and bring
to you sweet rest. Pardon me for so long intruding.
With fondest love from a grateful heart, I remain, your
sister in spirit and in truth,

Dear Madam—Your papers have been on my readme: table
since the first copy was published. A few numbers only are
missing, which I sincerely hope to replace, as I wish to have
them all bound. Until recently—although boasting of living
in a city where the cradle of liberty has rocked for years I
am sorry to confess to you that my liberties are so infringed
upon that I am not even allowed to buy what reading matter
I want;—as if it was anybody’s business what literature I
wish in my library. I have not been able, for weeks, at news,
reading rooms, or through friends, to get. a Weekly for
“love or money.” I cannot find out where they are to be
had.
My heart has been with you from the first in your work.
I understand you to be teaching morality for men and women
alike. I read and re-read your papers. I cannot understand
you to be teaching anything else than purity of life for the
sexes equally, with a determination, so far as in you lies, to
make man know he is a Sinner if woman is, and she a saint
if he is—when they fall by the way.
I wish your life to be
prolonged, as has been that of the sainted Lucretia Mott’s,
until there shall walk among us a nation of pure men and
women—lifted out of the “Slough of Despond” by your
searching, fearless speaking.
Men revile at you, as I understand it, because you propose
to smite them until they cry out to the wronged women and
their God for the mountains to fall upon and cover them,
that they may be freed from the torment that haunts them
by night and by day—by that thing that no man wants to
carry about with him—a guilty conscience.
Women will one day care for you, and speak tenderly your
name, as the black women to-day speak to their babes the
names, Lincoln, Phillips and Garrison; because they shall
have learned you sought to lift them and theirs into a better
way of thinking and living. This must be the one cheering
thought for you in these dark days when the world seems to
misunderstand you..
Excuse my trespassing upon your time. I write you to in
quire where I can get your books and papers in Boston; if
not anywhere here, how I can get them from New York. I
want the, missing numbers from my file, the recent numbers,
and your published book on government, also the one of your
sister’s, concerning woman; and would like to ask what else
you have published. I wish I could have a quantity of your
papers to distribute. Could I have a box of early papers and
those recently published sent me by express ? If so, how
much would they be by the hundred ? I do not believe that
Boston people should be so imposed upon as to have their
liberties taken from them in this way. Who had a right,
human or divine, Avhen I went for three tickets for your lec
ture, to make it possible for a man to say to me, “ There is
to be no lecture in Boston from Mrs. Woodhull?” I said:
“If not now—later; worse for Boston, but better for Mrs.
Woodhull.” I shall do all I can|that what you publish shall
be read in this liberty-loving city.
Yours for justice,
S. A. V.

5

to them who oppose her while she is striving to obey her in
ward convictions of right and bear witness to the truth.
Go on they, sister! Do your duty! God and angels will
sustain you. My love to yourself and Tennie.
Jas. S. Prescott.

Yineland, N. J., Jan. 17,1873.
Mrs. Woodhull—Knowing from experience the utility of
thought or kindly expressions, I presume upon your necessi
ties to accept the crumbs which fall from the lap of a humble
child of nature. Feeling that truth has not been shorn of her
beauty, nor you of your power to promulgate her divine de
crees by the recent acts of that would-be evangelical order
known as Young Men’s Christian Association, I come to you
in your prison to cheer you on in the brave battle you are
fighting. Although unknown to you, I am in sympathy with
you respecting the principles you are seeking to establish.
Justice and truth can no more be stayed than God himself
from our midst. Who stirreth up the waters to give them
cleansing properties but the angels whom he sends ? What
matters it that they slay one or more of the propagators of
truth? Have they not learned the secret of Christ’s coming
with great glory ? But for the efforts to suppress the truths
He taught, the Young Men’s Christian Association would not
have been born. The very efforts made to suppress Christ s
doctrines gave them an impetus which the world could not
stay. And it is quite evident that the powers of darkness
must have overshadowed those who had you arrested and
imprisoned to suppress your doctrines, since such an act has
done more to culminate the power to advance the cause you
have espoused than anything they could have done.
I am glad to know that you retain your courage and forti
tude, and hope you may continue faithful unto the end of the
Mrs. Bessie Goodell Steinmetz.
great struggle. The refiner’s fire must needs test the princi
ples we carry through life, and this through which you are
Victoria, Beloved Worker—Once again the impression passing will reveal the true metal, and the image therein re
comes strong upon me to send thee words of cheerful greet flected will be stamped upon the world for the glory of truth.
Bidding you good cheer and godspeed,. I remain a co
ing, to bid thee godspeed from out the gathered shadows into
E. R. Harris.
the dawn now near at hand; to give thee fresh assurance of worker and the world’s humble servant,
divine protection and angel guidance; to again reiterate the
oft-repeated truth, that thou art led by higher intelligences
January 9, 1873.
who will guide thy steps continually toward the completion Editors Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly:
of their grand designs, as well as to the attainment of thy
Mesdames—From time to time Eastern men come out to
highest and holiest aspirations for humanity.
this section believing that large and select tracts of Govern
Dream not, O worker in God’s vineyard, that the lees ment land still lie vacant in Iowa, and open to settlement
alone are to be thy portion of the vintage. We tell thee nay, under the Homestead law. The truth is, that scarcely 1,000
for thou shalt yet quaff the ruby wine of fruition, and gain acres of such land remain unclaimed in the State, and though
strength for coming conflict which leadeth to higher victories
a few claims remain vacant now, ^
scarcely possible that
and to final triumph.
*
Be trustful, 0 beloved of the angels! thou art their instru they will remain so until spring.
Parties who contemplate removing to new homes in Iowa,
ment, and their guidance shall not fail thee; neither shalt
may obtain reliable information, free of charge, on applica
thou be left to grope in darkness, seeing not the way; and
tion to me.
John Brennan,
when the crown of martyrdom doth press too heavy, their
State Immigration Agent,
hands shall lift it from thy brow and give relief. Chosen art
Sioux City, Iowa.
thou for thy work, and many others in the earth form shall
be thy helpers.
Farmington, Trumbull Co., Ohio,)
Thy lips have given forth grand utterances; words of
Feb. 11, 1873. (
mighty truth have come at the bidding of thy guides. Dost
Dear Friends—Pardon me—I am a stranger to you; but
know they are but the prelude—but the gentle breeze that
will you accept a word of cheer and sympathy from me ?
precedes the tempest? Nay, thou knowest not the hidden
812 North Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,)
I love you; I revere you! Bejoice, dear friends, that you
Feb. 8, 1873. J
forces within thy own soul, neither canst thine eye pierce the
are “counted worthy to suffer” for the cause of liberty and
Dear Mrs. Woodhull (but my heart would extend to you vail that hideth thy future; but bide thee their time, and and humanity. Martyrs there must be—ever have been. But
the more tender greeting, Beloved Sister)—I have oft- patient wait unfoldments sure to come.
Qod lives, and there is an angel world! Here is y©ur strength,
God bless thee, dear worker. Forget not that, though the
times felt impressed to write aline of encouragement to you,
and none know it better than yourselves.
path
be
stony
and
the
mountain
steep,
thy
feet
are
shod
and now I am impelled to do so by a power that I cannot
Your reward is sure. What joy infills your souls from day
with truth, and angel hands shall lead thee up the heights;
resist.
to day: the consciousness of doing right, of working, un
Although younger than yourself in years, in wisdom and and that “ as thy day thy strength shall be.”
selfishly, for the enlightenment of the people—blessed peace!
Accept of this, and more shall be given thee as thy needs
in experience, yet may i not send you one ray of hope from
And then, just “ over the river! ” Yfhat a fruition. Be
require.
Hthe angel world, one spark of sisterly love from the divine
strong. “ They that are for you are more than they that are
fountain within my inner soul that shall drop their sweet
against you!” A mighty struggle is upon us. I see it. “ In
ness and purity upon your own gentle spirit, clothing it, if
God (angels)'we trust. The result cannot be doubtful.
Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 26, 1873.
only for a moment, with the blessed mantle of peace and
Send your paper to me at the above address.
Yictoria, Dear Friend :
rest ?
Yours for the fight,
E. F. Curtis.
Truth
is
mighty
and
will
prevail,
I was informed of your eloquent lectures in Wilmington,
When false report shall cease,
Del., by our mutual friend Mrs. Forbes, of the same city. I
[From the Word, Princeton, Mass., 31 arch, 1873.]
And slanderous tongues shall fail.
also made my debid there as a public speaker during last
The Fourth Annual Convention of the N. E. Labor Reform
Ever since you lectured in Cleveland, before a large con
month. I hope we shall soon have the pleasure of hearing
course of people, I have taken your Weekly Journal, and League will be held in Boston, Sunday and Monday, Feb
you in Philadelphia.
ruary 23 and 24. There will be three sessions each day. Sun
I feel that you need a constant flow of love and sympathy wish to continue to do so, as long as you bear witness to the day in Codman Hall, 176 Tremont street; Monday in Tretruth,
and
expose
wickedness
in
high
places
as
well
as
low,
from your. friends, as also more material aid; and had I a
mont Temple. Col. Wm. B. Greene, John Orvis, Mrs. E. L.
million of dollars I would cast them at your feet, knowing and a fashionably false religion imposed on the people.
“Had the princes of this world known, they would not Daniels, E. H. Heywood, Mrs. Yictoria C. Woodhull, Mrs.
full well that they would be appropriated for the ameliora
have crucified the Lord of glory.” Why did they not know ? Olive N. Robinson, E. D. Linton, F. A. Hinckley, A. B.
tion of human suffering.
Davis and other speakers are expected. On Monday
My whole soul goes out to you in love and admiration for Because they were blinded by prejudice and false report; evening, Mrs. Woodhull will deliver her “ Suppressed
that spirit of courage and indomitable perseverance which the same as they are now against the truth when brought to Speech” in Tremont Temple. Mr. Heywood and Mr.
you exhibit in endeavoring to uplift our fallen and forsaken the surface; because he was no respecter of persons, but of Orvis will also speak. Tickets will be given to all who
sisters. I firmly believe in your sincerity and earnestness of character ; he regarded a virtuous poor person to be higher contribute fifty cents or more to the Treasury of the
purpos*e in promulgating those principles that seem to you in the scale of moral excellence than the vicious rich; no League, and can be. had of James Campbell, 17 Tremont
to be so much needed in producing a better and purer state matter if he were of high standing or a Jewish high priest, street, of Mr. Newsdealer Lloyd, Adams House, 371 Washing
it made no difference, sin was sin under the laws of
of social and political freedom.
ton street, or at the door.
Oh, how gladly would I fold my arms about you, poor, cru Moses, and it is no less so now under the law of a “ new com
THE LIBERTY OE PROPHESYING.
mandment,”
for
the
penalties
of
that
law,
i.
e.
the
moral
law,
cified sister, and shield you with my strong love from all suf
Milton’s memorable speech to the English Parliament, in
fering. But it cannot be; women must pass through the remain in full force on those who cease not do violate that
1644, in behalf of the “Liberty of Unlicensed Printing,” was
bitterness of Gethsemane, that fallen humanity may be law.
“ By the law is the knowledge of sin; if any man or woman an’eloquent protest against the.ever-recurring effort of wrong
lifted from crime and ignorance to that standpoint of wis
dom whereby it can comprehend the all-important fact that speak not according to this word, it is because there is no doers to suppress discussion, which our political and eccle
light in them.” What was the secret cause of the enmity, siastical magnates would do well to read before they at
woman is yet to be the saviour of the world.
Your loving appeal in behalf of your devoted sister and no hatred, persecution and final crucifixion of Jesus? Was it tempt further to stifle investigation of industrial and social
ble husband reveals the true and unselfish spirit that I am not for His testimony against legal prostitution,"or the decep evils. A strong combination of capitalists, whom working
sure ever dwells in your bosom. They must suffer intensely tion and hypocrisy of the Jewish rules and orthodox clergy men were fooled into electing to the Massachusetts Legisla
in seeing one so dear to them suffering the persecution that of that day, who, professing to know and keep the law, were ture, led by Gov. Washburn, have declared war against
your enemies are heaping upon you; and you and the angels living in constant and perpetual violation of it; as bad if not the Bureau of Labor Statistics Ibecause, in the line of
its appointed duty, it has shown that the general
know how nobly and faithfully they have shared your suf worse than their gentile’ neighbors ?
And how is it now with the priests and professors of a pop subjection of labor among us is due, in part at least,
ferings.
You have hosts of helpers all over the land; so fear not, ular Christianity, bear little or no resemblance to the to the fact that, tinder present laws, savings institutions
sweet sister, and be not discouraged. Through persecution primitive church? They fill up the iniquities of their are willing and most serviceable tools of the national banks,
and money kings that fatten on high rates of interest.
you are winning many powerful friends, who might other fathers, persecuting the prophets sent unto them!
If your enemies succeed in putting you down, in stopping Henry L. Pierce, Mayor of Boston, backed by Ex-Gov.
wise have remained opposed to our beautiful cause of human
liberty. Should you be imprisoned without a trial, thou your Weekly, and destroying your influence for the pres Claflin, aud other representatives of republican and demo
sands who do not recognize you now will rise up in your de ent, it will only militate against them in the end. Truth is cratic respectability, intimates that unless we keep within
mightier than error. It is not,against Yictoria C. Woodhull, his questionable code of “morality,” and submit our list of
fense.
As I am one of the fortunate possessors of the beautiful only that this war is waged, but against a power that is above speakers to his approval or rejection, it may be his duty to
gift of mediumship, I am in daily communion with noble in and beyond that of mortals, of which she is only an instru disperse the Labor Reform Convention advertised above!
telligences “ gone before.” They bid me tell you now, that ment, raised up to acconiplish certain purposes, and woe un He also undertakes to class our meetings under the head of
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“amusements,” saying it would be “illegal!”'for us to exer home of Bro. and Sister Stevens, and that around its stand
[For Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.]
cise the always-practiced, and never-before denied right of
ard of truth many noble souls are rapidly, gathering, fully
taking an, admission fee toward expenses unless' we pre imbued with its living words of holy inspiration. Prom their
BALLOT vs. BULLET.
viously procure a “ license” from the city government, which
altar fires are continually ascending the magnetic words of
license he says ought not to be granted! Shades of Gaston,
BY A. GAYLORD SPALDING.
their love and heart-felt sympathy which go out like white
Wightman, Smith, Lyman and Otis! JN"'o pro-slavery prede
winged messengers reaching your tired head and feet, stimu
cessor ever fell so low as this. What private griefs his Honor
The ballot is destined to supersede the bullet altogether as
lating you to go onward in the God-given work which you
has we know not, but wish to say of the one of our and the angel-world have so nobly inaugurated.
the governing power of mankind. A glorious day for the
speE&ers whom he feels especially bad about, Mrs.
Dear Victoria and Tennie, let me touch hands with you world will that be when it arrives. Angels only can fully
Woodhull, that the League has nothing to do with her
over the dark battle-waves of affliction, and whisper the realize or fitly describe its grandeur and beauty. But why
social views; but since she has, in years past, with
cheering words of Victory! Victory! The cold world shrill is the time delayed? There is no reason why. The present
great ability discussed the labor question on our platform in
yet turn upon you the sweet sunshine of their arisen souls, is always the time for good things; and the decision of the
Isfew York city; and since Boston indecency has deeply in
and twine the spring tendrils of purest affection around thy
sulted the sacred right of free inquiry in her person, we felt overburdened brows.
question lies wholly with the best men and women of civil
it our duty to invite her to come. If her exposure of Mr*
^ Take courage, dear sisters; thine is the work of redemp ized society. Whatever they want and will command can
Beecher is false, let him silence her by stating the fact; if it tion.
be had to-day as well as to-morrow. Savage nations and bar
Your helper,
Bishop A. Beaus.
is true, she is a public benefactor.
barous people have nothing to do about it. We lead, and
The Constitution of Massachusetts, which asserts the right
REVERBERATIONS FROM THE COUNTRY.
whenever we shall say peace, they will say the same. When
of the people peacably to assemble, being good enough
we shall prefer the ballot as the final arbiter, the bullet will
license for us, we shall meet under a higher law than the
[From the Hubbardstown Advertiser, Mich.']
cease to have further attraction or use. Let us who boast of
government, and do not acknowledge its jurisdiction in
Last November we made some mention of the Beecher-Tilthe case. Our meetings will, as usual, be orderly and decor ton scandal, published in Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, the pen and the printing press, scatter millions of olive
ous if the mayor does not assail us with an official mob. We and expressed a hope that a full and free investigation should leaves, accompanied with practical demonstrations of confi
do not believe the owners of the halls will break their con speedily take place; instead of which we can perceive thus dence and brotherhood, and the thunders of war will be for
tracts, and shut their doors against us, but think rather they far nothing but an outrageous attempt to strangle two women ever hushed; the implements of Mood and destruction will
will follow the example of Peter Cooper, who, though a pow without the least attempt to show that their statements be buried out of human sight, and remembered only in his
erful opposition endeavored to dissuade him from the act, were false. We do not assert that we believe them to be toric record.
opened Cooper Institute to Mrs. Woodhull, saying that, if true, but we do claim that unless so, they are derelict in theii*
The true governing principle among men is mental and
her views were wrong, free discussion was the true method duty to. themselves and these directly interested in them.
moial,
expressed by the ballot; but so low and imperfect
of correction. A distinguished Boston clergrman. Rev. Dr. The Chicago Advance truly says, that the character of Henry
Bart®l, condemns the closing of Music Hall to her, rightly Ward Beecher is not alone his own. Plymouth Church—in are our conceptions of man’s moral nature, that brute force
holding that institutions are safe only as they rest on an en fact the entire religious community—have a part ownership is still preferred as the executive basis of all law and govern
lightened moral sense; and that effort to stifle investigation therein. Under the circumstances the Advance thinks it ment, and bullets as the reserve force behind the ballot-box.
of the marriage system is the surest way to destroy ah respect high time that the scandal were either denied, or if true the Ideas are not yet trusted to standalone. “Trust in God,
foi it. Have Republicans learned nothing from anti-slavery offenders hurled from their positions. It professes to believe but keep your powder dry,” is the cowardly motto. So the
experience with mobs? If Mayor Pierce has friends they there is no possibility of the latter, but its own admissions universal war system prevails, which "works with apparent
should interpose their guardianship, for he seems incapable of show that it looks for trouble somewhere. When a friend
satisfaction to the ruling classes of mankind. These are the
refraining from a step which will make his children blush to wrote to Ti ton king why he did not defend his wife, Til
favored
rew who stand behind the scenes in civil and mili
own him as their parent. Many wrong and foolish opinions ton replied “ that he burned to defend his wife, but refrain
tary command. But woe to the great body—the soldiers—
are uttered in reform conventions; but who shall judge?
ed least the answer shoot forth like a thunderbolt throu°h the people! To them it is an unceasing burden, destruction '
We hold meetings to correct others, and to get ourselves cor our hearts.”
and death. And these are the workingmen—the common
rected, if need be. City government is not called upon
Whose hearts did he mean ? Evidently not those of the
either to accept or reject any thing we say. If there is dis
originators of the scandal, for it is not presumable that he people of every nation. What avail is the ballot to them ?
turbance, the police should take care of the rioters ; but, if
Nothing but suicide. Come out, brothers, and stand by
th&y attempt to suppress opinions, they themselves’become would spare them. No, there is a mystery there that must yourselves, and make your ballot mean peace, equal rights
be cleared up, even if it shakes Plymouth Church to its cen
i ioters and should be resisted by the whole community. Unless
tre. Each succeeding number of the Weekly adfis more and fraternity. That will be self-preservation', and salva
the Mayor gets *his turbulent l“ morality” under control
proof—in the absence of all rebutting evidence or denials—to tion to humanity; otherwise your votes are neutralized.
he should order himself arrested and locked up, at once.
the charges preferred; and we simply hold that if these They mean nothing and effect nothing but self-murder.
The eonvention will assemble as advertised, and take a col charges are not founded in truth, and if our laws are inade
You constantly vote yourselves down, and the leaders up,
lection as the door, as usual. We shall listen to what speak
quate to reach the offenders, if not true, then the sooner they which never can possibly result in peace, freedom, or equal
ers we choose, and discuss wh^t questions we choose, sub
are.amended so as to sweep the vile calumniators from among rights.
ject only to enlightened public opinion. If the Mayor in society, the better for all mankind.
trudes, though we shall regret the annoyance, he will give an
Farmers mechanics and producing workers are cruelly de
While we are not the champions of the Woodhulls or the
electric issue to the labor oonffrst, and hasten the final retri Clafiins,.we do assert the right of free speech and of a free luded when they suppose that non-producing professional
bution which awaits all parties to this great swindle called
press, with a penalty for its misuse. We hold that these par men, politicians, and office-holders have interests identical
government. It is high time that the people knew whether ties should have an immediate trial, and if guilty punished
with themselves. Their interest is like that of a wolf to a
or not theii right to peaceably assemble and deliberate is to the full extent of the law. But in all candor we must say
flock of sheep. They stand in a ring of sponges, leeches,,
officially denied in Boston.
that is does not look as if it would be done. It looks more as and Mood-suckers. What workingman is benefited by allow
if the different parties had simply combined to effect the ing Grant to heap together a million dollars in four years
North Belleeica, Jan. 28, 1872.
financial ruin of the principals, supposing that that would without producing a cent? It was not by any peace doc
Dear Mrs. Woodhull—You are a saviour, because you have necessarily induce the death of their journal and its charges.
reached down to the level of a common humanity; you have We fear a mistake has been made, but from the demand now trine or equal rights method. Yes, he was perfectly willing
taug ht us the shame in building up a social oligarchy with being urged by the religious journals and people, we expect that poor laborers should be fooled into voting for him.
the Solomonic idea of ownership for its corner-stone, just that the truth must soon come forth. That the change of Greeley was the-same. Neither of them would abolish war or
as the North taught the South the futility of the attempt obscenity cannot hold is tolerably well shown in the fact that inaugui ate any equal rights government. Greeley was a man
to build up an empire with slavery for its corner-stone.
the New York Herald published the entire article in ques of types; but each type means a bullet; and though he is a
Noble men and women all over the land are-rejoicing that tion, but has not yet been complained of, which is pretty worker, his paper has done more for demagogue politicians
the blow aimed at you has been a social boomerang, rebound good proof that our supposition as to the reason of the charge than for the best interests of labor. All party editors sail in
ing upon and most wounding those who would have injured is correct.
their own craft. They get their bread by deceiving the peo
you.
We hope our readers will not feel that too much room has ple and keeping them ignorant of true humanitary principles.
I am trying to get up a club of subscribers for your paper; been given to this topic. If the charges are true they cannot
if I do not succeed I will forward my ©wn subscription soon. be too soon ventilated; if they are false they cannot be too It will not do so to mix ourselves up. If we expect success
I wish to say that the Weekly can be procured by residents soon disproved. A dignified silence will not answer them— we must make straight work.
in Boston and in the suburban towns, at the corner of not alone in our opinion, but in that of many of our most
Woman’s ballot, which means equal rights, must inevita
Priend and Hanover sts. If I can be of service to you in any able men.
bly result in universal peace. First, because woman’s sub
way, command me. I am proud to be your follower and co
jugation is itself a war on human nature. Second, because
worker in all the radical reforms of the day.
[From the Knickerbocker, Albany,. N. Y., Feb. 11.]
women are generally more quiet, domestic, affectionate, and
Fraternally,
Nellie L. Davis.
THE ALBANY PHARISEES.
shrink from brutal and bloody antagonisms. Third be
North Bellerica, Mass.
Woodhull & Claflin.—There is some talk in this city cause temperance is one of woman’s virtues, which is all im
relative to a raid upon the batch of Woodhull & Claflin Jour portant in the preservation, of moral order. Fourth, because
January 23, 1873.
nals, whose circulation in this city is largely on the increase.
Dear Sisters Victoria and- Tennessee—My deepest sympa While the writings in the Journal are not legally of an ob the exercise of that right will tend to produce more general
thies are with those who dare publicly advocate social free scene character, yet they are such as to excite the indigna and thorough intelligence among women. Fifth, because
dom. I would gladly hold up your hands, and, if possible, I tion of all moral people. On this ground, we understand, the its influence will infuse greater intelligence in the humble
would shield you from the pressure that must come upon you police have been requested to put a stop to the circulation working class of men, and inspire politics with a'more fra
at times. Social reform is at the bottom *f all reforms, and and to arrest all its circulators.
ternal, unselfish and philanthropic spirit. A condition of
without it all other reforms must move slowly. Its greatest
Go ahead, gentlemen Pharisees ! To he sure the Weekly harmony and union will be established in our own homes,
enemy is the false thenry’of the fall of man, the total deprav is not legally obscene, but that makes no difference you know. society and country, the beauty of which "no poet can well
ity of human nature. The great author and controller of It is obscene in your eyes, and that is all that is necessary to exaggerate.
the heavenly bodies (as they are balled), the innumerable
Now this is a fair, truthful and reasonable statement, with
worlds that moye in space around us, are kept in their places suppress any paper which dares to speak the truth, socially,
by the laws of attraction and repulsion, and yet people are about immoral Christian practices, and to arrest and cast out fancy or imagination, and if the Equal Rights party
afraid to trust the same laws to govern mankind. They must into prison all who dare to deal in it, “ on the ground of ex prove true to themselves and their principles, they will soon
have a set of rules framed by some set of d—d fools to com citing the indignation of moral people.” All this illegality behold an organized practical illustration of things for which
pel men and women to live in direct opposition to the laws is justified in Albany, the same as it has been in our ovm the heart of humanity has long waited. The elements of
of God; thus, they are continually fighting against nature persons in New York.
that party consist of Internationals or cosmopolitans and
and nature’s God, and a sorry time they have of it. Your
workingmen of all grades; the producing class—the useful,
last paper explains the matter so fully I need say no more •
[From the Stark County Gazette, Knox, Ind.]
the drudged, the abused class; the soldier class, whose earn
however, I would be glad to be known as one of those
The persecutors of Yic. Woodhull, who are trying to have
who dare speak for freedom; so, if you see proper you can the truth suppressed and the freedom of the press tram ings are drained and whose blood is sacrificed. Let them
put this in your paper; if not, all right.
meled, under, the cloak of religion, by charging her with pub join as one man to settle the question of Ballot versus Bullet.
Champlin, Minn.
Yours in the cause of social freedom,
lishing obscene literature, and having her committed to one
D. C. BIngham, Mount Gilead, Ohio.
of the New York Bastiles—will soon learn that she has
many sympathizers. The thieves and scoundrels during our
The Fourth Annual Convention of the New England
war were always on hand to have every one sent to a Bastile Labor Reform League will be held in Boston Sunday, and
Shingle House, Pa., Feb. 12,1873.
for publishing the truth in regard to their rascality. Has it
Monday, February 23 arid 24, day and evening—-Sunday
Dear Victoria and Tennie—For some days past I have been
come toHthis, that men in high life, who haye plenty of
lecturing here in this out-of-the-way place, some tea miles
money, are to control our courts of justice, and have their in Codman Hall, 176 Tremont street, Monday in Tremont
from railway, surrounded by the grand old hills of the Alle
own crimes covered un, by persecuting and imprisoning Temple.
gheny that sit in solemn grandeur guarding the loving homes
Wm. B. Greene, John Orvis, Mrs. Yictoria C. Woodhull,
women who dare to expose them ? It is high time that these
that nestle so quietly and peacefully in the beautiful valley
libertines in black cloth, who are prostituting their sisters E. H. Heyw®od Mrs., E. L. Daniels, E. D. Linton, A. B.
below.
under the cloak of religion, should be exposed; and if men Davis, Mrs. Olive N. Robinson and other speakers are ex
Yet I find in this remote place that the glorious Wood- have not the nerve to do so, let it be done by a woman- "Yic. pected Monday evening. Mrs. Woodhull will deliver the
RTOAi Ife OhAE'ijJN’’§ Weekly finds a hearty welcome in the Woodhull or any one else,
“ Suppressed Speech” in Tremont Temple,

n
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PEOSTITUTION A PROBLEM FOR FREE LOVERS. sufficiently so to affirm that it was a particular person. Two
or three times the Doctor had nervously lifted the curtain to
In a former letter I endeavored to show that marriage was convince me that no accomplice was concealed thereby, and
the cause of prostitution; hence, those who propose to abol Owasso afterward said this marred greatly the perfection of
ish marriage should be the ones to conquer prostitution. the revelation, when he also told me the face was that of the
The insuperable obstacle to the success of all others is, person I imagined.
There now appeared another face, plainly distinguishable
that they cannot oiler a prostitute complete forgiveness.
The “ respectable ” bachelor cannot many a Magdalene; as that of a man somewhat darker in complexion than the
the “respectable” father cannot employ one in his house; former, hut still with the lineaments not sufficiently defined
nor the “ x’espectable ” merchant in his store; nor can the to name the person.
It was absolutely impossible in this sitting not to be con
“respectable” lady make a friend of one. The useless,
aimless life of an “Erring Woman’s Refuge ” is all “ soci vinced of the perfect honesty of Dr. Slade, while from my
ety ” can offer them. But free lovers hold that “society” control of his hands during the seance, it was a physical im
is wicked, they have come out of it, accepted its scorn and possibility for him to have operated any machinery even if
repaid it with juster scorn: They, then, need not fear its. the faces had had the appearance of prints. But there was
judgment. They can say to its victims, “ We cannot prom not the slightest resemblance to anything of that kind, while
ise you, if you repent, the renewed favor of “society,” but everything led one to believe that it was truly a supernatural
we can promise you ours, and of us “ society” was not wor manifestation; that there are in the air—around us—spirits,
thy. Thus we can save many whom the ‘ ‘ priest and and that these spirits under certain conditions have the
Leyite” pass on the other side. We can turn their bitter power to clothe themselves in light, by which they are made
Charles Jones.
experience to good account. “Society” professes horror at visible to mortal eyes.
----------•---------------- the idea of prostitutes at the polls. But prostitutes are a
[Written for Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.]
great wretched class of human beings who need representa
tion if anybody does; and who shall say that the rescued THE UNVAILING OF “ MOKANNA” THE SECOND.
prostitute may not.he among the most useful of her sex ?
She is so already in India, where this class of women, being
Oft we’ve read in Eastern story
the only ones allowed an education, are employed to teach
Of a monster, grim and pale,
Who before his hideous features
others. All honor to the brave women who recently declared
Had draped a “ silver vail,”
that she would welcome every prostitute who would stand
Which his blind and stupid converts
besid he| oa the platform of equal rights ! God forgive us all
Believed did hide the glow
who have failed in in our duty to this much sinning, but more
And the glory of the god-head,
sinned against, portion of our fellow-creatures ; for when
Represented here below.
the battle is won, it will be granted universally that prostitu
In Mokanna .the arch-traitor,
tion, though a great crime, is not so great as that of those
Both to God and man untrue,
who close all avenues of escape against whoever has once
A foul blot upon fair nature,
Whose divinest work he slew,
been drawn into its fatal vortex.
C. J. James.
He had raised a powerful army,
Of the noblest and the best,
And most valiant of the nation,
Who obeyed his least behest.

------------------------->——«»-------------------------

AR INTERVIEW WITH DR. SLADE.
The following communication, though written some time
ago, is, nevertheless, of such a character as to, he always
new ; and since the writer is well known to us, we feel dis
posed to publish it now, when there are again some ques
tions raiaed as to the honesty of Dr. Slade’s manifestations:
The several favorable notices of the verity of Dr. Slade’s
mediumship, which at different times appeared in the New,
York Bun, having lUen supplemented by one that denounced
his whole mediumistic career as a fraud, the following inter
view, at the request of several persons, was arranged for the
special purpose of testing whether it is possible fpr invisible
spirits to he revealed to mortal eyes.
Knowing the object of the call, I>. Slade, on the evening
of March 28, when we entered the seance room, called my
attention to the sliding doors through which we entered as
the only means of access to the room. When closed they
were fastened by a catch that could not be operated by any
person outside; then he ; opened the door of a wardrobe,
which I locked, put the key in my pocket, opened the under
drawers, rolled out the sofa bed, the last place in the room
where it would be possible for an accomplice to he con
cealed.
The only preparation for the sitting was the fastening of
a dark gray shawl over the entrance doors to make a good
hack ground, then parallel with and about three feet there
from was stretched a pi bee of black muslin, five feet long
and four high, with an opening some ten to twelve inches in
size, through which the spirit faces ordinarily appear. This
curtain was suspended on a small twine string, fastened by
loops to nails in the opposite walls, and was examined closely
without ..finding any silk thread by which pasteboard faces
could be manipulated.
The small uncovered walnut table had one side touching
this muslin screen. The Doctor seated himself at table, I at
the adjoining side, directly in front and about four feet dis
tant from the opening in the dark screen.
The gas was now lowered, hut not sufficiently to prevent
the distinguishing of the various objects in the room.
- The Doctor placed his two hands on mine for a moment,
then took up a slate with me to see if we should have any
communications, hut the slate was thrown with some vio
lence upon the floor. We again joined hands, and very
shortly a light appeared in the opening, -which now assumed
the form of a human arm ; this appeared once or twice and
then vanished. The Doctor nervously pulled up the screen
to show that no person was concealed thereby. Almost im
mediately he passed into a trance, when Owasso said, “We
can give you pretty good manifestations, hut it is necessary
to keep medium quiet, as he hinders us.”
The Doctor had scarcely passed out of this state, I again
having both of his hands, when another luminous body ap
peared approaching this opening in the screen. This time it
developed into the outlines of a male face, hut the linea
ments, though showing a fair complexion, were not suffi
ciently revealed to distinguish -who it was.' This advanced
and receded several times, and the Doctfor asked me if I heard
it speak to me ; hut I had not, and he could not understand
what it said.
Upon my expressing a desire to see more distinctly, he
shaded down the gas, whereupon the same face again mani
fested itself, hut this time inside of the muslin screen which
was apparently upon its shoulders. Nothing hut the face was
seen, which came just above the edge of the table although
X thought the outline of the fftoe was§ fewUiar, h was not

And he held Ms “ holy orgies”
In a temple large and grand,
As the Plymouth Church to-day is,
In our free and favored land.
Beauteous maidens min’stere.d to Mm,
And proud matrons of his flock
Bowed theii- haughty charms before Mm
And received th’ magnetic shock
Of Ms large and bounteous nature,
Which they fondly thought divine;
While he drank in “inspiration”
..Prom their kisses like hot wine.
But the day he thought to triumph
In a spotless soul’s disgrace
Saw the shimmering vail of silver
Ruthless tom from off his face.
And his victim saw the horror
Of Ms visage, marked by hell
In such characters of blackness
As no pen of mine can tell.
******
And since then a host of prophets
Have lived and passed away;
Yet behold! a new Mokanna
Has arisen in our day,
Who has made himself “ a power”
In our Governmental life,
Also by a “ silver Wedding”
Has espoused his church as wife;

Whose war is waged on women,.
Daring of the truth to speak;
And behind our nation’s banner
Making war upon the weak,
Not daring to oppose her
In an open, manly fight,
He takes aegis of our shield
To hide his crimes from light.

#

&
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#

#

O shame upon the Government
Who lends its powerful aid
To shield such “reverend” hypocrites
And make the truth afraid;
■ And shame upon the social law
That hugs this “ reverend ” ghoul,
And with its vail of silver
Doth drape Ms visage foul.
But Woodhull’s Weekly thunder
Hath made the prophet pale,
And her glorious “plow of progress”
Hath rent in two the vail;
And the nations shall behold Mm
As he is (not as he seems),
The expounder of those problems
Over which Yictoria dreams.
Eor the hour when “ Castle Ludlow”
Did receive that glorious twain—
Brave pioneers of social rights,
Who’ve suffered, not in vain—
Was the very self-same hour
In the which Ms church-wives wailed,
As they gazed upon the features
Of “ Mokanna.” now uuvaiM,
Februafy 8,1818,

THE BASIS OF REFORM.
No. XII.
Diet.—The physical form of man is made up from the
food he eats, the drink he takes, the air he breathes, and the
electric and magnetic conditions with which he is surrounded.

through life,
• .
I propose to speak of these—first, of the food. The tissues of
the physical body are drawn from the mineral, the vegetable
and the animal departments of nature. Water, which is a
mineral substance, composes about 90 per cent of the human
body; so that a person weighing 150 lbs., would, when mum
mified, only weigh about 15 lbs.
A considerable portion of the remainder belongs to the
mineral, as lime, iron, phosphorus, etc.
Water, chemically composed of oxygen and hydrogen, with
atmospheric air and some other gases, and some mineral,
vegetable or animal deposits, is taken directly from the
ocean, rivers and streams which abound all over the earth,
and without which no living thing could exisL
All other substances require to pass through either the vege
table or animal departments, in order to become fitted to
enter into the tissues of the human body. Hence plants amd
animals are necessary to prepare the way for man upon any
globe.
Man by nature is omniverous, capable of feeding upon ail
substances that are at all nutritious, but it does not follow
from this that all articles are alike adapted to his develop
ment to the highest plane. The fact of his capacity to feed
on all these substances is no evidence that he should not
exercise the power of selection. It has been more or less
perfectly known throughout the ages that man’s condition is
modified by the food upon which he lives, and mankind
have, to some extent, profited by this knowledge; but the
time has come when there should be much greater progress
through this means. This opens a most interesting field -for
observation, experiment and careful study.
That animal food, even raw meat and blood, are adapted
to develop man for warlike pursuits, the chase, and the ruder
conditions of life, has been long known. That for strong
intellectual flights, a portion of animal food is proper, espe
cially where, from inherited tendencies and by long-con
tinued habits, a demand for these has been established in the
system. There is a class of food and drinks that has so streng
an affinity for itself that if once introduced into the system,
they are continually calling for more of the same. All stimV
lants have this power, especially alcoholic preparations..
The highest and most intellectual and spiritual conditions,
aud those which man is destined to reach in his progress
here, will result from a pure vegetable diet. All the animal
strength that man requires can and will be obtained by asso
ciation with the horse, the deer, certain species of dogs,
birds, and various refined animals, to which man will be
attraoted, and from which he will receive, by association, all
the elements which are necessary to infuse their peculiar
strength in his system. Man will then live upon grains and
fruits which grow above ground; his drink will be pure
water; stimulants and narcotics will be placed under the
direction of the physician, and, in the more advanced condi
tion, be abandoned altogether; for, when hygiene is then
properly understood and practiced, medicine will go to its
place, and be known only in history. The time has come
when every intelligent person should apply the knowledge'
they have so as to avoid-all that is injurious in the way of
diet and surroundings; for the more sensitive persons be
come, the more will they suffeiF from these violations; while,
in the fulfillment of the laws of life and health, there will be
a corresponding increase in the enjoyment of life and its
grand objects.
________ |C| _________
Aristotle.
[From the, N. O. Republican.\
THE LATE MRS. DIBBLE.

And the fairest of her daughters
Are they victims t© his lust,
While the fruit of his own “ free love”
Lies cold and moldering into dust?
And he also has an army
Waiting on Ms sovereign will,
With its sneaking sergeant, Comstock,
All Ms “ new recruits” to drill.

e

[Written for Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.]

It was our sad duty on Thursday to record the death of
Sarah M, Chappell, wife of Judge Henry C. Dibble. She ex
pired on Wednesday, January 29.
She was a woman of rare qualities of heart and mind, and
was honored and beloved by all who knew her. Her un
timely death, for she was only twenty-nine, has saddened
the hearts of a very large number of friends, and has proven
a terrible affliction to her husband and an irremediable loss
to her young children.
Mrs. Dibble was born in Mobile, Alabama, but has lived
her short life in this city. She was the only child of fond
parents, who devoted themselves to her education and cul
ture. When she was about eighteen, both father and mother
died leaving her to the care of appreciative and faithful
friends.
In 1886 she was married to Mr. Dibble, and they began the
struggle of life with bright hopes and strong faith. She was
a devoted and loving wife, sympathizing with him in all his
work, ever aiming to aid him in doing right for the sake of
right. Her mind was thoroughly trained, and she was gifted
with a bold and discriminating judgment. Those who knew
her best appreciated her most.
The hour of her death was very sad, for her husband was
absent, though at the time he was hastening home, and has
now arrived. He had gone to Washington on important
public service, little suspecting the affliction which was ro
fall upon him in his absence.
-———----------------------- -

Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Yineland, N. J., we see frequent

ly mentioned in the secular press as a very successful mag
netic physician. We have several papers now before us in
which such mention occurs, among them the Bridgeton (N.
J.) Chronicle, the Salem (N. J.) Standard, etc. In these days
when it lias come to he understood that there is no such
thing as science in medicine, that all practice is experiment
merely, it is well for the people to know where to find reli
able magnetic treatment. For such we confidently refer

the afflicted, in.tlie neighborliood of Yineland to the subject
of this notice,
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PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
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OUR COUNTERFEIT PRESENTATIONS.
- $3 00
150

Many friends in the country are asking for our photo
graphs. It has been suggested to us that, through them, we
may receive some very needed assistance. It must be readily
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION
understood that we have been put to an immense expense
CAN BS MADE TO THE AGENCY OF THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LON
DON, ENGLAND.
by the various arrests which have been perpetrated upon us,
and that a still greater expense must necessarily be incurred
One copy for one year,
.
.
.
$4 00
One copy for sis months,................................................ '200
to have our cases properly prepared for trial and tried.
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
It may also readily be understood that it requires all the
Per line (according to location), From $1 00 to $2 50
income from the Weekly to keep up its regular publication,
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
and, consequently, that this income can neither be drawn
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
upon to defray either our personal expenses or those of our
Advertiser’s bills will be collected from the office of the paper, and
cases in court.
must in all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull & Claflin.
Specimen copies sent free.
Now, we have ordered 5,000, Imperial size, photographs
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau of ourselves and of Colonel Blood, which we ask our friends
treet, New York.
to take of us’at $1 each, to create a fund to pay the expenses
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
of our trials, and to justly compensate onr lawyers, who,
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weeldy,
thanks to their bravery, gallantry and devotion to justice,
48 Broad Street, New York City. for its own sake, have so far attended to us without com
pensation.
We have no doubt, if our friends, would make a little
effort among those who usually keep for sale the photographs
of public persons, that an income from this source alone
might be obtained sufficient to meet all the contingent ex
penses to which, by what we have felt called upon to do, in
the advocacy of freedom, we haye been subjected.
To those who order to sell again, we will furnish them at
$9 per dozen, or $70 per hundred, and orders for a dozen or
more may be made C. O. D.
iq

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1873.
A REQUEST TO OUR FRIENDS.
Again we call the attention of our friends in the various
cities and large towns to the fact that there is an immense
hut nnsnpplied transient demand for the Weekly. The
usual method of supplying the demand, through the
American News Company, being closed to us, for some, as
yet, unexplained cause, some other method must be sought
and found by which to meet it.
In the first place, we would urge our friends everywhere
to keep up a constant calling upon their newsmen for the
Weekly, to induce them to order a regular weekly supply
direct from us ; and, where this method does not succeed,
to find some enterprising person to undertake to do so in
place of newsmen.
We are now sending a large number of Weeklies to those
who keep the liberal papers for sale at the Sunday meetings
of Spiritualists ; and we shall be very glad to have the de
mand from this source increase.
We have authentic information that the American News
Company have had orders amounting in the aggregate to
50,000 copies per week. If our friends are active and zeal
ous the means to supply all this immense demand may be
opened. Therefore let every one, even if he or she is a sub
scriber, turn attention to this very important matter. No
one should be content merely with having the paper him
self ; he should feel it to be so important as to urge upon
him the necessity of endeavoring to put it in the hands of
everybody else.
We will send the Weekly in packages, post paid, to any
regular newsman, in any part of the country, and to any
other person having good references, at the rate of seven dol
lars per hundred copies, with the privilege of increasing or
decreasing the ®rder at any time to suit the demand, return
for the same to be made at the end of every month. Then
rouse y@5 everywhere; and let the circulation be doubled
every month.
-—*-----------------------------INSTRUCTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In writing to ns the following rules should be observed :
1st. Every letter should be plainly dated—town, county
and State.
2d. When the letter is to contain a remittance, the neces
sary explanations should be introduced at the head of the
letter ; a failure to observe this rule subjects the person in
charge of that department to much needless reading to find
@ut what it is all about.
3d. Aftcy definitely stating ail business matters, and espe
cially if it be a renewal or a new subscriber, then should
follow any friendly words, which we are always happy to
receive from all.
4th. We request those who send either articles or personal
letters intended for publication to write graphically and
tersely. The necessity for this will be apparent when we
say that*we have already in “ onr drawer” enough personal
communications, full of words of hope, cheer and comfort
to fill a dozen papers. Many of them we shall be obliged to
pass over.
5th. All letters should close with the signature of the
writer in full ; and it should be plainly written. Many let
ters that we receive are so badly signed that we are obliged
to guess at what the writer’s name may be.
—------------------ ►—*

1------- -

CLUB ! CLUB!! CLUB!! !
Again we desire to express our thanks for the zeal of our
friends, as shown in the number and size of the Clubs that
are pouring in upon us. This, of all other things, is most
indicative of the growth of public sentiment in favor of the
principles advocated in the Weekly.
To all friends everywhere we say, continue the good
work.' Roll up the lists of Clubs. Work with us to spread
the glorious doctrines of the new dispensation, and soon,
even in our own day, shall we realize the fruits of our
labors.
After a Club has been sent in, other names inay fie added
to it gt the^same rates as the original Qlpfi.

THANKS.
The very general response to our appeals in behalf of the
Weekly compels us to express our thankfulness to the
friends who have been active in its behalf. This makes our
hearts glad, because it shows that there is a growing interest
to sustain the Weekly, not because it is our paper, but be
cause it is the people’s paper, and devoted to all the interests
of humanity.
During the last week we have received a large number of
new clubs, and heard of many more that are forming. Our
ability to resume the regular publication of the Weekly has
given the friends confidence that we shall be able to main
tain ourselves in spite of whatever opposition may be hurled
against us by public prejudice, and in spite of all the mach
inations of the new order of Jesuits.
Of this we have had
no doubt, even from the first; and when we claimed (as we
have, both in public and in , the columns of the Weekly,)
that they who were attempting to crush us out were indeed
our most efficient allies, we meant just what we said, and
not what many thought we meant—-to merely burlesque the
movers. They have undertaken a much-needed service, and
we are obliged to them, and shall, from time to time, as we
see or realize the benefit, acknowledge our indebtedness to
them. Bat here and uoav we beg to offer them the thanks of
our friends, who, we believe, begin to appreciate, their good
offices.
But we beg to again remind our friends that now is the
time to take advantage of the opportunity that has been
offered to widely spread the principles of the new social
dispensation, which is really inauguralied. Now is the time
to plant the seed and to prepare for the harvest that is sure
to come. No such plowing, sub-soiling and harrowing of
the social soil was ever before done, as has been done
recently by those who, in their efforts to prevent the stirring
of the soil, have accomplished even more than the most
hopeful and devoted friends to the movement could have
expected by any mere personal effort on their own part.
Then, wherever there has been agitation let the friends of
and believers in the possibilities of a better social state put
forth their utmost efforts to secure a wide-spread circulation
for the Weekly, and let the names of individuals and the
clubs roll in upon ns like a flood-tide, which, let it be as
heavy as it may, we can assure our friends will not “ swamp”
ns.
And again we must say that the words of cheer and com
fort, of encouragement to stand firmly up to the fight, let the
desperation with which it is waged carry ns 'yhere it may—
let it be even to prison again—make ns1 feel that we are in
deed contending for a principle that’s near and dear to every
truly American soul. Yfe see the tear drop on the cheek;
we hear the tremulous tones and the muffled indignation;
.we feel the beating hearts and the heaving breasts of those
from whom these evidences of sympathy, love and oneness
of purpose come, and gain courage, strength and hope from
them; and we begin to feel that even among the inhabitants
of the earth those who are for us are more than those who
are against us; while in the army in spirit-spheres we know
our efforts are not unappreciated.
-r
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE SITUATION.
Thus far we have refrained from placing before our readers
and friends very many things that have an important bearing
upon our situation. We believe it to be unnecessary for us to
even attempt to demonstrate that we are fighting the battle
of general freedom, since we feel that its friends everywhere
fully appreciate this fact. No one who has read the Weekly,
freighted as it has been with the voices of the press and
people, can for a moment think that this is a personal matter
merely ; but they must perceive that it is an attempt upon,
nqt only the freedom of the press, but also upon progress
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generally, since without freedom of discussion there
can be but little real advance made in anything.
But onr friends must not forget that we are, as it were, in
the den of the enemy. We are surrounded by those who
will sacrifice every hour of their lives and every dollar of
their fortunes to rid the city of us. Many would kill us
outright if they dared. Therefore we expect that every pos
sible effort that money, intrigue and influence can command
will be in league against us. We are even fully informed of
the plot by which tlie}^ expect to secure our conviction. All
other movements have been abandoned, and the entire forces
of the opposition have centered on this.
’Tis true, we have able and faithful counsel who will see
that our rights are maintained ; but even. their efforts may
be shut out by the combined determination of courts and
press. When persons can be subjected to the outrages which
we have saffered, and scarcely a word be heard in condem
nation from those upon whom we have been wont to look
as the guardians of our rights, what may we not expect
may be attempted?
Two weeks since we stated somewhat at length the man
ner in which it is determined to dispose of us, as informed
by several prominent criminal lawyers, who ought to know
what they say; and they say that it is already decided that
we shall not be permitted to enter upon our defense; that
when the prosecution is closed, the court will instruct the
jury to find us guilty of an obscene libel, thus cutting us off
from the opportunityto justify the publication of the alleged
libel.
It seems that there is a case which, it is to be held, is a
precedent for this action by the court. In that case the
court instructed the jury to disregard all the evidence offered
by the defense, and to find, in accordance with the evidence
offered by the prosecution, that a certain thing had been
done which was well established by the evidence.
The application to our case, it is to be held, is this: The
prosecution win endeavor to make out a case of obscene
libel; that is, that the article containing the alleged libel is
an outrage upon common decency, irrespective of its truth
or falsity, and therefore the court will hold there is no de
fense possible, since, if it be true, it is still obscene.
We do not exactly see how this can be done, even if we
were to admit the indecency of the article (which we most
emphatically deny), since the indictment is for libel, and not
for obscenity; but we remember that those who, it is ex
pected, are to convict us, may not pay very strict regard to
even well-established legal rights and customs, and if the
State Courts follow the example set* by the United States
Courts regarding us, they may even import the English law
of libel—that ‘ ‘ the greater the truth, the greater the libel, ”
and try us by that, when we are quite certain we should get
the full extent of the law.
Three months ago a judge sitting on the bench, even of
a high court, might have dared to perpetrate such an out
rage upon our rights, and thus prostitute the high functions
of his office, and suppose that public opinion would up
hold him; but things have changed "’since then, and we
scarcely think there is a judge,let him he ever so prejudiced
against us, and ever so much inclined to shield Mr. Beecher
by convicting ns of libel in the Challis case, as to now dare
to do so. It was imagined then that we were probably not
only pennyless hut Mend less, and that any outrage might be
perpetrated upon us with impunity; hut we think that even
the blindest bigot’s mind must be disabused of that fallacy
by this time; since it must he evident that fully oneJialf the
people have come to regard this whole matter in its proper
light, as an indirect vindication of Mr. Beecher, in which the
freedom, botli of speech and the press, has been violated.
And here we may state what Ave have not felt called upon
to do before, and it is this: It was from the first decided
that we must he convicted either of libel or of obscenity,
and the whole force of the prosecution in both cases was
to be devoted to that case which promised the most avail
able means. It was soon discovered that the charge of ob
scenity could not be relied upon since the whole press was
too deeply interested in that, as being an invasion of its
rights; hence all efforts have recently been directed upon the
libel case, which is receiving the active support of Mr.
Beecher’s friends.
But we think we feel the question asked: How is Mr.
Beecher interested in the libel case ? Ah! there is the so
lution of this whole matter. And it is this that we have
until now refrained from showing. From the first, it was
decided by Mr. Beecher’s friends—remember avc say his
friends, not himself—that he must he saved, let who must
be sacrificed. And to carry out this plan, Mr. Beecher was
to maintain strict silence, assume the Christ-like spirit, and
ealmly await our conviction upos some charge other than
for libeling him, whereupon he was to say: “ See how the
judgments of God have come to them. I could well afford
to remain temporarily under the cloud conjured up by them
and trust my vindication to. other hands than my own,”
We think these are the very words of one of Mr. Beecher’s
friends, as brought to us by one whom they still think wholly
devoted to them.
We are very sorry for all this unworthy machination since it,
will as surely fail as there is justice in God’s immutable laws*
We desired that Mr. Beecher should have the opportunity
of being the great man which he really is, hut if he have lent
himself to this nefarious business, his doom is sealed. What,
has been said of Mr. Beecher is nothing more than what it,
was deemed necessary to
him, to the way out of the,
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slavery in wliicli lie is bound, and make Mm a consistent
advocate of tke new social dispensation ; but if what has
been do not suffice, if he have not wisdom to avail himself
of the means of salvation while yet there is an opportunity,
tlten, indeed, may the real thunderbolt fall. If the further in
formation that we have be true—if what Henry C. Bowen
has said, and if what Theodore Tilton, in addition to what
we have already made public simply as a lesson, be. true,
then no man, even if he be the mightiest that ever lived,
could withstand its unfolding to the world.
We have thus shown to our readers just what the animus
is that stands behind the Court and the prosecutors hounding
them on to convict us of something, it matters little what, so
that we be eonvicted.
If any one doubt the facts are as we have stated them to
be regarding the “power behind the throne,” we will call
thsir attention to the work of one of the white-washing
friends of Plymouth Church, one “ Manrico,” who, brush
and sop-pail in hand, appears in the Cincinnati Gazette of the
15th inst. At the close of a lengthy task, he delivered him
self as follows, which explains the whole affair :
“ If the paper of Woodhull and Claflin could be silenced
forever, and the women sent to the penitentiary, you womld
probably have little more of the whole business (the Beecher
scandal) beyond the possible publication of Tilton’s final
statement.”
We have made this showing in order if the Courts, by any
outrageous stretches of power do convict us, the people—
our friends—may know what the rallying cry should be.
We do not know as there could be a more direct and speedy
road to complete freedom, though it be through rivers of
blood, than that the infernal plans that have been invented
by which to dispose of us be consummated; and if to secure
it we must still suffer, we are ready.
•--------- i--------------*-------------------------------------------

THE GREAT AND GRAVE QUESTION.
Last week we presented a great and grave question; we
now follow it with the great and grave question. There are
many great questions receiving the attention of various
classes of reformers, each one of wdiich involves, to a greater
or less extent, the interests or welfare of humanity; but if
there can one question be found which, in being settled,
virtually settles all the rest, then that one would be the great
est and gravest of them ail, because involving all.
The present aspect of general reform may be likened to a
person being the subject of the various conditions at which
the various reforms point. He is a drunkard and the object
for the temperance reformers; he is a rake and the object
for the attention of The Society for the Suppression of
Prostitution ; and he is this and that which brings Mm
to the notice of various other societies and organizations
which feel that they have a special mission to save souls.
All these are good (perhaps) and well-meaning (perhaps)
people ; but their radical difficulty and fatal error is, that
although they see the mote in their brother’s eye, they utterly
fail to perceive the beams in their own eyes. In other words
they can save nobody, since everybody must save himself;
at least that is what Christ taught.
Now what does this consideration teach? Why this, and
plainly: that the^ only legitimate and effectual labor that can
be done for anybody or for everybody is not personal salva
tion or the specific salvation of specific persons, but the as
sertion and maintenance of general principles, truths and
precepts, by whose light all may be guided into better and
lulghter paths.
The I am-holier-than-thou, the hypocritical, Pharisaical,
time-serving people of to-day are just what the same set
were in the days of Jesus; and if He were now to appear on
earth, He would say unto them, as He said to the same class
in Jerusalem: “Woe unto you, Scribes, Pharisees, Hypo
crites,” etc., etc. This class, for a pretense, make long
prayers and take uppermost seats in the synagogues and
prominent positions in the market-places—all to be seen of
men.
In juxtaposition to these classes of professed reformers—
practical hypocrites rather—stand those who, though few in
numbers, still are mighty in power ; who think themselves no
better than anybody else;*who make no pretension to having
either the authority or -the capacity to advise special plans
of salvation ; but who, when a new truth is discovered, set
themselves about presenting it to the world in such a way as
to call the attention of everybody to it. Jesus went to no
individual and said unto him : Be thou reformed from this
or that vice ; hilt he said unto the world : “Love one ano
ther.” “ This command give I unto you : that ye love one
another.” Every man and woman was His brother and
His sister. None were too low, villainous or iniquitous to
be His associates. He never passed anybody by “upon the
other side ;” but these latter-day professors have become
altogether of a different type of stuff. They denounce,
viilify and condemn all who will not accept the salvation
they offer.
>
But to the subject in view. Reform is discursive and
personal. It ought to and must become integral and general.
The great error that ever has been, and is being made, is,
that it vmrks with the effects of vice, Ww. fruits of bad condi
tions, without ever stopping to give the slightest attention to
the evil beneath. It finds a thief, and it attempts to reform
Mm by punishing the theft, never even thinking that there
is something that caused the theft, of which the act is the
mere result, and which remains in the person, let him be
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In sexualty all find and have life. ^Everybody is individ
punished never so much and as severely as he may. It finds
a murderer, and straightway it hangs him, never stopping to ually interested in this science; besides having a general in
inquire what it was that was the real foundation of the mur terest in it for society. We venture to say that'there is not
der, to stop which in other persons should be sought, found a man or woman in the country who has arrived or who has
and remedied. It finds a person of bad general disposition, nearly arrived at the age of puberty who is not more intense
given to licentiousness, wine and tobacco—-to fits of bad ly interested in this science than in anything else, though
temper, of desperation, or of despair, and it sets about to from the accustomed smirch that is usually cast over its
moralize upon the wickedness of such things, and to hold up discussion they may deny the fact, as most do, and, as most
the vengeance of God and the terrors of hell-fire, just as do, denounce everybody who dares to speak plainly about it.
though they could change the already settled constitutional Nevertheless we again reiterate that, notwithstanding all the
tendency—habits, perhaps—in which all these germinate, “ denials, with an oath,” it is the subject nearest, and it
ought to be the dearest, to every human heart. And they
and out of which they all flow.
"We say this is the great error of reform. We ought to may continue to denounce us, to persecute and arrest us for
have been still more sweeping, and said it is falsely called obscenity, but regardless of it all we shall continue to speak
reform, since it is not that at all, but is a sort of chronic upon this most vital of all subjects with all the freedom and
fault-finding about things for which those who practice it definiteness that is required to convey a proper understand
have no remedy. True reform cares little for the results of ing of it. Discussion of this, with the utmost freedom' and
bad conditions, except so far as they serve to indicate the without limit or restriction, is what is now more needed
way to their causes, which, when found, form the objective than any, we are inclined to saj^, than all other things. By this
alone can we ever expect purity, in its best sense, to come to
point to which the remedy is applied.
us as a people. “In freedom only can purity exist” is a
To illustrate this: A person is found who is addicted to
saying so true that it ought to be written in letters of gold
drunkenness. In spfte of all that his friends can say, and in
over the door of every .household.
spite of all his good resolutions and pledges, he will get
Sexuality has been stamped in the mud by the ignorance
drunk. On inquiring into this case it is learned that when
and stupidity of the past, but it is the mission of the grand
this person was conceived, either the father or the mother
est reform of the centuries to rescue it from its daubed con
was under the influence of liquor, or that they lived in
dition and place it, the diadem, the brightest ornament, upon
‘ ‘ a little hell of their own ” which poisoned the whole
the brow of eveiy individual. How insulting to the Creator
stream of their lives; but being compelled by custom and
to say that the act by which all have life is an obscene sub
law to live together, this individual was by them thrust out
ject, to be tabooed in books and papers, and ingnored in dis
upon and into society, as a result of their iniquities, to be a
cussion! If there be such things as blasphemy, it seems to
burden to himself and a pest to society. The real reformer,
us that this is one of them.
instead of reviling this individual for his conduct, or giving
I; But there is a philosophy behind all this which, when un
him “ten days” for getting drunk, learns the true cause
derstood, will bring the blush of shame, as it ought to do, to
of this terrible condition, and heralds it to the world as a
the face of every man and woman who has ever dared to
warning and example for all, to guide them in better paths
call these things unclean. It is this: whenever a people or a
and teach them that causes which produce such condition^
person sets up a god to worship, the god willbe found to be
ought to be eradicated from society.
the embodiment of the higher characteristic of the people or
Now what is true of this case is true, in a general sense, the person. Now these people who affect to think that the
of almost all species and kinds of so-called vice, which, as sexual act is a thing to be abhorred and a subject to be ta
we have seen, are really only the effects of vice—the causes booed, and at which modesty should blush, are only making a
producing them being the true vice, to remove which should record of their own condition of development upon this
be the object of all true reform.
subject, for the instruction of future generations. The
We hold, and we challenge the professed wisdom of the Bible informs us that, ‘ ‘they made to themselves gods of wood
world to show it erroneous, that a large part of vice, so large a and stone.” The Bible of the future will inform its readers
part as to warrant the sweeping assertion that all vice—is either that these made to themselves a devil of sexual beastliness
directly or indirectly of- pre-natal origin, and therefore that which was the perfect embodiment of their enslaved and
the pre-natal condition of the world is the place at which to undeveloped sexual nature. In a word, those who pretend
look for its redemption, all efforts for redemption directed abhorrence of sexual freedom are the very persons whom if
to results of the evils attending this, being merely temporary unsafe at all, it would be unsafe to trust with freedom.
and alleviating, and never radical and permanent. Curatives Therefore the greatest aud gravest of all questions that are
are what we now want. We have been cursed with pallia now coming up for solution, for scientific investigation and
tives and dosed with soothing syrup already too long.
settlement, is that of the science of sexuality, and it is to en
But when a plan of reformation is proposed that looks to gage the best and most searching thought of the best and
securing radical and lasting cures for the various physical, most scientific minds on this planet.
intellectual and moral ills which now blast humanity, a pro
longed howl of indignation goes spontaneously up from the THE GOD-IN-THE-CONSTITUTION CONVENTION.
whole horde of quacks, who, seeing the tendency of the
proposition, see that their crafts are in danger.
“Why,”
Last week we published the call for this Convention in
they say, “if this thing succeed, our occupation will be full, promising to pay it our respects at this time, which we
gone, and we shall be obliged to get our living, perhaps, by now proceed tt# do. At the time of the Cincinnati Conven
actual labor.” This reminds us of an objection that was tion, we overhauled their entire programme and all their
urged by a prominent suffrage advocate against the argu propositions, and logically refuted every one of them. There
ment, That women, as citizens under the Fourteenth is a strange fact connected with these people whose piety is
Amendment, are entitled to suffrage—“This, if admitted, so trans(ap)parent that everybody except themselves under
would instantly give women the suffrage, and all our organ stands them thoroughly. They are utterly devoid of reason.
izations and arrangements, for which we have labored so Indeed their religion teaches that people must not reason
long and expended so much, would be valueless, No! The upon religious things, but take just what they say as God’s
short cut to the ballot will not do.”
word and law, and their interpretation of the Bible as the
We fear that quite too large a proportion of all self-styled only one to be permitted. Is it strange, then, that they are
reformers, preachers and doctrinaires are influenced by the a laughing-stock to all people who have so far disregarded
same motives that are so apparent in the above. Physicians their sacred injunctions as to cultivate the reasoning facul
fear the interference of clairvoyants with their practice, and ties, and thereby to come to the conclusion that the various
hasten to legislatures to obtain legislation to make it impos stories contained in the Bible are mere fables—perhaps alle
sible for any but M. D.s’ to dabble in physics. Everybody gories—regarding the facts of the past; who scout at the
will remember what an outcry was raised against the sewing idea of the possibility of there having been a flood resulting
machine by the needle women of the country, and yet they from a continuous rain of forty days and forty nights, cover
all now see the benefits, even to themselves, that have come ing the earth, so that all but the highest mountains were
by the use of it.
submerged—just as though there were hydrogen enough in
The same idea is prevalent in almost every trade or calling. the earth and atmosphere to make such a thing possible,
All fear the introduction of any new thing that will inter when we know that there was no more of that element then
fere with their special and personal affairs, while if they when the flood is said to have occurred than there is now ;
would but learn from experience, they would welcome every who have had common sense enough to detect the hypoc
thing new that in any way proposes to lessen the amount of risy of palming off the Bible upon the world as Divine in
labor required to produce a given thing. So interwoven and their sense, and its great men and prophets, as also Divine
interdependent are the members of the human family that in their sense ; who have read with unclouded eyes and
it is almost an.impossibility that a good can come to any of understanding the story of Father Abraham and Hager ; of
them which must prove an ill to anybody else; or that an David the man after their God’s own heart, first bringing th®
ill can come to anybody which is a real benefit to somebody wife of Uriah by force to his bed, who conceived of him,'
else. And. tMs is a lesson that ought to be heralded from and afterward contriving Uriah’s death, that he might pos
every pulpit, rostrum and bench.
sess her undisturbed ; and a hundred other equally out
But in what direction should true reform turn its efforts? rageous things which, though they themselves pretend to
Plainly in the direction of sexual science; because, as we condemn in everybody, they affect to reverence in those
have found, almost all the social evils have their fountain who were guilty of the same, as recorded in the Bible.
head in the ignorance in which this science has been held by
And they also affect to be terribly alarmed because the
‘the prudery and the false modesty of so-called refined common sense of the people begins to rebel against having a
society. We say sexual science to distinguish what we book, so full of lechery and beastial uncleanness, used as a
mean from that which we have usually denominated social daily text book for their youth and schools. But we learn
science. Social science relates not only to sexual science, that there is to be an eliminating, an expurgatory process
but to the organization of society as a whole—to its physical, through which they are going to run the infallible work of
industrial, intellectual and moral status. But this, at which God to purify it, so that it may be fit for boys and girls ap
we now aim specifically, as basal to all the rest, is the science proaching puberty, to read, without putting them in clanger
of acquiring sexual vice. It is the same old farce first
of sex.
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THE EQUAL RIGHTS PARTY.
enacted at Nice, wMch it is now proposed to re-enact. At that must lay hold of it and guide it to a happy consummation,
time the “saints” doubtless expurgated the most outrageous which may otherwise prove a terrible one.
portions of Holy Writ ; but the Christian world has got so
It is fair to presume that many people thinx the Equal
We have often warned the Radicals of this country of
much better than even God was then in the eyes of the M- the danger of putting off organization. The time is now Rights Party, which had its origin at the Convention in
cene Council that a further pruning must needs be made to near when they will be compelled to combine for mutual de Apollo Hall, on the 10th and 11th days of May last, died in
bring it up to the standard of the laws of this period. fense, or else be destroyed, as it was the wont of the great June, when the Weekly was suspended. It is now our
It is the same old and oft-repeated story of men fashioning Napolion to destroy his enemies, by piecemeal. Do not. duty and privilege to correct this very natural mistake, and ^
gods after themselves, since they now presume to hue imagine that this present movement means nothing but what to,say that the seed sowed by that Convention and the or
away some of the roughest edges of that which, while de appears upon its face, though even there it is bad enough. It ganization of this party has already borne -fruit a hundred
claring it to be the infallible Word of God, they are, never means not merely nor mainly the recognition of so-called fold.
theless, ashamed to see extracts from the same printed in a Christianity, but it mainly means the subjugation of all op
It is true the Equal Rights Party did not succeed in its
newspaper, so much so that they incontinently rush about position, and the extermination of all opponents. And the purpose to elect its nominees to he President and Vice-Presi
and cast the sacrilegious wretch who does such a thing into sooner that Liberals come to the recognition of this fact the dent. But may it not have accomplished even a greater work
shorter will be the conflict which is surely impending over than that would have been ; may not. that which has resulted
the Tombs.
How long do these people think they can carry on this their heads. This is rebellion, against the progressive spirit prove eventually to be of greater benefit in growing position
farce and make the people believe them even honest? And of the age, and it means blood—and in such torrents as can and power to mankind than present success? It must be
this is just where the present nib comes in. Thef are not only be shed when religion is the stake that is being fought remembered that what is generally considered as success
all of them fools, though there he Comstocks among them ; for. Beside religious fanaticism, nothing can stand, in com does ’ not constitute the success for which the Equal Rights
and they see clearly, if the present tendency cannot be parison. It is the most bitter, the most inveterate, the most Party labors. It labors for the greatest general good, let
stopped, d,own they are destined to go. We are even in relentless and the most deadly enemy that ever enters the that come in whatever shape it may. Now, we are of those
clined to allow that they themselves begin to see how trans battle-field. It has no scruples, no code of honor, no rules who believe that all the movements among man are con
parent is the fraud they endeavor to enact, but not being- of war—nothing by which other subjects are regulated. It trolled by a destiny, the guidance of which lies beyond the
willing to lose the power they have gained by its means, knows nothing but success for Christ’s sake—the end always reach of mortal ken,
1 It is in this way that we view the movement inaugurated
they want the additional power of the governmental sanction, justifying the means.
so that they may not be despoiled.
But one course can prevent the world from being deluged last May. Had that movement been a thing looking merely
They are getting desperate. 'Several of their pet schemes by blood, and this is the instantaneous organization of to temporary results, it would, indeed, have been an utter
have recently miscarried, not a little to their confusion, and all the elements opposed to the nationalization of a re failure ; hut since it was not so ; since it was based upon
they begin to realise unless a desperate and successful effort ligious dogma, and a distinct enunciation by such organi eternal principles of justice, it could, in no possible sense,
be ’ made immediately to stay the tide setting in against zation, to this opposing organization, that their little game is be called a failure. It enunciated the grandest platfbrm of
fully understood, and that it simply cannot be permitted; fin principles ever put forth—a platform that will .last and
them that their game is doomed.
Not only have some of their pet schemes miscarried, but ishing with the advice that its promoters had better go home be rendered true when those who now think it mere folly
they have also committed some most egregious blunders that and pay a little more attention to their own souls and show shall have been forgotten. It considers and involves in its
have almost placed them in the power of their opponents. less anxiety about the souls of those who have arisen from purposes the whole human race, arid proposes methods by
These, added to their failures, are spurring them on to still the blind acceptance of anything upon anybody’s mere say which the heretofore divided human family may become
more desperate deeds; and they will not hesitate at any so, and who accept nothing that does not commend itself to sventually one. It boldly takes hold of and solves the ques
thing to secure their ends, which, according to their philos their judgment, which is not based upon simple feeling but tion that reformers and economists of all ages have feared
upon this, regulated by an enlightened reflection—and this to grapple. It considers alb subjects in which the welfare of
ophy, justify any means.
humanity is involved, as not only legitimate hut necessaij
Circumstances, also, seem to invite them on; though we combination is wisdom.
[In our next we shall enter into a more complete analysis subjects for political action, and, for the first time in the
believe it to be to their more certain and sudden discomfit
ure. The Bible is in danger; George Francis Train has of the absurdities contained iu the call for this Convention, political history of the world, boldly announces that the
turned its bad side out to light, and even those who have aud they are of such a character as to make it surprising that, principles of freedom, equality and justice shall be the
lived all their lives upon the “ droppings of the sanctuary,” it can f®r a moment command the assent of any thinking per watchword by which it will be guided until the whole world
shall recognize their power, and yield a willing obedience to
are stupefied With horror that their bread has come from so son. ].
------- —-------------------------------------their mandates.
filthy a source.
Seeing such destruction, Train must be
Viewing the Equal Rights Party and its platform in this
squelched, and the protecting shield of the Government
THE EYIDENCE.
light, we conceive that, instead of its mission being ended,
thrown around, the Bible t« prevent any further assaults
it is, in reality, but just begun, and that the temporary sus
upon its weakened citadel—“the fountain” in which they
If any further evidence than what we have already
pension of its propaganda and the laying aside of all of its
would have our laws find their source.
from time to time presented in the columns of the
dominant purposes, was a lesson that many, who are really its
But how to defend it! That is the question. Being no Weekly, were wanting to satisfy us that the question which
members, needed to teach them just what we have said in
longer able by argument to meet the arguments brought is now prominently before the people upon the natural and
the introduction as the larger and better ends at which it
against it, its truth being no longer impregnable against proper relation of the sexes is that one which of all others is
error, proving Jefferson to have been wrong, they must nearest the heart of every individual, we have it in the shape aims.
And we are glad to be able to state the fact that the con
needs procure some new and better defense than truth of numerous private letters received. In these letters ques
victions of the Central Executive Committee are identical
against err«r. And the “ times” seem auspicious. Congress tions are asked and answers for them sought, upon points
with our ©wn, and that they intend to proceed with the pur
is in a bad fix. It has been badly exposed. It must that the Young Men’s Christian Association w®uld not per
poses of the party, and with that intention have called a
assume a saint-like conduct, and do anything—everything— mit us to print in the columns of the Weekly without
meeting of the Committee with the view of resuming active
to cover up the rather bad complexion of the Credit Mo- again persecuting us for obscenity, although they are the
work. We therefore present, for the more careful consid
biiier. And these nice young men see the opportunity. most natural and proper subjects for discussion that could
eration of the public, the platform that was constructed last
Congress, with its hands unclean from this thing, will not possible arise. It is simply astounding to see how deep and
dare^to refuse any little Christian kindness to Cod, by ac thick is the ignorance that exists in otherwise really well in May, and ask for it the most critical analysis of its principles
by all who find what they conceive to be errors in its propo
knowledging Him as the source of tjieir power, nor any little formed minds upon the most common affairs of every day
pious aid’to the Bible, to prevent its falling before the pon life, upon the sexual relations. And when we consider this, we sitions or incompleteness in its methods:
PLATFORM.
derous blows of investigation, directed by reason and com do not wonder that the people are, generally speaking, only
First—That there should be a complete reconstruction of
mon sense, as they are in this instance. Now we do not half-made-up specimens of the human—scraggy, scrawny and
several of the most important functions of the Government
know just how these pious people argue this matter; but angular, physically, mentally and,morally.
we are willing to wager our opinion that these are the veiy
But we here and now give that Association fair and timely of the United States, and to that end we advocate the adop
arguments by which they are flattering themselves with notice, that when they shall become satisfied that there can tion of a new constitution, which shall be in perfect harmony
promises of success. They do not believe that Congress will be nothing more made in guaranteeing safety to reverend with the present wants, interests and conditions. of the
people.
citizens by holding-us for obscenity, under present charges,
dare deny them.
Second—That the world has advanced so much iu the last
■But they count without their host. The spirit ©f the age we shall proceed to the new field for discussion, with all the century that the theories which the present Constitution of
is against them. Progress is stamped upon everything that openness and devotion to nature and truth that have govern the United States and of the several States vitalize are in
has life. “ Stand-stills” are every clay finding themselves out ed us up to the present in other departments; and they know many instances far behind our present civilization.
Third—That there should he a national code of civil and
of sigiat in the rear, or crushed beneath the ponderous and re just what that means. And also that we shall not hesitate to
lentless wheels upon which humanity moves forward. And illustrate such discussion by personal example wherever in criminal law uniform throughout the country, the same to be
administered by a uniform system.
they who would have it that a perfect religion has come to our judgement the general public good demands it.
Fourth—That all important legislation should he submitted
But one thing we think we may say without rousing the
the knowledge of anybody, now find themselves in the lat
to and approved by the people.
Comstock
to
the
use
of
anew
alias,
and
without
exciting
ter predicament.
'
Fifth—That all monopolies should he abolished and all
But we would not convey the idea that they are powerless. our risibilities of any United States Commissioner to bring charters revoked, and that the Government of the people
us
before
him,
to
hold
us
according
to
English
law,
in
which
By no means are they this. On the contrary they are at this
should manage all public enterprises for the common benefit
time the strongest organized power in the country; and it is there is at least an external union between Church and State, of the whole country.
SkrJU-That all public enterprises should be managed for
because they know this as well as they do that they dare at which makes obscenity and blasphemy very near relations,
tempt the desperate shifts to which they find themselves and this is, that whoever indulges the sexual appetite under any the public use, so as to produce an income that will pay the
compelled to resort, since without all this power they would restraint whatever, whether it be of fear of pregnancy or for cost of construction, management and maintenance only.
Seventh—That the land belongs to the whole people, and
no more think of subverting the theory of our Government any other cause, barters the happiness that has been
should be made use of by actual settlers only, in limited
than they would wittingly invite upon themselves certain de vouchsafed, by the Creator, wmlks in the direct road to disease
quantities, and that there should be no other form of dispos
and death, and entails upon the coming generations a blight
struction.
ing of the same by the Government, except for public purThey are in precisely the same position in which slavery which ages alone can wash away. Of all Cod-given powers posses.
found itself when its friends saw that for its own preserva and Cod-created pleasures' with which lie has blessed the • Eighth—That there should be but One system of money and
tion itawas necessary to make war. The power of public human race, this one least of all can he prostituted with im currency, and that the public credit should be its basis, and
opinion had gained the mastery over it, as these Christian punity. The stomach may be abused, the brain overworked the national faith its value.
Ninth—That the money thus* emanating from the Govern
people confess that it now has over them, and they had and the muscular system .reduced by too great and continu
nothing left to clo but to attempt to strangle it before it had ous effort, and the effects of the prostitution of their natural ment should circulate freely, and that no payment for its use
functions may be remedied and outgrown; but it is not so should be permitted.
obtained'a settled hold upon them.
Tenth—That the system of taxation should be graduated,
This power which now seems in a fair way to expel the with this delicate tod vital function. Let this become pros
direct, and equal in all portions of the country, bearing lightly
Bible from public schools everywhere, that shows itself in trated by any neglect or prostitution, and it is not neces
upon small accumulations, and ascending with the increase
the prevalence of free religion, free thinking, general indi. sary for us to say that the effects are irreparable, since there is of individual wealth, until its demands should place a limit
vidual freedom, such as are contra-indicated by the system scarcely a human being living who is not already, too con upon the accumulation of colossal fortunes, and thereby
these people would save from destruction, is moving on scious of the fact.
secure a more just and equitable distribution of the products
And yot the pious, the Christian young men say that this of industry, termed wealth, among all classes.
with irresistible force though scarcely.anybody is e#nscious
Eleventh—That there should be unrestricted exchange of
of its power, except those against whom it is directed. Those subject shall not be discussed. "Well, we shall see-whether it
by whom it has come, stand in astonishment, gazing upon will or no, and we shall not have to wait long either-to deter all productions and commodities between nations $nd indy.
viduals, without regard to distance or Ipcality.
the fceatened destruction, not even thinking that they mine it,
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Twelfth—That wars and public feuds should' be abolished
by means of international arbitration.
Thirteenth—That there should be just public laws to regu
late labor and establish uniform compensation for tin? same.
Fourteenth—That there should be a uniform and general
system of public improvements of all the natural resources
of the country by the General Government.
Fifteenth—That it is the duty of the Government to guar
antee employment to all unemployed persons, upon equita
ble principles of time and compensation.
Sixteenth—That capital punishment should be abolished.
Seventeenth—That protection of society against crime
should be wholly upon the principle of reforming the.crim
inal.
Eighteenth—That them should be the most extended pub
lic facilities for immediate interchange between producer
and Consumer.
hineteenth—That all the mineral resources and water
courses belong to the whole people.
Twentieth That there should be perfect and free expres
sion of opinion, by vote, on all political subjects, by all citi
zens of all classes, sexes and conditions, being of competent
age.
Twenty-first That minorities, as well as majorities, should
have representation in Government.
-i wenty-second—That all executive officers, being Heads of
Departments and Bureaus, should be elected by the people
^ainong whom the functions of their several offices are to be
performed; and, to abolish the corruptions of favoritism,
that all subordinates should be appointed by lot from lists of
competent applicants.
Twenty-third- That education, in its application, should be
free, universal, compulsory and public; and in its character
secular, industrial and intellectual.
’
Twenty-fourth—That the destiny of our Government is to
extend its supremacy over the American continent, and that
a Universal Government for all the people of the globe is
the ultimate of Government.
Twenty-fifth—And, therefore, that we form ourselves into
a distinct political organization, under the name of the
Equal Bights Party, and declare our fixed purpose to be the
reconstruction of the Government in conformity with the
principles herein expressed for the promotion of the general
good of mankind.

li

another in the face and boast of our civilization after the
PftmshMaine.
Charge.
Offense.
Palliation.
combination of tragedy and farce that made last Saturday
nient.
night hiefeous ? It is a noble spectacle that we now recall
John Hunger... Stealing $10.. Poverty........ Wohe
Twenty yrs„
the
so noble, so worthy of the nineteenth century that we ask “ Tommy
Kid”............ Stealing $50.. A vulgar thief $25 to detecthe readers of the Herald, to contemplate it with our eyes
tive............ Fifteen yrs.
and swell the chorus of “ Shame ” that should resound from Messenger
Ligh'thead.... Stealing $100. Youth........ Inexperience. Ten years.
press and people.
Dandy Book
Now, in the name of decency, in the name of humanity,
keeper ........... Embezzling
$10,000.,... No “divvy”. Respectable
in the name of womanhood, we ask whether this disgraceful
family ..... Five years,
spectacle shall be repeated? In the name of morality;we ask Brown stone
Cashier.........
Embezzling
what good has been attained? In the name of justice, we
$100,000.... Being caught. Money and
askliow dare the law visit its rigor and every possible indig
friends__ _ One year.
nity upon the unfortunate Women, while their tempters, the Jay Taurus..... Robbing $9,720,000 .......
Wealth.
Three min.
proprietors of concert saloons, can be bailed for five hundred
four seconds
dollars or less, and the men who, by their patronage, keep
It is not at all fanciful, as the records will shew. The
alive the beastly traffic, are allowed to go free ? If this be
law, then i§ law the work of the devil, and the sooner justice charge, it will be seen, is nothing for the real offense, and the
takes its place the better for our fame. Which, we ask, is palliations must be carefully considered and given their
worse ?—the young girl who, reared in poverty and vice, sells proper weight. Not alone in the ethics of robbery does this
her soul for the sake of keeping alive her body for a few curious inequality exist to puzzle the jurist of the future.
miserable years, or the man who, able to gain an honest liv- From Patrick O’Flaherty, who breaks Hans Blitzen’s bead
prefers to make a fortune by paying girls for their pros for friendship’s sake, to the swellish young dandy who shoots
titution? Again, which is worse—the low-born proprietor his enemy in cold blood, there are as many saving clauses to
of a concert saloon who trades in vice, or the better-born be counted as in the other grade of crime. Here is a speci
men :
*
patron wlro seeks it for the gratification of depraved passion ?
T efc, the greater the extenuation the less leniency; and that
Punish
Maine.
Charge.
Offense,
Palliation.
ment.
class which is weakest, which needs all the charity that
Chi 1st gav e it or old and would give it to-day, is dragged J. Reynolds__ Fatal stabbing ...__ Poverty and
through public mire only to be rendered the more hope
imprudent
prophecy... None.......
less, the more hardened, the more corrupt. Among
Hanged. .
with
older women, with bloated countenances—for few are the Hannibal Jones Killing
razor.......... A negro......... Fifteenth
women who can bear the horrors of an impure life without
Amend’mt.. Forty years.
the perpetual stimulant of liquor—sat girls overcome by Diamonclpin
Rough.._____ [Bar-room
murder.
Killing one
their abandoned situation. One golden-haired, blue-eyed
of liis own
girl of sixteen moaned as if her heart would, break. Another
“party”... ‘ Gouging ”
lefused to be comforted. Will these unfortunates be made
the opposi
tion. .......... Ten years.
better by the brand burned into their souls on Saturday Jane Arsenic... Poisoning a
family...... Not
goodnight? Do you call them abandoned? Amid the wreck of
looking __ Grandmoth
womanhood one spark of divinity is still left—the spark that
er’s insanity Five years.
redeemed Nancy Sykes. Hardly one among them but turned
Bill
Cracksman
Skull-spliPng
despairingly to the man she loved, and for whom, in many
homicide... Bad luck
40 ' previous
cases, she erred. The woman capable of loving, though it be
convictions.
Wealth..........
a Bill Sykes, is not lost; the womari plying a bad career, Sting Kokes.. .. Murder _____ [None
who never neglects her children, is still a woman. And
In subsequent issues, we shall take up the planks of this shall women he treated like'beasts of prey? If they are
Are not all these morals from Wall street.
If it
platform/ one by one, and give them as thorough an expo treated as such will they not become such? “ Why don’t be money in Wall street or Catharine street, or if it
sition as it is possible for us to do; in which task we hope to they arrest the proprietors and let us alone ?” exclaimed one be blood upon Broadway or at the Five Points, is not
be assisted by the suggestions and criticisms of all who are woman in desperation. “ If they were put out of the way,” a question of false sentiment and false social prejudice
cried another, “ there would be no places in which to entangle leading to outraged justice in unequal deliverance between
friendly to its purposes.
us.” A little girl shook her small fist in the face of her the law and the criminal ? Priests, parsons and preachers of
proprietor, saying, “ Were it not for you I should not be every sect may this Sabbath morning point their sermons
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALIST^. -here to-night. You first enticed me to work in your saloon.” with the lesson of this robbery or that murder; but is not
And the destroyer of this childfs innocence coolly smoked a Mephistopheles leering through the open church doors, with
cigar, knowing that his ill-gotten gains would soon secure his sardonic laughter ringing between the phrases, at a society
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of tke American his xelease, and that it little mattered what became of his of such odd moral contradictions ?
Association of Spiritualists is called to meet at 48 Broad victims when poverty and ignorance were always ready to
We close our extracts with a view or, two of the religious
street, New York City, on Wednesday, February 26, at 12 furnish fresh materials for seduction.
policy of the Ilercdd as disclosed by itself in its last Sunday’s
o’clock, noon. All members are specially requested to be
Is Broadway any purer for this degradation of woman issue':
present, as matters of importance will come before the hood? Are the flaunting signs of infamous dens taken
THE RELIGIOUS POLICY OP THE HERALD.
down ? Are the proprietors bound over to assume a virtue,
Board for consideration.
though they have it not? Are the women given an opportu
Yictoria C. Woodhull, President.
“ Wllat is Ike Gospel? The word of God spoken to every
nity of making an honest instead of. a dishonest living ? No;
not one of these things has been accomplished. The police’ human creature. What does Christ teach us as to preaching
The New Jersey State Association of Spiritualists and acting under an excess of zeal, from which they suffer spas the Gospel f That it should be spoken to every human creature,
Friends of Progress will hold their First Quarterly Conven modic attacks once or twice a year, have temporarily shut up even to the ends of the world, that sinners may be saved.
Surely, then, if the Gospel is brought home io the hund
tion for 1873 on Saturday and Sunday, February 22 and 23, a few saloons, have made themselves and their victims no
torious, have made law a monster of injustice, but have done reds of thousands of souls who read a newspaper like the
in Uppei Lioiaiy Hall, Newark. First session @n Saturday, nothing whatever to remove the plague spots defiling the Herald, is not that an observance of Christ’s precepts worthy
at 1:30 p. m. ; evening session at 7 o’clock. Three sessions principal thoroughfare of _ America’s greatest city. Now, of commendation? It is not for us to say what is the
on Sunday, at the usual meeting hours. First-class speakers what shall be done to put an end to this carnival of vice ? true reading of the Gospel. That would, indeed, be a depar
engaged. Platform free, in order. By order, L. K. Coonly, Bring the real sinners to justice. We do not say that women ture from our mission. Whether it comes from Rome or
President. N. B.—The officers and Executive Committee shall be allowed, to follow an evil calling with impunity, but Canterbury, or Edinburgh or Jerusalem; whether it is truly
are notified to meet at the Hall on Saturday, at 10 a. m. we do insist upon equality before the law in the punishment pexounded by Calvin or Cranmer, or Jerome, or Knox, or
Executive Committee—G. C. Stewart, G. W. Hall Mrs. of,[offenders. Proprietors o“f concert saloons and houses of ill- Wesley, or Loyola; whether it is written in the Old or the New
Parsons, Newark : H. B. Marsh, New Brunswick ; C. IT. fame, who, nine times out of ten, are men, could not possibly Testament, and in no other form, we do not say. Our
Edwards, Prospect Plain ; Harriet Fennell, Trenton ; A. B. carry on their business did owners of the buildings thus ©cou opinions belong to our conscience. We recognize that there
pled refuse to let them for disreputable purposes. If laws be are eminent and learned and holy men who represent all
Wilkinson, Camden ; John Gage, Vineland ; E. J. Wookf/
inefficient, make new ones. Of what use a reformed Legisla phases of religious thought, and we permit them to speak for
Hammonton, ; J. B. Beach, Bricksburg.
ture if the interests of morality are not furthered ? It should themselves. We believe that from this conflict and exchange
We take especial pleasure in calling especial attention to be a penal offense to let buildings for other than decent pur of opinions good will come. In religion, as in politics, dis
the above Convention, since the Spiritualists of New Jersey poses. The world should'be told not only the fictitious cog sension nearly always springs from ignorance. As light’falls
are fully alive to the real issues of the hour, and know the nomens of wretched women, but the real names of men upon men’s minds, as science enables us to read the rocks
advantages of organization. The Association is specially whose church rates are paid at the expense of damned souls. and the mountains and the deep caverns of the sea; as we
fortunate in securing efficient and zealous officers. Dr. These are the original criminals. Exterminate them, and come to decipher the strange legends of Babylon and Assyria
and seek for the walls of Solomon’s Temple under the soil of
Coonly is untiring in his zeal and in his labors; thinks only the greatest cause of evil is at once removed.
Where were the Credit Mobilier leaders of the Y. M. C. A. desolate aad unhappy Jerusalem; as the forgotten and
of how much good he can do humanity. We bespeak an
darkened eras of ancient history come nearer and nearer
when the following was published ? And why did they not
enthusiastic and harmonious convention.
contested questions in theology are determined, and denomi
set the man of many names on the track of the writer of the nations see point after point of difference fade away.
same?
With the exception of the words we have italicised, which
PROGRESS OF THE NEW YORK HERALD.
are simply a sop thrown to the three-headed Cereherus of
MORALS PROM WALL STREET.
Christianity, we can indorse the doctrines of the Herald.
The above paper is the reflex of our public opinion. It is
But, if that paper wishes to obtain the good-will of orthodox
But the story of Jay Gould is the most curious in the cate Christians, we would advise it not to tinker the prayer of
a mirror exposing the virtues as well as the vices of the
community. In examining it we are discussing the condi gory. Here is a man charged by his old partner with misap of the Great Nazarene, as it does in the following article
tion not of a press only but of a people. When it advocates plying (stealing, is it ?) about nine millions. He is arrested under the head of “A Harvest of Horrors and Corruptions:’’
real reforms we have reason to rejoice, for it is an outward with the utmost obsequiousness, conveyed tenderly to the
The pages of yesterday’s Herald revealed some very curious
Sheriff’s office, and in three minutes and four and a half
phases of life in America just now. Murders, outrages, scan
and visible sign of an inward grace in the public. For these
seconds is on his triumphal way back to the fight, and all the
reasons we take pleasure in submitting the following state next day reeeives the submission of his accusers. Now, if he dals, thefts and corruptions loomed up in every direction
ments from its pages. The first is on the raid made by the is really the terrible defalcator they charge him to be’ why te?h“f tl!en’ ®tories of moral lapsings. Our legislators’
New York Police on the concert saloons, on which occasion not break with him and try him. in earnest? Pie, however, whether from Kansas or Louisiana, or at the national legis
lative fount at Washington, seem deserving of some sympa
hundreds of poor girls, half clad, were dragged through the holds them in the financial vise so tightly that they are fain
thy from pious Christians this Sabbath morning. The snares
to
relax
the
legal
screws
on
him.
The
miserable
wretch
who
snow and compelled to pass the night in the prisons of the
of Satan seem not to have been laid iu vain, and if there be
city:
grabs a ten-dollar bill to buy bread for his family is treated commiseration for sinners of their description it should in
with
all
the
severity
that
such
a
ferocious
criminal
deserves.
deed be lavished on them. For what is passed in the way of
THE CARNIVAL OE VICE—SHALL LAW BE LEA (SUED
If it were a bagatelle of nine millions he would not be col trespass against national honor and public trust we must
WITH IT?
lared and clubbed, but arrested, with an apology, and shown
Had the mighty Founder of Christianity walked through out of Court with a gentlemanly celerity. Let those who are exact stern justice; but for those liable to be tempted in the
Broadway six nights ago He would have wept for humanity; astonished at this difference between criminals of such op future all the priest and parson power of New York and
had Justice been cognizant of the sickening deed done in posite respectabilities cast their eyes over the graduated ta Brooklyn should be used to-day in praying, for their preser
her name the balance would have fallen from her paralyzed ble of theft and i*s present ratio of punishment wklcfi we vation. Lead them not into temptation, but deliver them
from Hoax, Durant, McComb, Pomeroy, Caldwell, Warhand. Christianity and Justice! Dare thinking souls look one subjoin;
inquth, Pinchbaek and all other evils, would be a ’fitting
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her thralld-om, that the question of “ womaffis rights” is now minds, and therefore that a proposition to make the fact of
wholly a new one, and very lately only has it been pi emi sexual intercourse marriage, where these can be no possible
nently brought forward by you and ^ome other progressive method under our present fitter ignorance of sexual science
of previous knowledge as to whether unity or the opposite
minds of the age.
As progress is the watchword at this close of the nineteenth may be developed, would be to to take a step in the wiong
century j it behooves every one who can give a word of ad direction, and awaj'- from freedom. As a prohibitory meas
vice, founded on reason, to do So in aid of progression and ure, looking merely to temporary and transitional expiession
Readers will please remember that we are not answerable the welfare of the human family. Mankind has for ages of the sexual appetite, now floundering in eveiy diiection
been so hampered in freedom of thought by teachings of an
for the attack on those 'who, probably by the aid of the interested priesthood (sincere* no doubt* with the lights for its natural satisfaction and almost absolutely prevented
Y. M. C. A., aspire to be our national chaplains. In proof, before them) that it looks like sacrilege to many to take up a from its finding by false systems and false notions of pio
we hasten to present an extract from one of our religious subject for investigation which has the cloud of antiquity priety, it may be exceedingly proper.
It might just as well be assumed that the development o
thrown around it. Free, love and marriage come under this
contemporaries as inserted in the same paper:
The Christian jUnion proclaims that the air is full of heading as being tabooed subjects. In regard to the first, the science could go on rapidly to perfection, undei actual pro
rumors of public and private corruption and disgraceful get term free love has an ugly sound in itself ; it may not' mean hibition, as to assume that perfect sexual conditions may ^ e
ting and keeping of gold. We must purify our legislation, it anything wrong, but it sounds lik^ it does in the eais of attained under repressive laws. In the realm of investi0a
is said. We must insist on virtue in high places, saith the thousands, and it should he discarded, in the interest of con lion looking to a better understanding of airy su jec
preacher. “ But,” he continues, “ reform must begin far back servatism ; to many it means prostitution, and no argument theory, the only ligitimate condition Under w hi eh P10fc>
_at the firesides. By example, our boys and girls must learn can make them see it in any other light.
ress is to be hoped for is in freedom. And this is just as me
that money is not the supreme good of life. They must
Pree love may he defined as the right and privilege oi one
grow up in homes so simply and finely ordered that not fur being to love another of the opposite sex without let oi sexually as it is in any other direction.
What profiteth it any person to find a better com i am
niture, and not viands, but the quality of master and mis hindrance; or, in other wards, when two persons of proper
tress, draws many noble guests thereto, contact with whom age and conditions determine to marry, no interference than that already possessed, if he be not free to appiopm ©
it? To knoV that progress is effectually, prohibited, is 1
is the children’s best education. The ornament of a home is should he permitted with their determination.
They should he united in marriage under the same stop all effort for advancement and the sooner the woi
the friends who frequent it. ”
^ _
As Dickens’ Yorkshire schoolmaster says—“ Here’s rich legal restraint that now exists, hut as it happens shall come to the admission of this theory upon genera p
ness.” Considering the present moral^condition .of society, that uncongenial and unlovable spirits are some ciples, not excluding the domain of sex, the sooner wi - i
the ahove can he likened to nothing but the condensed mikt times thus united, the process of dissolving their have entered upon the unembarrassed path of progressive
of human kindness. How much milder is the Church in bonds should be as easy under the law as of uniting the unfoldment for all the developments of life.^
_
-e
dealing with the ills that afflict humanity than the world? parties in marriage, and the cost should be no more in
But laying aside for a moment the consideration o §
the one case than in the other. At 'the.' same time, like
Let us close the subject here, for it would be impertinent to the act of marrying, it should he the mutual desire of both, subject upon general principles, will it present any e _
ask—why?
and not upon the application of only one of the parties.- features, as a question of policy? What good is to be g**'
•----------->—>e> -— -------- ■
‘
,.
For a cause or causes, however, duly set forth and proved by ed by making the sexual act, marriage? WouiC
SUPERHEATED STEAM.
one of the parties (should the other neglect or refuse to join to make the future union any more harmonious, or pro u
in the application, or has left the common home), a decree of of better results in any direction? We cannot see that an j
separation for ®ne year may be pronounced by the magis such results could even be expected.
It con c on y
It is a disputed question as to whether steam can be so
trate, and if at the end of that time no reconciliation be had tertained upon the proposition that where two peop e
over-heated as to cause ignition; from the extract below between the parties, or the other party still refusing or ne
from the Hew York Sun of the 18th inst., we think it not glecting to answer the application, then, after thirty days’ had sexual intercourse, that a union for life must necessa y
follow. The question then at issue is not as to the pr°Pri
notice in a newspaper, a full divorce may he granted by the
to be an impossibility :
of making coition marriage, but whether union for life un
At yesterday’s meeting of Methodist preachers, the Kev. judicial officer empowered to decree divorces.
Dr. Porter presided. The debate was on “ the best means of
The great cure, and probably the only cure, for the* evils der any and all circumstances, whether lovp or hate b P
promoting evangelical revivals.” Brother Corbett, having that woman labors under is not the power to vote (that, how ent, is the best theory and practice.
And to
is p
ever, must be accorded her), but is to be found in the abol we do not think even “Civis” will subscribe.
been repeatedly called fo& said:
_
.
”1 have been not a little surprised, mortified, chagrined ishment of male amd female prostitution. An unjust state
It is true he speaks of easy divorce. Butwhy nny g
and astonished at the action of this preachers’ meeting in of the laws of society makes the penalty fall on woman alone, obligation at all if they may be thrown off at wi .
adopting such a silly question as this for discussion. 1 have when, by over-confidence ki her base companion, she loses says, when both are agreed and not otherwise No
been some thirty-five years trying to preach the gospel. I her inucli-prized virtue; and when she falls it is never to raises another question which is entirely, over-looked in com
have a right to my own opinions, even if they are not ex- rise again in society as it is now constituted. The companion mon discussion. Nobody will assume Hat there is any„hap
presed in the pulpit or public. I say that men, such as are who is more to blame than she, actually.rises higher in the
here assembled, representing churches not only of this city scale of estimation because of his rakishness; his society is piness to be gained to any one by holding a person pns
but those within a radius of fifty miles, to offer such a ques courted, and the sly glances that are cast at this “ rival of against his or her will. Hence it is not a question of hapi
tion here for discussion, should be ashamed of themselves. the jackass” by modest ones indicates that if they, too, ness or of good to be gained; but when this condition
Wffly, sir, we have it all written in this little book. (Holding were hidden to partake of the forbidden apple would, if place it is another question than mere sexual vmon-m ofoe
up a copy of the “ Discipline for Methodists.”) What a fool and opportunity favor, take the bite and thus add anothei words, marriage that develops it. It is a question eitl
ish question. We Methodists, having been most successful victim to the number of outcasts.
dependence or of ownership, and hence the remedies foi ff
in bringing men to God, are now asked what are the best
The remedy is in the passage of a law or laws, making the nmst be sought in providing for these conditions Ha^e^em
means of promoting evangelical revivals. It is a burlesque, a act of coition between a man and woman the marriage cere
and raise a false issue which blinds people to the tine one,
slander, and an admission that the Church has some confes mony ; it should he a valid marriage in itself; this would he
and not by prolonging the condition m which they aie de
sion which it is not ready or willing to make. ”
in accord with nature’s laws, and prostitution would decline
Nevertheless, the reverend gentleman addressed his breth until it he no more. In the case of a married man seducing ^Therefore observe the question of sexual unions from
ren at length upon the best means of winning souls to God, a maid, he should be guilty of bigamy and punished under

orison. They are so weak—these babes of the ballot-box ^
that a gushing community should storm heaven in their be
half. This would form an agency that might be of more ben
efit than the platitudes of the chaplains who open the pro
ceedings of the State and national legislatures with such mild,
heaven-beguiling unction, in which n ' dread of the lobbyist,
the briber or the bribed ever finds a word of recognition.

and closed with:
, the law defining bigamy. How soon would houses of prosti
“Why do you ignore the fact that hell, damnation, and tution diminish and disappear; and the true and free love
the devil are means, if rightly applied, that will he instru of man for woman would take the place of discordant spirits
mental in winning souls to God ? What! Are yon spending being tied together for life. The children of a generation
vonr time trying to find some new method of salvation. united in matrimony under such conditions of true and free
Perhaps you would like to create a new heaven and a new love would he love children, of harmonious organization, and
God or some new Pullman palace cars to convey damned thus the first step toward 'the development of a higher
sinners to heaven. I was never so much astonished as when spiritualism over the materialism of our being will have been
I heard one of our own number say that he seldom used the made.
words hell or damnation in his sermons, but used words
Do not abolish the marriage ceremony; use it as a timemore appropriate. Great God! has it come to this?”
honored bond to unite two willing hearts; hut add to it the
A frightened hr other here jumped to his seat and requested act of coition itself as a legal binding together of man and
the speaker not to he so profane, at which the Rev. William woman in the bonds of matrimony. Then will begin to
dawn over woman the daylight of her freedom and equality
B. Corbett shook his fist and said.
'“ Will my friend please mind his own business ? I ask you, ; with man.
Givis
brethren, has it come to this in a preachers’ meeting that I
Nothing is more pleasing to us than to see the greatly in
be kept from saying what I please, and when under the in creasing interest in the social question everywhere man!
fluence of tike Holy Ghost. I say preach depravity, preach fested. Heretofore it has been almost impossible to draw
hell fire, hot damnation, searching flames and the devil un
out discussion upon the subject, especially upon the conserv
til the world shall he awakened.”
After the adjournment a throng gathered around Brother ative side of it. We take this opportunity to say to all peo
Corbett, and said he had done his work well. Two or three ple who either do not fully understand or are opposed to
accused him of profanity, to whom the reverend gentlemen the full application of the principles of social fie^dom in
applied epithets such as “uncircumscribed Philistines,” other words free love—that we especially desire the fullest,

whatever standpoint, and the logical conclusion must be that
only in freedom for the individual can better conditions ie
gained or best conditions exist.

EXTRACTS OP PRIVATE LETTERS FROM PARKER
PILLSBURY TO A FRIEND.
By the kindness, of a friend we are furnished with some
extracts from private letters from this grand old soldier m
reform There are few individuals living the loss of whose
good opinions we should mourn; hut among the few we
freely admit this one is found And when we find him
from whom we could expect nothing not afraid to speak his
opinion freely, when so many long-professing friends, whom
we had a right to expect would stand by us, remain silent,
we may be excused a feeling of keen satisfaction m presentina: the following kind and evidently earnest words :
Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 5,1872.

Mu Dear Enenf-What are they doing to Victoria, the

brave? Are those charges against that Wall-street broker
trul do you, can yon believe? If so, though she die and rot
freest and ablest criticisms; and if we find ourselves unable in Lndlow-street Jail, she will yet be enshrined as a martyr
“hypocrites,” etc.
COMMENTS.
to fully remove all such, that none will be more ready to worthy of more honor than all the victims of St. Bartholo
mew’s day together.
,
Spiritualists would find no difficulty iu Relieving iu a make the acknowledgemnt than we.
If what she charges on that man be true, what young girl
We are very glad Civis has alluded to the special part of
Methodistical devil if they could fiud a place iu which to lois safe one moment? Better they be enjungled with tigers
cate him. It would not be polite to place him where God is, the question that he has. We have often thought of sug and hyenas or encaved with adders and rattlesnakes! What
and even our Methodist brethren and sisters would find it gesting to those who are forever crying out against us, de father what mother of daughters does not kindle into fiery
nouncing free love to mean only prostitution, and its advo indignation at such atrocity ? To believe a mortal being ever
difficult to name a place where the Deity is not.
As to hell fire, bot damnation, scorching flames, etc., as cates as advocates of prostitution, to initiate a movement made up such a chapter of horrors is simply awful! To know
sinners permit us to derive some comfort in the thought that making the fact of sexual commerce marriage; and its repe that such had been an actual transaction by man or fiend,
we shall be cheered by the company of omnipresence even tition with different persons, bigamy; but this is for those is to mark an epoch in the annals of guilt, shame and crime
in those unexceptional warm latitudes. _ In the meantime to do who do not accept freedom. Its institutfon would be that bleaches all I ever heard before into innocence.
At this distance I know not what to believe. The news
like Robert Burns, we shall take the liberty to call on all merely the substitution of another and worse form, of des
papers that talk as they do about Grant and Greeley, Sum
potism
for
the
one
which
we
now
have.
The
same
objec
good Christians who believe in such things not to fight with,
ner and Schurz ®f course will not scruple at anything m a
tions that lie. against marriage laws binding people together
. but rather to pity the devil.
case like this. If the revelations of that one man be true, no
who are not mated, would lie with still more force against
matter though Mrs. Woodhull were an imp of hell, the age
this proposition.
.
owes her a debt of gratitude. She should have a monument
FREE LOVE, MARRIAGE—THE REMED y.
“It is futile lor people to attempt to stay the now lapic y- of polished, Parian marble as high as Trinity steeple, and
o-rowing conviction in the general mind, that sexual love is every father and mother of daughters, should be proud to
Editors Woodhull & Claklin s Weekly .
Mesdames—Your course es editors on so important a theme the basis of the unity of the sexes; and that if two persons contribute each a stone. If her conscience approve what she
as woman’s advancement on the plane of social and political are not sexually mated then there can be no lasting, harmo has done, no matter now what she may suffer. If she have
equality, has been approved by many, and probably con nious union between them. And further, that to maintain a not borne any false witness in this affair, though she may
demned by more. This is to be expected on all subjects forced union between those who sexually loathe each other hang, as did John Brown, like him akw she shall be immor
newly presented to the public in a novel form of argument. is prostitution in its most abhorrent form. We say convic- tal, as her soul also “ goes marching OT^
Parker PiLLSE-rritY.
Woman has so long been under the bond of subserviency to ; Rons akin to these gre rapidly coming to all enlightened
Hastily, but truly yours,
paan, without any attempt being made to release her from

Mar. 1, 'J87-’;.
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at the sunny-haired girl, and to note that her blue, eyes friends. In a recent letter she says: “ Mother, when I see
how lightly some women who frown on me hold the obli
It seems to me the last Weekly is the most remarkable drooped arid her cheek blushed beneath his ardent gaze, and gations of marriage, I am so thankful my ‘ little mother’
with
a
sudden
pang,
such
as
mothers
alone
can
know,
I
said:
and most valuable newspaper ever printed. There is but ono
helped me to live a truer and a purer life,
word in it which I regret. There is but one word in Paine’s “ My child has grown into a woman, she is no longer all my
“ And I will strive and still endure
own.”
Need
I
tell
any
mother
who
reads
this
page
of
heartAge of Reason which I deplore. There are many in the Bible
All storms of pain that time can wreak;
history
what
hopes
I
cherished
for
my
fair
young
daughter:
which I should loathe, did I care anything about them, or
My flag is white because ’tis pure,
how I dreamed of a future for her that should realize my
the book itself, one way or another.
And not because my soul is weak! ”
The word I dislike is near the bottom of twelfth page. dream of a happy and perfected womanhood; and, since I
For myself, do you wonder that my whole life is conse
“ Living Lion” is good; the other baste is no good. Sumner could not keep her a child, sweetly dependent on her mother, crated to the cause of freedom? that I have sworn that I will
once called his odorous name in the Senate. I want the tone pictured her grown into a grand and noble woman, a happy never permit myself to brand as outcast, prostitute, or fallen,
of the Weekly to be dignified and lofty as the Majesty of wife and mother, safely shielded from a,, the storms that had a sister woman, while men standing, erect, knee deep in vice,
God. Were I living in or pear New York, I certainly would made shipwreck of my peace, in the quiet haven of a perfect look God and man unblushingly in the face, and are received
go aud give it one day in the week, could I make its ap home ? I suppose all mothers have some such dreams for their info our best society without a protest ? Do you wonder that
pearance, in some respects, a little more presentable—not its beloved. It only remains then for me to relate how infinite I trample under foot, in indignation and loathing, that shal
matter, but its mechanical and artistic appearance. I pre wisdom saw fit to thwart these hopes founded on ignorance low mockery you call, with a reverence born of ignorance,
sume it has to be hurried up as amid the flame of battle, and and weakness and take my child’s life into different channels, “ The Marriage Law,” a law obligatory upon woman but ig
cannot stand much on the matter of music nor mode of ad educating us both for a higher and broader sphere than we nored by man, and that says to the woman who has gone
vance ; secure only, as it ever aims to be, against retreat or otherwise should haye occupied by an. experience that seemed down into the valley of the shadow of death to win the boon
to us very bitter, very cruel, but for which we now thank
surrender.
of motherhood, ‘ You have no legal right to the child you have
I heard yesterday that the name of Mrs. Woodhull was God, glad of the thorny pathway that led up to light.
purchased by months of suffering, culminating in mortal
I do not wish to enter into details regarding the events agony?”
blasphemed in the call for the recent Woman Suffrage Con
vention at Washington, it being said: “ Mrs. Woodhull has that changed the currents of our lives; suffice it, a ma
I have transcribed this page of heart history, not wholly
ture but young and brilliant man (unconsciously, I without pain, because I am mortal, and hold my inner life as
not been invited, is not expected to attend.”
I would not have signed such a call to save that accursed think, at first), won the heart of this young girl. I warned too sacred for the careless gaze of strangers; but if it can
and counseled; but when did young impassioned love ever help in any sense some sorrowing mother to be strong, some
city from the fate and fire of Sodom.
Perhaps, did I know Mrs. Woodhull better, I might like her listen to the warning and counsels of experience ? The in young girl to be brave, I have not written in vain; I can
worse. But she is now the most outraged, persecuted woman terference only estranged the child s heart for a time from truly look back on my stormy past and thank God for every
I ever saw. And so fa ' as I can learn of her manner, temper, her companion, sister mother (to her I had seemed to fill agony endured, for every weakness conquered, for every
spirit, she is sublimely brave, noble, heroic—more worthy a all these relations), for had I net found flaws in this idol bitter experience that has brought me into closer sympathy
martyr’s fame and crown than any woman the nineteenth of her dreams? But one day I penetrated the secret with human suffering, and above all for this crownring trial
century has yet produced! I don’t care who knows that as of the change that had descended upon the girl’s joyous that led me out of the land of bondage and prejudice, through
spirit. This young maiden who was not a wife would soon the Red sea of pain, into the perfect liberty of the children
the honest opinion of
Pakkek Pillsbttry.
be in the world’s sight, as she was now in mine, a mother. of God. It has been my privilege to stand by the priestess of
I thank God that in the bitterness of the revelation that social reform, Yictoria C. Woodhull, in the present crisis,
Salem, Ohio, February 13, 1873.
then dawned upon me, nothing save an agony of tender and, while I honored her as one chosen of God, as a leader in
You speak very feelingly, and I think justly of the Woodness filled my heart, a passion of love for my child that re this great reform, to possess the dearer right of drawing near
hull & Claflin Paper and persons. I have not been an indif
vealed depths of devotion unknown, undreamed of in the to her in the sacred association of close aud intimate friend
ferent looker-on, as their persecution, not prosecution went
relations of our past. Strange still, I did not hate her lover ;■ ship. She has often urged me to write the above, and now
on. Powerless to help them, I commiserated their case all
he had not deliberately, wickedly seduced a young and my own soul has prompted me to obey.
the more. I have presented the subject in my Sunday
trusting person; circumstances threw in his path a fresh, love
Laura Guppy Smith.
lectures, and several are procuring the Weekly, and read
ly girl, who loved him undisguisedly and engrossingly from
ing it with intense interest. I think the No. for 8th of Feb
the first moment she saw him. Society had made him what
ruary is the most remarkable, the most important and the
IFrom the Word, Princeton, Mass.j
he was. I deeply deplored it, but realizing his education, his
most valuable sheet ever issued from the American press.
impulsive, passionate temperament, I dared not judge and
HAS LOYE A SCIENTIFIC BASIS!
At the opening of the rebellion I lost caste with Garrison
condemn him. Circumstances—among them considera
for adherence to Wendell Phillips. At the close of the war
tions of a complicated nature, into which religious Col. T. W. Huoginson :
Phillips anathematized me for going with the Revolution for
scruples entered that have no place in this relation,
Dear Sir—Noticing that, in the columns of the Woman’s
women; not against, but along with the negro suffrage.
and belong to him personally—forbade marriage; and Journal, you are the recognized exponent of the culture and
Phillips contending then that it was “ not woman’s, but the
my daughter and myself would have proudly rejected good sense of men, especially of man’s manliness to woman,
egre’s hour.”
the hand that was not spontaneously offered, under any cir I wish to ask why the existing, man-made relations of the
And forfeiting the favor of the two chieftains, of all the
cumstances. What was to be done ? was the question pon sexes, so destructive of woman’s personality and welfare,
anti-slavery clans, I lost, of course, the friendship of their
dered over, as I lay on my sick bed, holding to my aching
followers but I should have to do the same thing over again heart my infant daughter only two weeks old, for I had been seem to be regarded by you as exempt from criticism; and
why Mrs. Woodhull and others who have summomed tha
were the same events to transpire which then impelled me.
married a year before. Friends said—well-meaning friends— people to reason on these grave subjects, are classed by you
Suffrage seems now almost assured, and other questions,
“ There is a way, hide this thing from sight, send her on a with Fisk, Gould and other male reprobates of society ?more momentous now press their claims.
journey, destroy this evidence of youthful folly, all may yet
When a girl, barefooted, I tugged about the streets of
Mrs. Woodhull, unexpectedly doubtless to herself, as well be well.” I was proud; I loved a good position in society for
as to everybody else, is the fulcrum for the triune question of myself, how much more for my children; my daugher in her Newburyport the child of Rev. Chas. J. Bowen, I learned to
free speech, free press and free religion; and as such, I re youth and grace and beauty, how could I bear that the world love you as the “ good man,” who, in passing, could notice
gard her at this moment as the most important woman on the should point its finger at her and utter its mocking laugh ? me; and out of my wages, which were 25 cents a week, my
globe. No other represents so many of the most vital inter how could I save her? should .1 accept this “one way” sug mother paid her honest debt to you, I giving up the muchneeded shoes, because you were to me a kind of god that
ests of human destiny; and standing serenely, nobly, brave
gested? If I wavered—and I might as I wrestled in that
as she now to me appears; contending in truly divine spirit garden of Gethsemane—God knows it was but a second. I walked up and down. Afterward, when woman grown, you
and earnestness for the highest, ^holiest of human rights, made my resolve. I said, “ This child cif youth and love! this honored me with your aequainisuiee and confidence, though
rights of men as well a® women; whatever of influence I have child of my child has a right to live, and shall live—has a I am not related to you by ties of consanguinity or legality,
or can have, with men or gods, shall all be cheerfully given right to love, and shall have that also; has a mission to its and I regarded you as a whole, a sincere and entirely trust
worthy man—a wise and blameless discriminator, indeed, of
in her behalf.
mother and shall perform it. This girl-mother has a right to
You ask if you may print part of a letter of mine. I write all tenderness and the society of her lover; while she is solv pathways in the field of love. I have no desire or intention
no more for newspapers not even for the Index—but you ing the divine problem of maternity—learning the sacred les to report your private life, hut knowing what your views
may, if it is worth it, print anything of mine of general or sons which the new life stirring beneath her heart whispers to were, and how free your relations witk woman have
public interest. It is no time to he afraid or ashamed of her awakened nature—and she shall have them (for I think been, I ask most seriously by what authority you rank those
termed “free lovers” on the dark side of life,(and claim.your
one’s self or sentiments. Faithfully and truly yours,
that the children, born, of mothers deprived of the sweet self to represent light and purity irreproachable ?
Parker Pills bury.
and tender magnetism of the father in that fateful period
You, sir, either taught me, or fooled me, or insulted me;
prior to birth, come ♦into the world orphaned in part.) No which will you have it ? Where does a “ good man’s ” attrac
HOW ONE WOMAN ENTERED THE RANKS OF dark secret shall dog my child’s footsteps through life; she tion to women end and “free love” begin? It seems tome
shall enter no man’s home with a lie on her lips. I know that the best protection girls can have as to “ the limit of
SOCIAL REFORM ; OR, A MOTHER’S STORY.
that her soul is pure, her heart stainless. Love, not guilt, has safety ” in their associates with men, is, first, a clear Knowl
made her what she is. If the world calls her “wicked,” edge of what is essentially right in these things; and, second
Will a page torn from a woman’s heart—a mother’s heart“ outcast,” the. world lies, and we will live the lie down,
ly, a consistent example of rectitude iu the men they meet.
help other women, other mothers, to be strong ? If it will,
told my child how I had resolved, and she answered: “Mother, I wish not to impeach your sincerity, much less to call you a
the world shall hear it, cost what it may. In th® year 1865 I
found myself a worker on the Pacific coast, a dweller in that you are right, and I am not afraid since you love me still.” “libertine,” but if the epithets which you hurl at Mrs.
And, accordingly, we entered upon our future. That we Woodhull are just, I certainly must revise my opinions of
sunny land toward which my heart turns ever with wistful
struggled through it alone; that kindest friends shook their you. Believing that an institution which, right or wrong,
longing, not alone because it is the home of my beloved daugh
ter and sons, and the abiding-place of dearly-cherished and heads doubtingly, is not wonderful* I think all souls are assumes to consign the sexes to a given state “for better or
fondly-remembered friends, but because to me it will ever alone in their direst extremities. The heart upon which I for worse,” should, in the interest of liberty and sobriety be
seem the land of richest possibilities, holding the germ of leaned most, could not indorse so strange a course, could sternly interrogated; and thinking that if woman is capable
only coldly tolerate it; doors that would have opened to one of casting a vote intelligently, she is capable of choosing, and
grander, freer, more complete lives than can be lived else
where. I worked hard, unceasingly, as one who loved —gladly to him, and for hire to her—utterly refused to shel revising, if need be, her social relations with men, I most sin
cerely request you to enlighten me further upon your say
work for its own sake. I threw my whole heart and soul into ter both, and his society I insisted she should enjoy.
A woman of questionable repute, so the world said, opened ings and doings in matters of love.
the words I uttered, and found my reward in the knowledge
Angelia T. Heywood.
ttiat they penetrated sometimes the armor of custom and her door when ajl respectable people closed theirs, and there
Princeton, Mass., Feb. 12, 1873.
conventionalism and reached the inner consciousness of those I, in time, .went also, to welcome my little grandson into
I addressed. But ever, in public and private, I cherished the existence, a child as bright and fair and pure as: if all the
[We intended to make some remarks upon this article;
dear hope of bringing my little children across the two broad priests and bishops in Christendom had given him permission hut, upon second thought, we feel that anything we might
oceans, to a home in “the thousand-masted bay and steepled to be born and live and aspire. When his young mother was say could add nothing to the piercing eloquence of our
town” of San Francisco. Every day my heart leaned over able to walk out, I took the baby in my arms and we walked brave sister ; hence we simply commend the chalice to the
the space that divided us, and listened for the echo of my the whole length of the principal street, running the gaunt lips of Colonel Higginson, with the hope that when
children’s voices. My labors were crowned with success. let of curious eyes; then I felt the worst was over, the world
Never did I love gold before; but as with beating heart I could not wound us much after that; we had “grasped the next he attempts to smirch us, he will remember Angelia
Heywood.]
touched the shining coin with which I was to pay for my little nettle,” it could sting us no more.
Some of the purest souls I have ever known gave ns their
daughter’s passage I kissed them with almost childish glee.
The double lives men live, in their relations with women,
She must come first, as I could not send for all; then my hands at last, our nearest and dearest who had been sorely
the irresponsible and unscrupulous dealings they indulge in
boys should come later. How I watched the aspect of the tried by our unusual course, acknowledged, with tears, the privately,
are well illustrated in the following incident:
sky; how, in thought, I traversed thte ocean till the tardy wisdom that sustained us. My daughter came out of the
Hon. George Bancroft was promenading one evening on the
ordeal
and
took
up
her
new
life,
a
matured
woman;
girlhood
waves bore my “one little ewe lamb” safely to her place in
veranda of the Ocean House at Newport with a gay New
my heart. At last my boys came; and then, a united family had flown in the trial, but had left a sacred boon in its stead; York belle, not yet out of her teens. In course of conversa
tion. she addressed her companion as “Mr. Bancroft.”
once more, I said: “ Now I will shelter my darlings; now no my hair showed a frost it had not known before, but my “Now really, my dear Miss C-----,” said the ancient man,
harm caff come to the nest over which a mother’s watchful soul had gained strength, my whole nature a divine conse “you must not call me that—call me George!” A few mo
love shall hrood with ever-waking vigilance and tenderest cration. My little grandson bears his mother’s maiden ments afterward they returned to the drawing-room ana
with the throng, when, to the amazement and horror
solicitude.” Each day developed my little girl into a woman. name, as she does; his father loses and eherishes both mingled
of our venerable historian, the mischievous girl exclaimed,
The child’s somewhat awkward angles rounded into a young mother and child. Quietly and with growing self-reliance and loud enough for the whole company to hear, “ George, I have
maiden’s fair proportions and winsome grace. One day I with complete self-respect, she lives her life, and with a dropped my glove—please go arid look for ltd* Bancroft went
Salem, Ohio, February 6, 1'873.

was startled to observe a young man pause, for a second look, smile, sud hut sweet, meets the averted faces of summer but did not return,
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.is too much like the Black Hole of Calcutta. Every evil
comes of it, and then is thrown out upon the world. Epi
[From the Tribune, Feb, 5.]
demics, contagions, vice, corruption, debauchery, prostitu
UEPQItT ©S' THIS FAREWELL - BANQUET TO PEOEESSOK TYN
tion and crime always breed in a big city. Like matted and
DALL AT DELMONICO’S.
unkempt haig it fills with filth and vermin. Wealth and pov
The Chairman—The next sentiment, gentlemen, “ Religion
erty stand in hideous contrast. City life is a fiction and a
and Science—All truth is one,” will soon he responded to by
cheat. Individuality is lost in the crowd. It is a hidingeminent clergymen. I do not know whether the doctrine of
place for rogues, thieves, and murderers. Virtue and inno
the school were at an age when most of the science and of
cence are in continual danger. No young girl or mature
learning that interested the world was in their hands.
woman, no man or property is safe unless under police
I can only suggest that a learned naturalist, early in this
guard.
century, said that the discoveries in astronomy had obliged
the theologians to lengthen Jacob’s ladder. [Laughter.] I
The purity and perfection of mankind require the open
have the honor to introduce the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
and genial sunlight. Dark streets and alleys smother all
[Hearty applause.]
manly qualities. The police court is kept in session, and
Mr. Beecher said, in part:
human brutes and reptiles are daily dragged in from the
Mr. Chairman—Gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure this
slime and mud by the iron hooks of municipal law. It is an
' evening to be present to pay with you the tokens of the very
earthly
pandemonium, and the imps of hell are there schooledhearty respect and admiration which we feel for our distin
and graduated. Such a thing as preaching religion, morals
guished guest. It is made my present duty also to speak
or civilization is a useless task, like beating the air, or pump
some words in behalf of the great theme which belongs to the
ing water out of a leaky vessel. It is an endless job and never
profession, not which I chose, but which my father chose for
can save the ship.
me. [Laughter.]
I am happy in being able to say in behalf of the reverend
Two centuries ago the streets of London were first light ed
and noble band of men, the mini sters of religion in America,
by lanterns. Itwas a marked event of the time, and history in
that as a class, from the very beginning, they have been dis
forms us that the effect was marvelous. The holes, dens
tinguished for the pursuit of truth and for such love of it
and corners of the city being suddenly flooded with light,
that they were willing t» follow it wherever it toolc them; and it
die bats and owls in human shape fled at once to escape the
ought to be boi’ne in mind that science in the sense in which
eyes of men. The police courts immediately lost a large
we are employing it now, in the higher sense rather, is such a
portion of their business—a eheaper and more efficient police
love^for truth, pure and simple, that a man will find it, hold
being the street lamp.
it, and teach it without regard to the social or civil, or the the
ological results which may flow from it. [Applause.]
Then, I say, let in the daylight—that will scatter the
One advantage of professionalism is that the weak are able
scoundrels. Comb -the matted hair of vice and ignorance
to flourish by the strength of the strong, they are brought into
with the fine comb of country oecupation and schooling—
such association, and though there are many mischiefs
that will kill the vermin. Blow the fresh air all through and
connected with it, there is some good in sectarianism in re
around—that will remove the plagues, diseases and mala
ligion ; if you consider, likewise, that the preachers of re
rious infections. Spread out the city wider and thinner.
ligion are, to a certain extent, educated to believe that re
No one then will tread on another’s corns, and thereby get
ligion consists in its instruments rather than in itself, and
into the lock-up. Watchmen, policemen and city mission
that to a large class religion means the .Church, the doctrines
aries may then all be paid off and discharged. Othello’s oc
of the Church, the usages of the Church, and is as if a farmer
cupation will then be gone, and he can go to farming. The
should be taught that his harvest was plows and harrows,
hoes and spades [laughter], without which there would be
thousand millions now lost by fire will then be saved in the
BESTINY OF CITIES.
no harvest.
bands of workingmen that earn it. Spread out New York
I hold religion to be a personal thing; it is but another
on a space of ground thirty miles square or more, and other
BY A. GAYLORD SPALBIN®.
name for manhood [applause], and without undervaluing at
cities according to population. Thus that kind of a city
all any of those methods by which we develop manhood, the
that burns like a flash, when a spark touches an unlucky
aim of all religion, and the largest aim that you can give to
Great cities are doomed. Certain destruction is their pot, will be exchanged for a more durable plan.
religion is perfect manhood.
fate in due course of time. The fiery element has com
Champlin, Minn., Feb., 1878.
I regard you as a priest, ordained, and in the same diocese,
menced the work, but the lesson it taaciies will acc@mplish
and with the same care as with them, preaching a little dif
ferent doctrine; but hoping that in the generations that lie be much more than the burning.
CHRISTIANITY.
The conflagration of Boston was a greater surprise to the
fore you,you will see.the individual augmented, the household
ennobled, living together m civil relations in a larger and nobler world than was that of Chicago, because it was supposed
“ Christianity : what is it?” Let us look at its merit,
way. We are working together in one field, with our faces tbat no such wholesale devastation, from such a cause, was
And try to discover upon what it all rests;
set as if we were going to Jerusalem.
Why hundreds of thousands so fondly enshrine it,
possible in that city of brick and granite. But now the op
And hng its delusions so close to their breasts.
posite is proved, nothing is indestructible. Fire will de
SPEECH OP PEOP. HITCHCOCK.
Prof. Hitchcock upon being introduced, turned to Mr. molish walls of granite, marble, brick or iron. Security is
Wc shall not attempt, in a space so contracted,
To give all the reasons why we should dissent;
Beecher, and said: I came too late into the world, sir, to a word without meaning, skice it is now fully demonstrated
Besides, it were folly when laws stand enacted*
meet your honored father, but with the tradition of his fine that any and every city on the globe may be speedily re
To suppress our opinions, however well meant.
and saintly character, I should be quite ashamed to apologize duced to ashes.
for being one of those Presbyterians whose pulse the profes
But shall we submit to such laws? ’Tis a question
What, then, is the lesson? It is that, since property in
Which ’twefe well for each person to ponder with care:
sion has quickened a little here.
close
and crowded cities is a decidedly unsafe investment,
Allow us to tender this modest suggestion—
It seems sometimes as though science and religion had met
“ Where motives are good ” there is nothing to feaa\
in a very narrow path on’ a very dizzy ridge and were inter and can never he trusted, such cities, in their present mode
locking their antlers in a struggle that must be fatal to one of construction, must be forever and wholly abandoned.
Whence sprang all the errors Theology preaches?
Those proud institutions of wealth and magnificence, called
or the other.
Errors time-honored, and hoary with age,
From the wicked, false hearts of unprincipled tfachers,
If it must come to this I think history suggests that not re cities — like London, Paris, New York, Philadelphia,
Who have stained the world’s history with blood ev’ry page.
ligion hut science must go down the cliff, for mankind at 'Chicago, . Boston, etc.—must he blotted out of existence and
large manage to get and take as a measure of the West’s friend erased from the map of nations, or vastly modified and im
Thousands in darkness of midnight are groping,
ship. Tested and true hearts are awaiting me at the other proved.
With none to assist them thro’ life’s weary plod:
They are crawling in fear—for mercy scarce hoping—
side, and thinking of them and you, the pure, cold intellect
This is no alarming proposition.
The events speak
In dread of the wrath of Theology’s God.
is for the moment deposed, and what is called the “ human
loudly in that direction and we must abide. The world is
heart ” becomes master of the situation; hut lest if, in the
A creature three-headed, a nondescript curious,
waywardness of strong emotion, I should utter anything broad enough to hold the human race without crowding,
Who steaming with rage his children doth burn:
Fiendish, inhuman, than demon more furious
which the re-enthroned intellect to-morrow might condemn, heaping up, or risking their persons or possessions. Blocks
Is the orthodox God, from the pulpit we learn.
and rows of tenements, or stores, or shops, or manufactories
I will pause here.
Every structure may stand far
The Christian Intelligencer scolds'Mr. Beecher for what he are not indispensable.
“ Thus saith the Lord,” in the first book of Samuel:
gaid at the Tyndall dinner the other night. The article enough from any other not to communicate flame in ease of
Go, smite Amelik—a life do not spare
©loses thus:
one taking fire. Wisdom then demands this arrangement of
Of man, woman or child, ox, ass or of camel,
“ Mr, Beecher is not blind. He truckles with his eyes things. Humanity requires it. The working classes every
To tell the sad tale of dread carnage done there.
©pen, and'must have motive for what he does. Yet, whether where have a right to ask it as a measure of self-protection,
'JBliis blood-thirsty monster, of Jewish creation;
it can compensate him for the measureless mischief which
This God who outspeaks thro’ old biblical lore;
they being always taxed for the losses.
his better fame enables him to work, perhaps quieter and
This God who could murder an inno*eut nation,
In® a little more than one year over a thousand millions
more reflective years will enable him to judge. May he live
Is a being we cannot and will not adore.
worth of property has been burned in this country. The
to see them.”
Oh, Father of Mercy! Divine Love eternal!
news
of
the
Chicago
disaster
shocked
the
world,
causing
a
The Churchman remarks of the Tyndall dinner
That men should thus blaspheme Thy name evermore,
“There were some utterences which, coming from the spontaneous gush of sympathy and charity, which, like
And charge to Thee deeds that a demon infernal
mouth of a professed Christian minister and teacher in a magic, soon restored or will restore the ruined city. Here
Would shrink from dismayed; their horror deplore;
theological school, would be indeed astonishing if that min was exemplified as never- before] the beautiful and sublime
Christianity: what is it? Let ns answer in brief:
ister had been any other than Henry Ward Beecher.” It principle of universal brotherhood.
It is not the worship of a pure, loving God;
then makes a liberal quotation from Mr. Beecher’s address,
’Tis a soul-shrinking system—an organized thief,
But sympathy and aid for that, kind of sacrifice cannot be
and adds Prof. Hitchcock’s introductory remarks on the
That robs us of reason! In short, His a fraud.
come perpetual, for it is needless and too costly. This is
same occasion, which it regards as a rebuke.
From a doctrine, so fearful, from a God so inhuman,
an
age
of
humanity,
which
is
not
all
confined
to
cities.
The
The usual Friday evening prayer-meeting at Plymouth
Let us turn, and examine the page writ in truth—
Church last evening was very largely attended, the lecture- outside world, the country, the masses are getting too im
The pure page of nature, where naught of the demon
Is taught to the mind of the truth-seeking, youth.
room being so crowded that the adjoining parlors were also portant to be held as mere suburban tributaries. The city
realized not the true ideal of social life. A little isolation is
used. After the usual opening services, Mr. Beecher said:
The grass of the field, the rock of the mountain,
The sturdy old oak, and the bright, laughing brook
“ As familiar as the passage is, ‘ Cast your cares on Him, better. Therefore the highest wisdom of the times is to ex
Are the leaves, if we’ll turn them, that guide to the fountain,
as He careth for you,’ or that other passage, ‘ Cast your bur pand and diffuse. The network of railroads, street cars and
The well-spring of knowledge, God’s, Nature’s true book.
dens @n the Lord,’ it is ene of the rarest things, I think, that telegraphs has distributed city advantages all around and far
Shall we turn from a volume so brimming with knowledge?
is done. I think persons a great deal more likely to see vis back. So that the commodities of trade and necessities of
Shall we leave the bright lines He has penciled in love?
ions and dream dreams; a great deal more likely to mount life may be conveyed in quick time to any distance and to
Must we study man’s Bible, when in nature’s own college
up into ecstatic joy in good praying, good hymns, good
every individual. Commercial centres are multiplied instead
We can learn all that’s needed to guide ns above?
eonference meetings—a great deal more likely than by the
Pierce Graham:, Baltimore.
simple one of casting their cares cpi God. There is no-trouble in o£ remaining huddled in one great focus. In this way every
* Extract from “ Maryland Code of Public General Laws,” Yol. 1, page
casting other people’s cares on rhe Lord or our own either. .dwelling and building is. surrounded by a wide space of 208, section 12:
When we have not got any we can cast our cares that we had healthful fresh air, and the quiet rest of the happy slum“ R any person, by writing or speaking, shall blaspheme or curse God,
twenty years ago, or can cast all sorts of imaginary cares, and berer is never broken by the midnight fire-alarm.
or shall write or utter any profane words of and concerning our Saviour,
there are certain cares that we can cast on the Lord—those
What is a city, say like New York? It is concentrated, Jesus Christ, or of and concerning the Trinity, or any of the persons
that we do not feel. For example, a person is very proud, and concreted, conglomerated, eongolidated asid compacted hu- thereof, he shall, on conviction, be fined not more than $100, or impris
not care what people
about him, while another per-|maaity. It too close. There ar© m breathing holes. It oned not more than six months, or both lined ani imprisoned at the tlis,
cretioa of the court,’’

---'Ur':'

.

son is very approbative and feels exquisitely anything which
may be said, and the proud man will say, ‘ My dear, I am
surprised that you cannot cast these anxieties on the Lord; I
never let them hurt me.’ He did not feel them, they were
no cares to him. Suppose an ox should say to a horse in
summer, ‘ Why should you quiver all over because
fly lights on your hide; I have a thousand on me, I never
mind it.’ And it just so with these thick-skinned people; it
is so easy for bone to talk to muscle. There are many men
that never come t@ God until there are forced by trouble
Men try everything else, and when all fails then they come
to Christ. It puts me in mind of a man fleeing from the
sheriff—he runs and runs until he is out of breath, the officer
gaining on him all the^while, until at last he comes up with and
nabs him, and then he says, pantingly, ‘I yield.’ So God
pursues us, and when we are fairly run down we yield, but
not till then.
Brother McKay said there were two thoughts he wanted
cleared up. Do you mean to convey the impression that we
can cast our cares on the Lord so as to eradicate them as
cares or burdens; if not, what does it mean? If my friend
or my child is leading a wayward life, I can lay the case be
fore the Lord, lay it before him; can I roll the burden on
him in any sense so as to go away and feel joyful; can I getrid of it so long as^the cause exists ?
Mr. Beecher—Yes.
Mr. McKay—I don’t think so.
Mr. Beecher—That is because you have not_ gone far
enough.
Mr. McKay—Perhaps not. The other is this: That we
have been educated too much into the idea that Christ is in
heaven and not on the earth amongst us.
Mr. Beecher—That has been the burden of my preaching
ever since I can remember, that we turn God into magis
trate instead of looking at him as a friend. But while I agree
with you. on this question I cordially [disagree on the other.
According to our different natures we can trust God and
throw our cares on him. Some can do it easier and more
fully than others. There are fifty men in this congregation
that if I were in trouble I could go. to them, and I have im
plicit faith in them that they would sustain me. If I can do
it with men imperfect as they are, how much more can I
trust my Heavenly Father?

.
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Giiieago and New York, via Buffalo,
WITHOUT THAN?FEB OF PASSENGERS.

^

All Trains Slop at 22d and 43d Streets to
Tike and Lsave Passengers.

. FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever made
5n one mixture of AUS, rJ!'KE ’FIJ.VEl-, YE
-valuable active principals of the well known
curative agent,

PIIVE TIX3E33 PTA.T5>

KSF'T'agfiage Checked at these Stations for all
Points East.

TTNEftUALED in Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Asthma, Bronchitis, and consumption.

j EXPRESS TRAINS • DAILY [Sundays ExX cepted] leave Chicago from the New Depot
on Van Buren street, at the head of La Salle street,
as follows:
g, IQ \ j^/f' MAILU Syndays excepted. Via
Road. Leaves—22d street,
6:8-2 A. M.: 431 t
t, 7:02 A. M. Arrives—
Toledo, 5:20 P. M.

A recent cold in three to six hours; and also,
by its VITALISING, PURIFYING and STIMULATLNG effects upon the generalsystem,
is remarkably efficacious in all
DISEASES OF I'HE BE.O©®.
including ScrolulaPand Eruptions of the skin,
Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver.and Kidneys,
Heart Disease, and General Debility.

a,AH 1 M SPECIAL NEW YORK EXeLUi! A. llli PRE.ss. Sundays excepted. Via
Old .Road. JjE.'.vks—Twenty-second street, 9:15
A. M. ; Forty third sf eer, 9:22 A. M. Arrives—•Elkhart. 2:50 P. M.; Cleveland, 10:.05 P. M.; Buf
falo, 4:10 A. M.; New York. 6:30 P. M.; Boston,
11:20 P.M.
This Train has PALAQE SLEEPING COACH
attached,
KUNNING TSSMOUGH TO KOCHESTESS, WITHOITT CHANGE !
In direct connection with
Wagner’s' Celebrated Drawing-Room Coaches

Yolatile SoTapon of Tar

OX NEW YORK CENTRA!..

r 1 r p If ATLANTIC EXPRESS. Daily,
'Jilt) li
Via Air-Lipe. Leaves—Twentysecond street 5:27 P. M.; Forty-third street, 5:37
P. M. Arrives—Laporto, 8:00 P. M. (Stops 20
minutes for Sttppei): arrives at Toledo 2:50 A. M.;
Cleveland. 7:25 A. M. (20 minutes for Breakfast);
arrives at Buffalo, 2:00 P. M.; Rochester, 5:20 P. M.
(20 minutes forSopper): connects with SLEEPING
COACH rvmninirTHRaUGTI FROM ROCHESTER
TO BOSTON WITHOUT CHANGE, making hut
One Change between Chicago and Boston.

mw

Am ■ J3LECUKT

SLEEPING
COACH Attadicd to tliis Train,

Running through from Chicago to New York with
out change, ifnives at New York 0:40 A. M.

A a A 'D M NIGHT EXPRESS. Saturday and
UiUU li Mi Sunday excepted-. Via Old Road.
Leaves—Twenty-second street, 9:12 P. M.; Fortythird street, 9:22 P. M. Arrives—Toledo, 6:30
A. M. (2'3 mimites for breakfast); arrives at Cleve
land, l' :55 A. M.j Buffalo. 5:30 P. M.; New York,
11:00 A. M,: Boston, 3:30 P. M.

OU irLvi 'WITHOUT UAIIL.

ONE TRlfAL CONVINCES!
ALSO, A

Tor INHALATION, without application of
HEAT. A remarkably VALUABLE discovery,
as the whole ^apparatus cambe carried in the vest
pocket, readv at any time for the most effectual
aud positively curative use in
All Diseases.,.olutl1® NOSE, T'is-SfSOA'i’
id EEW«S.
jiTnd
THE COMPOUND

Tar and Mandrake Pill.

for use in connection with the ELIXIR TAR,
is a combination of the TWO most valuable
ALTERATIVE Medicines known in the Pro
fession, and renders this Pill without exception
6he very best ever offered.
The SOLUTION and COMPOUND ELIXIR of

is without doubt the Best remedy known in
cases of

CHOLERA AND YELLOW FEUEIL

It is a Specific for such diseases, and should he
kept in the household of every family, especially
during those months in which

CHQ.LFRA AND YELLOW FEVER

are liable to prevail. A small quantity taken
daily will prevent contracting these terrible
diseases.
Solution and Compound Elixir, $1.00 per Bottle
Volatile Solution for Inhalation, $5.00 per Box
Tar and Mandrake Pills, 50cts per box.
Send for Circular of POSITIVE CURES
to your Druggist, or to

Xu F. HIT BE! & CO.,
'

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

110 E. 22d St., New York.
Sold by all Druggists.

RAILROAD IRON,
KALAMAZOO DIVISION.
Leave Chicago 9:00 A. 'M. Arrive Kalamazoo 4:50
P. M.; Grand Rapids, 7:40 P. M.

FOR SALE

Leave Chicago 9:00 P M. Arrive Kalamazoo 8:15
A. M.; Gi-and Rapids, 13:10 A. M.

There being no heavy grades to overcome
or mountains to cross, the road bed and track being
the smoothest and most perfect of any railway in
the United States, this eompany run their trains at
a high rate of speed with perfect safety.
Travelers who wish to SAVE TIME and make
SURE CONNECTI ONS, purchase Tickets via

Lake SLorc ana liclign Soiittern

cals, f.' HATCH, Gen.
§■
Cleveland, Ohio, „
E. E. MORSE, Gen.

Rail
Road

Agt.,
Chicago, 111,

West. Pass.

Whether you wish^to Buy or Sell
write to

BY“Sr W." HOPKINS & CO.,
71 BROADWAY.

The Genuine renders the Complexion
Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful ; the Skin
Soft and Smooth. This delightful Toilet Prepara

tion is used throughout the world. Thousands
of testimonials have been sent to the proprietor,
indorsing and recommending the use of this purely
harmless Toilet preparation. A dangerous Counter
feit of this article was in .circulation; had it not
been stopped, it was calculated to damage the wellknown reputation of the Genuine Preparation.
Be Particular to ask for the Genuine. It has the
name G-. W. LAIRD stamped in glass on the
back of each bottle.
Ladies who are careful to obtain the genuine
“ Bloom of Youth,” will certainly be pleased with
the effect produced by it.

BROOKLYN PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY
179 South. Fourth Strjaetjg

WiLLlAMSBURCifl) S. J.

Has fof Kale, ortd be feiiidd ottt tibSh tile tisii&i Circulating Library plan., an excellent selectlott df Supe
rior Books, of a well-known highly advanced moral
and reformatory character?

CHAS. W. IIAS3LER,
1 WALL STREET* 2^,

Office Ho'urs.—8^ to,*12 o’clock a. m., and from 2^ to

KEW VGEKg

<4?
W3 ~3
5?
The BCO'WTEG Sewing MAehlriess
MANUFACTURED BY

the m©w®:

MACMm® e®, '

—ELIAS HOWE,: JR.,—
FOR FAMILIES and MANUFACTURERS.

One of the most eminent Physicians of New-York
City,
Dr. LOUIS A. SAYRE,
After carefully examining the analysis of the
genuine Laird’s “Bloom of Youth,” pronounced
the preparation harmless, and free from any ingre>
dient injurious to health.

THE (TREAT PRIEE3
Exposition Tj niverselle, Paris, 1S67,

Awarded over Eighty-two Competitors.

THE HIGHEST PREMIUM.
The only cross of the legion os’
s HONOR, ASTI? GOLD MEDAL. .

fllitiomson’s Crown. Crinolines
jit
Are Charming for Lightness.
Crown Crinolines „ :
^
Are Superioiv-for Elasticity.
Tinomsombs
nflliowison’g Crown Crinolines
JL
Are unequalledJfor Durability.

Also “WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,” the
“BANNER OF LIGHT” and other Liberal Weekly
Eapers. “

____

For Fever and Ague, Intermittent Fever,
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb
Ag&e, Periodical or Bilious Fever, &c.5
and indeed ,all the affections which arise
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic
poisons.
As its name implies, it does Cure, and does not
fail. Containing neither Arsenic, Quinine, Bismuth,
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance
Whatever, it in nowise injures any patient. The
number and importance of its cures in the ague dis
tricts, are literalV beyond account, and we believe
without a.parallel in the history of Ague medicine.
Our pridb is gratified by the acloiowledgments we
receive of the radical cures effected in obstinate
cases, and where other remedies had wholly failed.
Unacclimated persons, either resident* in, oi*
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be pro
tected by taking the AX-CUB CURE daily.
For Diver Complaints, arising from torpidity
of the Liver, it is an excellent remedy, stimulating
the Liver into healthy activity.
For Bilious Disorders and Liver Complaints, it is
an excellent remedy, producing many truly re- ,
markable cures, where other medicines had failed.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Practical j
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell, Mass., and sold j
all round the world.
^ |
DUICE, $1.00 DER BOTTDEi
I

ILadies, bereave of Dangerous and Worth
less Imitations of G eorge W. laird’s
t( Dloom, of Youth.”

Crown Crinolines,
Thomson*®
'■ In a word, are the best in the world, and
more widely known than any other.
( At wholesale by
THOMSON, LANGDON & Co., _
391 Broadway,
New York,

.OWE’S

RAILWAY.
'?

Ayer’s Ague Cure,

*■ (Mw-Yorh Tieraid, April 26, 1870.)

RAILWAY.
jpg” THE ONLY LINE running THROUGH
between CHICAGO and BUFFALO WITHOUT
TRANSFER, and indirect connection with NEW
YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD and ERIE

Ann womeii know' that it is beauty, rather than
genius, which all generations of men have worship
ped in the sex. Can it be wondered at, then, that
so much of woman’s time and attention should he
directed to the means of developing and preserving
tbat beauty? Women know too, that when men
speak of the intellect of women, they speak critic
ally, tamely, cooly ; but when they come to speak of
the charms of a beautiful Woman, both their language
aud their eyes kindle with an enthusiasm which
shows them tc be profoundly, if not, indeed, ridifculously in earnest. It is p^rt of the natural sagacity
of women to perceive all this, and therefore employ
every allowable art to become the goddess of that
adoration. Preach to the contrary as we may
against the arts employed by women for enhancing
their beauty, there still stands the eternal fact, that
the world does not prefer the society of an ugly
womtm of genius to that of a beauty of less intellect
ual acquirements.
The world has yet allowed no higher mission to
woman than to be beautiful, and it would seem that
the ladies of the present age are carrying this idea
of the world to greater extremes than ever, for all
women now to whom nature has denied the talismanic power of beauty, supply the deficiency by
the use of a most delightful toilet article knowwas
the “Bloom of Youth,” which has lately been in
troduced into this country by George W. Laird.
A delicate boautifier which smoothes out all in
dentations, furrows, scars,, rendbving tan, freckles
and discolors? tions, and imparts beauty, clearness,
and softness to the skin, giving the cheeks the.
appearance of youth and beauty. With the assist
ance of this new American trick of a lady’s toilet,
female’ beauty is destined to play a larger part in
the admira tion of men, and the ambition of women,
than all the arts employed since her creation.

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cougji, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.
Probably never before in the whole history of
medicine, has anything won so widely and so deeply
upon the' confidence of mankind, as this excellent
remedy for pulmonary complaints. Through a long
series ‘of years, and among most of the races of
men it has risen higher and higher in their estima
tion, as it has become better known. Its uniform
character and power to cure the various affections
of the lungs and throat, have made it known as a re
liable protector against them. While adapted to
milder forms of disease and to young children, it is
at the same time the most effectual remedy that can
be given for incipient consumption, and the dangq.rous affections of the throat and lungs. As a pro
vision against sudden attacks of Croup, it should
bo kept on hand in every family, and indeed as all
are sometimes subject to colds and coughs, all
Should be provided with this antidote for them.
Although settled Consumption is thought in
curable, still great numbers of cases where the dis*
ease seemed settled, have been completely cured,
and the patient restored to sound health by the
Cherry Doctoral. So complete is its .mastery
over tke disorders of the Lungs and Throat, that
the most obstinate of them yield to it. When noth
ing else could reach them, under the Cherry Dec*
toral they subside and disappear.
Singers and Dublie Speakers find great pro»
teetion from it.
Asthma is always relieved Sad often whollycured by it.
Bronchitis is generally cOTBct by taking the
Cherry Dectoral in smajl and frequent doses.
So generally are its virtues known that we need
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more
than assure the public that its qualities are fully
maintained.

©’clock p, w,, (feilL Sundays excepted.!

given to American Sewing Machines, pel* Imperial De'<
crec, published in the “ Moniteur Universel >’ (Official
Journal ot the Trench Empire 1,2dZuly, 1887, in these
words:
('x f Fabricate' de Machines
coudre exposant.
,

5

Elias Howe, Jr.

E

.

I Manufacjturer of Semng
(Machines, Exhibitor

;

;

• The Howe Sewing Machines are celebrated for-doin£
the best work, using a much smaller needle for tlia
same thread than any other machine.
‘
• They are adapted to all kinds of Family^ sewing, and
Manufacturing ovfevery description, making a beautiful
and perfect Stitch, alike on both sides of the articUpswed. and vrill neither rip nor ravel.
Every Machine is as near perfection as the best ma«]
ehinery i n the world can make i t,
v The parts b^ing exactly alike, if any part needs to]
be replaced, the operator can replace it
’ The New Improved Family Mac hii. e is without a rival,1
and cannot be surpassed, —a Ilemmer, Feller, Braider,!
Quilter and Gurde go with each Family Machine fred
Of charge
Buyers of Sewing Machines are earnestly Cautioned1,
to observe the Medallion Head of Elias Howe, Jr.,
(Trademark) embeded in each Machine. Certain par-

LdJ

•;.Si£nd for circular.
vh J3. We have Ejiller Ar Barnum’s ISTew Tuck Creaa-l
e.. jiiTcl*self-sewer or self-guide and baster combined, for.
aa Sewing Machines.
. ^

H ss.isjley A
*

* V. ,

SO WE SCALE CO.,
' t Park Place, Itor VorS.I

Sole agents fo? Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Del aware and
West Virgmia,vto whom all applications for Agencies
must be addressed at either of the following places;
No. 23„South Eighth street, Philadelphia, (JrKirtiiail
Office)? N6.14 Saint Ulair street, Kttsburg, Peijmyh

Mar. 1, l8ffey
7

Woobi-ltjLL & cfcAbLlirS, WEEKLY;
FOR USE IN FAMILIES,

Caitoee.—In another column will be found the card
of Dr. J. M. Coming, to which we call the attentiotf of
those afflicted with that terrible disease—cancer. It is
not a usual thing for us to mention practising physi
cians; hut in this case we know whereof we speak,
and we speak in the interest of the afflicted, rather than
on that of Dr. Coming. He has specimens of cancer
cases which have been cured by iris treatment, which
place hfcn at the head of his profession. But the po
sition he occupies in this disease is held by him in ail
others, especially in those of a chronic character.

The New York Liberal Club meets every Friday

evening at 8 o’clock, for the discussion of scientific
and other interesting subjects. Good speaking and
entertaining discussions may always he expected.

Maryin & Co,?s are tlie Best.

614 N. FIFTH STREET,

854 BROADWAY,

FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business hi all
us branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
his rent.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
nai' omrything appertaining to the business will he
kepi
baud and made to order.
DIBBLE VXIA for simulating, JAPONICA for

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE

Branch Office 586 Sixth taenoe.
Capital, - $2,500,000

Table Sauce,

Test

FOSTER,

Medium, ,

Washburn,

Sec.

Insurance Department, Albany, N. Y., I

v

&

SONS’

Dec., 27, 1871.

f

APOLLO HALL.

Having, on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a
requisition, directing the officers of the Home Insur
ance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
SXJlVDAkY LECTTJIiES,
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One
BY THOMAS GALES FORSTER, Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency
then existing in the Capital of said Company, and
TRANCE: SPEAKER,
Every Sunday Morning & Evening. upon due examination made, it appearing that the
said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand
At half-past 10 a. m., and half-past 7 i\ m.,
Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in
during the year, commencing February 4, 1872, at cash, I hereby certify that the capital of said Compa
Apollo Hall, comer Broadway and Twenty-eighth St.,
ny has been felly restored to its original amount of
New York.
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.
JOHN KEYSER, Treasurer.

D. W. HULL,
PSCMETRIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN,

AN EXHAUSTIVE AEGUMENT
AGAINST MARRIAGE ‘ LEGISLATION,

By C. L.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above

MILLER,

Of New York, will present to the public

TUI WOIH PSTMffl IN A Niff LI8HT.
SUBJECT :

Price 25 cts. per Package.
; all Orders,

DR. A. ORVIS, Rochester, N. Y.

CANCER.
MEASISO! MALES,

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

Gives special attention to the treatment of CANCER,
of all varieties, and is radically curing large numbers
of them.
(2?“ Call or address at

143 E. TWENTY-SIXTH STREET, N. Y.,
From 8 to 9%

Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.”
For sale by the author, post paid, for 25c.
Address,
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

e. m.

; 4 to

6

p. m.

^

The Road to Power.
SEXUAL SCIENCE.

DINING

ROOMS,

AID MENTAL REGENERATION.
A pamphlet of 60 pages, by F. B. Down.1 Priceless
to wives and mothers, and such as are trying to he
men. Price 50c. Address
F. B. DOWD,
Wellsville, Mo.

DR. AMNI BROWN,

.

DEHTXST,
25 West Twenty-Seventh Street.

XNABE &

CO.’S PIANOS.

23 Mew St. and 60 Broadway DR_ JJ. SLADE,
(CLAIRVOYANT,)

(ESTABLISHED 1833, BALTIMORE, MD.)
18,000 of these Celebrated Instruments are now in use
this country and Europe. They have been awarded
85 Gold aigl Silver Medals. Every Instrument fully
warranted for five years.

AND

J. SIMMONS,
210

650 Broadway, N. Y., and 69 Washington Street,
Chicago, 111.

J.

MIDLAND Em MfSMGE
76 MaSdesi Lane a l Liberty St.

Only Direct Line to France.

19

GEORGE MACKENZIE, Agent,

No. 58 Broadway.

7 Per Cent Gold Ponds,

Issued by tbe Montclair Railway Go.
-----AND-----

Guaranteed by lew York Midland.

TITUS & JORDAN,

Attorneys & CounselloTS,

N. Y.

OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TILL 9 P. M.
NOT OPEN SATURDAY.

BAUER & CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS.
Pianos to rent; sold on installments; and old ones
taken in exchange. Illustrated Catalogues sent on ap
Senator Wilson, of Massachusetts, in letter to Gen. plication.
Jordan, of Pennsylvania, says :
“ I had the pleasure of canvassing with Leo Miller
Esq., in New Jersey, and I most cordially recommend
hinf to our friends in your Stbte as a gentleman of
rare talent and character, and a most effective and elo- THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COMPANY’S
speaker.”
s
MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW YORK
AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
The splendid vessels on this favorite route for the
Continent will sail from Pier 50 North River as fol
lows:
VILLE DE PARIS__ Surmont___Saturday, Oct. 19
WASHINGTON.......... Roussan.......Saturday, Nov. 2
ST. LAURENT..........Lemari.........Saturday, Noy. 16
PRICE OF PASSAGE IN GOLD (including wine)
TO BREST OR HAVRE :
First Cabin............... $125 | Second Cabin............$
These steamers do not carry steerage passengers.
American travelers going to or returning from the
Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this
Nassau Street,
line, avoid both transit by Enghsh railway and the dis
comforts of crossing tne Channel, besides saving time,
ti'ouhle and expense.

West Forty-Third Street,

AND

WAREROOMS:

« WOMAN, AND HER RELATIONS TO TEMPER
ANCE AND OTHER REFORMS.”

©EORGE G. TITUS,
\ NlLW YoRTT
|L©N. J. PARKER JOPvDAN. f -Cl L VV x UHJx.

Is pleasant to the taste, and will ho readily eaten by
children or adults. It is free from poisonous drugs,
is purely vegetable, and, unlike other Cathartic Medi
cines, the dose need not to he increased from con
tinned use. And it positively cures constipation.
The directions accompanying each package. Read
the following recommendations:
“New York, July 8, 1871.
“Dr. Orvis: Dear Sir—Please send me, C. O. D., one
box such as I had before; and am pleased to sgy, it
has acted as a, charm with my wife.
“Yours,
TUNIS H. BLACKWELL.”
(This was one of the worst cases of constipation I
have ever known.—A. O.)
“Brooklyn, L. !.. Nov. 3, 1871.“ Dear Sir:"Since your Cathartic Medicine was made
known to me, 1 have used it, and it only, in my family,
to obviate the evil it is intended to remedy; and I as
sure you I prefer it to all other expedients. Its opera
tion is gentle and wholesome, not enervating the sys
tem, or leaving a tendency to increased difficulty. It
clears the complexion, relieves oppression and invig
orates the whole physical economy.
“Respectfully,
Mrs. R. C. MAITLAND.”
It is extensively used by Dr. Foster, of Clifton
Springs, and many other eminent Physicians.
SPECIAL AGENTS:
H-udnut, Iferald Building. Broadway, New Yoisk; D.
G. Farwell, cor. Amity and Broadway, do. fMacy, cor.
6th avenue and 14th Street, do.; Robt. S. McCurdy, 494
Broadway, Albany; J. K. Post & Co., Lane & Paine,
and Almy, Osburn House, Rochester, N. Y.; S. E.
Samuels, Columbus, O.; Dixon & Heidrich, Dayton,
O.; Briggs, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
FOB SALEJ3Y DRUGGISTS GENERALLY

J. M. COMEN’S, M. D.,

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
jgir’Send for a Cataiogne.

LEO

Cathartic Compound

GEORGE W. MILLER,
Superintendent.

THE BEST PIANOS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
and upon the most favorable terms of payment.
We invite the attention of persons intending to
purchase Pianos to our New Illustrated Catalogue,
giving full description of Styles and Prices, and the
terms ob. wliicR we sell to tliose desiring to Rictlce

No. 11 East Fourteenth.St., New York,

RVXS’

EE.

James,

Piano-Fortes.

CHICKER1NG & SONS,

PHRENOLOGICAL BOOKS, ETC,
pr° Comprising a complete assortment of all Books
published and advertised by Wm. White & Co,/J. P.
Mendum, S. S. Jones and other Liberal Publishers,
with all Liberal Papers, &c.
Dr. H. Storer’s Nutritive Compound.'
Dr. Spence’s Positive and Negative Powders.

CATHARTIC MEDICINE MADE PLEASANT
TO THE TASTE AND 1/RIGHTFUL
■ IN EFFECT.

J. H.

16 East Twelfth Street, H. Y.

CHICKERHSTG-

MO.',

Assets over 4,000,000 The Great Discovery!

This Company having provided for all its Chicago
losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a
REELS H sihgle Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of
BEST
the;
the public to the following certificate of Hon. George
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has
been restored to the full amount of Two and One-half
Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.
Millions of Dollars.
CHARLES J. MARTIN, Pres.

THE LAW OF MARRIAGE,

II.

LOUIS,

LIBERAL AND SPIRITUAL BOOKS AND PAPERS,
PARLOR GAMES, VOLTAIC SOLES,

foothing am. the MAGIC TAR SALVE for pwmoting
the growth m the hair, constantly on hand.
written.
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 r. h.
will diagnose disease and give prescriptions from a
Also, his celebrated
lock of hair or photograph, the patient being required
(L. S.)
to give name, age, residence, &c. A better diagnosis
will he given by giving him the leading symptoms, hut
’
HARABA ZEIR,
skeptics are not required to do so. Watch the papers
or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm for his address, or direct to Hobart, Ind., and wait till
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No the letters can he forwarded to him.
lady should ever he without it. Can he obtained only
Terms, $3. Money refunded when he fails to get en
rapport with the patient.
at
WM. DIBBLEE’S,
854 Broadway, Up-stairs.

CHARLES

ST.

No. 135 BROADWAY*

Can "be "bought of any First-Class Grocer

Has removed from his Store to the

CO.,

WARREN, CHASE

T-HE FAMOUS

265 BROADWAY.
WM. DIBBLEE,
LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,

E. LUKEN3.

R. L. MOORE.

WARREN CHASE.

lii

A book for the times. “The Clergy a Source of
Danger to the American Republic.” Sold by snheription only. Agents wanted. Address W. F. Jamieson,
10 North Jefferson street, Chicago, 111.

S A- IT 35 S .

LIBERAL BOOK STORE,

HOME

The Montclair is the Direct and Short Line on
Midland through New Jersey. Its bonds are
issued on the basis of half cost. They are Guaranteed.
It is a home road, running Direct from the City oe
New York, assured of a large business and a fine
Mr. Kurtz invites to his warm and comfortably fur future. This Bond Offers an Advantage over all
THE OTHER MIDLAND FIRST' MORTGAGE BONDS, IN
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as that, with Equal Security, it is Less in J.eice.
suring them that they will always find there the
We commend it to investors. For sale by
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors,
BiAlSTKERS,
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished
the

Allen, Stephens & Co.,

waiters.

No. 27 FINE STREET.

h
j

